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Abstract
Autonomous vehicle coordination is currently a focus in academic and industrial research , that
attempts to solve their maneuvering strategies in conflict situations (e.g., lane merging) to enable
novel transport applications such as platooning; a formation of vehicles that drive closely behind
each other, forming a coalition until a predefined shared goal has been achieved. Coordination
in conflict scenarios improves safety while platooning increases fuel savings and improves traffic
flow. Proposed solutions to achieve vehicle coordination in applications such as platooning or
lane-merging involve coordination mechanisms based on multi-agent system (MAS) approaches,
such as computation social choice and market based strategies. When being realistically assessed,
it is hypothesized for autonomous passenger vehicles that the auction and voting mechanisms can
provide effective inter-vehicular coordination within acceptable time horizons. To this effect the
voting and auction mechanisms for cooperative conflict resolution will be tested on various case
studies, with regards for realistic vehicle kinematics and communication constraints. For a given
coordination mechanism, feasibility studies are conducted in order to evaluate its impact on both
the social welfare and on the communication overhead. Following a review of the state of the art
and simulation platforms, an integration between a (i) microscopic traffic simulator, (ii) a network
simulator and a (iii) MAS framework is presented. The hybrid simulation framework is used
to validate the coordination mechanism on a testbed of road scenarios and traffic set-ups, with
regards to realist constraints. A qualitative analysis is then performed between both mechanism
to determine in what scenarios would a given mechanism perform best. Simulation results show
that both mechanisms show potential towards deployment in real-life scenarios, maintaining high
welfare and reaching consensus within acceptable time-horizons. Between both mechanisms, the
voting strategy is more suited at maintaining welfare with increasing coalition size, while the
auction mechanism can achieve consensus in smaller time frames.
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Resumo
A coordenação de veículos autônomos é atualmente um foco na pesquisa acadêmica e industrial,
que tenta optimizar as suas estratégias de manobra em situações de conflito (por exemplo, junção
de faixa) para permitir novas aplicações de transporte, como o de platooning; uma formação de
veículos que conduzem perto um do outro, formando uma coligação até que um objectivo partilhado predefinido tenha sido atingido. A coordenação em cenários de conflito melhora a segurança,
enquanto que o platooning aumenta a economia de combustível e melhora o fluxo de tráfego. As
soluções propostas para alcançar a coordenação de veículos em aplicações como o platooning
ou a junção de faixas, envolvem mecanismos de coordenação baseados em abordagens de sistemas multi-agente (multi-agent system - MAS), como escolha social computacional e estratégias
baseadas no mercado. Ao ser avaliado de forma realista, é hipotetizado que, para veículos de
passageiros autônomos, os mecanismos de leilão e votação conseguem fornecer uma coordenação
entre veículos eficaz dentro de horizontes temporais aceitáveis. Para este efeito, os mecanismos
de votação e leilão, para a resolução cooperativa de conflitos, serão testados em vários casos de
estudo, tendo em conta restrições cinemáticas e de comunicação realistas. Para um determinado
mecanismo de coordenação, são realizados estudos de viabilidade para avaliar seu impacto tanto
no bem-estar social quanto na sobrecarga de comunicação. Após uma revisão do estado da arte
e das plataformas de simulação, é apresentada uma integração entre (i) um simulador de tráfego
microscópico, (ii) um simulador de rede e um (iii) plataforma MAS. A plataforma de simulação
híbrida é usada para validar os mecanismos de coordenação em uma testbed de cenários de estrada
e configurações de tráfego, tendo em conta restrições realistas. Uma análise qualitativa é depois
realizada entre os dois mecanismos para determinar em quais cenários um determinado mecanismo terá melhor desempenho. Os resultados da simulação mostram que ambos os mecanismos
mostram potencial para implantação em cenários da vida real, mantendo um alto nível de bemestar e alcançando consenso dentro de horizontes temporais aceitáveis. Entre os dois mecanismos,
a estratégia de votação é mais adequada para manter o bem-estar com o aumento do tamanho da
coligação, enquanto que o mecanismo de leilão pode alcançar consenso em menor tempo.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Context

The most common cause of traffic accidents and congestion in roadways are human-related driving errors [LB17]. In best case scenarios, human-caused driving errors can lead to reduced traffic
throughput and in the worst, fatal accidents. By delegating driving tasks to the perception and
control systems of automated vehicles, the chance for human error can be greatly reduced. Furthermore, by augmenting the information autonomous vehicles receive by their sensors with the
information obtained from exterior entities (e.g.: other vehicles or road side units) through vehicleto-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications, the efficiency of vehicular
maneuvering and route planning can greatly improve traffic flow and reduce the overall emission
of green house gases.
The technologies that empower autonomous vehicular control have already been extensively
validated in real world deployments (e.g.: [ZBS+ 14]). The next progression is the development
of vehicular coordination, which will allow vehicles to communicate with infrastructure and other
vehicles to coordinate their actions and solve problems effectively. Furthermore, automated vehicles will need to start taking strategic decisions (e.g. next destination of automated taxis) that
were previously conducted by humans. The field of connected autonomous vehicles (CAV), as
such, has attracted attention from various researchers and industries.
Vehicular coordination is a strategy for achieving driving goals by cooperating with other
vehicles. The exchange of information between vehicles and infrastructure also enhances their
cognitive abilities, allowing for the completion of additional tasks. This dissertation will consider
vehicles, that can be either fully or partially autonomous, endowed with the capability of exchanging messages with one another in order to facilitate coordination and complete set objectives in a
much more efficient manner had no coordination been used.
The common goal among vehicular coordination scenarios is to minimize the traffic disruptions that occur when vehicles perform maneuvers in the road, which tend to occur sub-optimally
by human drivers [WSR09][JČAJ18][MVG+ 12]. Example coordination scenarios common in
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the literature are the lane merging [WWT+ 13] and intersection management [DS08], where optimal cross plans through a conflict zone1 are defined for each vehicle, either in a centralized or
decentralized fashion. Another case of vehicular coordination that has already seen real world
testing by Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) and Tier-1 suppliers, is vehicular platooning
[LvdHT+ 16]. Platooning is a travelling strategy where a group of vehicles travel as a coalition,
maintaining very small time/space headway’s between each other. Vehicles in a platoon must
coordinate their lateral and longitudinal control in order to maintain a constant time/space headway from their lead vehicles. This form of travel brings benefits both in general road throughput
[LPTV17] and fuel efficiency [ZSFB95]. Many other use cases have been researched in vehicular
coordination, such as overtaking [XP09] and congestion management [DLDS13].
Extensive work has been done on platoon formations for heavy duty vehicles (HDV) [BAZ17].
This can be attributed to the advantage of HDV’s having their destinations and departure times determined well before departure of vehicle actually occurs. Taking advantage of this, authors propose platoon formation strategies by modeling it as, for example, a scheduling problem [ZMJ16].
These methods provide optimal results at a strategic level 2 , however this strategy does not work
well for vehicles that decide to form a platoon at a tactical level (e.g: minutes beforehand). The
common vehicle type that most likely will be performing coordination at the tactical level will be
passenger vehicles.
The technologies that enable vehicular coordination can be categorized into three components:
(i) ad-hoc communications that are capable of providing robust message transmission and resistant to packet loss or interference; (ii) controllers that can receive and process information
gathered by their sensors and communication modules and provide the lateral and longitudinal
directives to the vehicles actuators; and (iii) decision-making layer. The decision making layer is
where the participating entities can rationalize and coordinate their future actions in order to reach
a decision that can maximize welfare, at both an individual and system wide level [Str11]. The
work done on this dissertation focus on exploring coordination strategies for the decision-making
layer, while taking into account several expected constraints of real-world deployments.
Coordination with passenger vehicles requires that the decision making mechanism is aware
of the drivers’ preferences during travel. Such preferences may include the desired cruising speed,
the routes to take or fuel consumption. All the while, considerations must be taken for the driver’s
and it’s passengers comfort and safety. This can be properly modeled by a multi-agent system
(MAS), in which autonomous software entities, the agents, are capable of communicating among
themselves in order to perform cooperative or competitive actions [LWN08]. The agent model
itself can adequately be expressed in the Belief, Desire and Intentions (BDI) paradigm. The BDI
paradigm itself is also widely used for the verification and validation of autonomous software
systems [KDM+ 17].
Common approaches to vehicular coordination in literature, include game theoretic approaches
1 Conflict

zones are any segments of roadway where bottlenecks can occur, such as the intersection or the merging
of two lanes.
2 The decision making at a strategic level has the coordination be performed near or long before departure.
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[WZY+ 16] or the use of auctions [RS16] among others. Computational social choice, such as
voting, can also be used achieve coordination among participants [SBH98] [DM15]. In the scope
of this dissertation the focus will be specifically on auctions and voting approaches.

1.2

Motivation

As the number of vehicles keep increasing with each passing year, so too does the amount of
fuel and hours wasted in congested roads. In 2015, the findings published by The Texas A&M
Transportation Institute, showed that in 2014, congestion led to drivers in urban areas to waste
6.9 billion hours and 3.1 billion gallons of fuel, resulting in a total cost estimated at $160 billion
[Sco15]. The problem is more aggravated when taking into account that these circumstances have
the effect of causing frustration and stress to the drivers themselves, leading to more mistakes
being made resulting in worse traffic flow [MDH+ 98]. Connected Automated Vehicles (CAV),
using cooperative controllers can perform more effective maneuvering and slow down, or even
mitigate, this ever growing issue.
As was found in [ZSFB95], vehicular platoons have an average drag coefficient of roughly
55% when compared to isolated vehicles. This reduction drag allows vehicles to maintain their
speeds with less torque from the engine, translating into reduced fuel consumption and pollutant
emissions. The decreased vehicle spacing increases overall road capacity and the string stable
formations allows for more fluent flow of traffic. Even if passenger vehicle platoons formed enroute may not be as optimal as those formed for HDV’s, the fact that passenger vehicle compose
the vast majority of traffic [Ass17], even sub-optimal solutions provide a large benefit to traffic
flow and in reducing green house emissions.
Passenger vehicles, in contrast with HDV’s, equipped with autonomous cooperative driving
technologies will likely allow for configuration of a driver’s preferences, which need to be taken
into account during coordinated maneuvering. The voting ([SP12], [DM15]) and auction ([RS16],
[VO12]) mechanisms have seen positive results in traffic research. However no study has been
done to assess the performance of Voting or Auction negotiation strategies under different scenarios and settings. Certain aspects need to be determined in these mechanisms using different
scenarios, such as which mechanism might provide better solutions in a shorter amount of time.
The communication channel constraints must also be taken into account as message loss could
lead to erroneous agreements and latency could cause dialogues to stretch in time towards an
unsafe duration. A comparative study between the two approaches, that takes into account the
communication channels, could provide valuable insight for the real world deployment of such
technologies.
The validation of MAS cooperation approaches with realistic constraints requires the use of
multiple specialized simulation tools. As such an integration is needed between a MAS framework
to model the BDI vehicle agents and communication and traffic simulator in order to answer the
proposed research questions in a near-realistic environment.
3
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1.3

Problem definition and research questions

The extensive literature review performed in chapter 3 identifies gaps in research regarding the
decision-making in autonomous vehicles, and a sub-set of these challenges will be addressed in
this work. The following sections aim at properly defining what those gaps are, and specify the
problem that will be addressed by the work performed in this dissertation. For the problem at
hand, a central hypothesis is postulated, from which research questions are derived and various
tasks are set in order to answer said research questions and validate the hypothesis.
As will be stated in the concluding remarks of chapter 3, one of the research gaps identified is
the lack of tactical level vehicular cooperation that takes into account individual driver preferences.
Another gap is the lack of realistic performance assessment for the voting and auction mechanisms
in cooperative traffic scenarios. Although there exists a trend to use the modelling paradigm
as decision-making mechanisms in ITS applications, the performed tests and validations do not
account for the complete spectrum of constraints a CAV will face in real-world deployment.
Although much research exists on the management of autonomous vehicles at a strategical
level3 and on the automation of the operational tasks needed for lateral and longitudinal control,
research is lacking on the tactical-level of decision making. More specifically, there exists a lack
of cooperative tactical decision-making with regards to the individual driver satisfaction. This not
to say that no type of research has been performed in this subject (see for example [CBS13]),
however it was observed that such works are dwarfed in comparison to studies in HDV automation and operational level control. The existing studies, however, make many assumptions when
validating potential cooperative decision-making mechanisms, especially when such solutions utilize the MAS paradigm. For example, vehicular kinematics are simplified as cellular automaton
and the communication network is disregarded with communication occurring instantaneously
with 100% reliability. Potential mechanisms must be validated in as close to realistic conditions
as possible prior to real-world deployments. Using real-life tests would be the most appropriate,
however this is not only expensive, but only possible if a proof of concept already exists that shows
good enough feasibility of a mechanism that such testing may be funded. As such the problem
this dissertation addresses is postulated as follows:
• P – There is a lack of research on the feasibility of MAS based cooperation mechanisms
for passenger vehicle decision-making, that are properly validated within the kinematic and
network constraints expected in road traffic conditions.
The premise of the problem at hand is the use of the MAS paradigm to develop cooperative
decision-making strategies that allow autonomous passenger vehicles to solve various potential
traffic conflict scenarios, while ensuring that an acceptable level of welfare is maintained. Another
layer of the problem is that any potential mechanism should be validated within near realistic
constraints. A mechanism that guarantees high driver satisfaction, but if it has many potential
3 See,

for example, the various strategies that exist for the planning of HDV platooning in section 3.2.1
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points of failure and if its implemented communication protocols induce a very large latency, will
not be feasible for real-world deployment.
The strategy taken to address this problem involves a simulation study to provide a potential
baseline on both welfare and communication overheads, for the future development of MAS based
cooperation decision-making mechanisms. The baseline will be obtained by the novel application
of well known MAS cooperative mechanisms in traffic scenarios requiring coordination between
multiple agents.
The chosen cooperative mechanisms are based on computational social choice and market
approaches. Specifically the the voting and auctions strategies are evaluated in near realistic environments and then compared in performance regarding welfare and communication overhead.
The voting and auction mechanism are chosen due to their success in order fields of study requiring cooperative decision-making, as such it is hypothesized that these mechanisms will provide
satisfactory results in maintaining high welfare, while being able to operate within the constraints
of vehicular networks. The obtained results and conclusions can serve as a benchmark for future
research. Given this, this dissertation primary research questions are listed as follows:
• Q1 – How does the voting and auction mechanism perform on maintaining driver satisfaction
in a group with heterogeneous interests?
• Q2 – How do imperfect vehicular communications affect the viability and/or performance
of the voting and auction mechanism in vehicular coordination?
• Q3 – What are the main advantages and disadvantages of the voting and auction mechanism
when compared?
For question Q1 passenger vehicles are assumed to have different driving preferences, and as
such their decisions should reflect both these preferences and the global welfare. Each vehicle
should coordinate their actions such as to avoid impacting the traffic flow due to selfish decisions,
but also internalize the preferences of the driver in order to minimize passenger discomfort and
dissatisfaction. During simulation experiments information regarding the communication delay
is collected in order to answer question Q2 . When all the data is gathered, a comparative study
is conducted based on all the observations in order to verify how each coordination mechanism
behaves relative to each other (question Q3 ).

1.4

Scope and Assumptions

The simulation study performed, although also covering the physical aspects of CAVs (movement,
emissions, etc.), will only gather data regarding the communication performance and the social
welfare. The communication evaluation will mostly be made by performing an analysis on the
time that was taken to reach a consensus on any given conflict. The social welfare will be measured
by the perceived utilities of the agents during decision-making. Many other potential simulation
metrics could be gathered and more detailed conclusions taken. However due to time constraints,
5
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Table 1.1: Research Tasks
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Task description
Development of an hybrid simulation framework.
Validation and testing of the simulation framework.
Theoretical modelling of the voting and auction mechanism applied to platooning.
Implementation of the defined theoretical models within the simulation framework.
Data gathering and discussion on the performance of the voting and auction mechanism in relation to a set baseline.
Comparison of the auction and voting mechanism among each other.

the scope of this dissertation will focus on providing a general evaluation of cooperative mechanisms, serving as a first-step towards more detailed and focused research.
The communication between vehicles, regarding coordination, will all share the same message protocol. Coordination messages are broadcast to vehicles at any given time, and all vehicles
are responsible for accepting or dropping the message4 . This communication protocol is similar
to protocols presented in [SDC15] and [SBJ+ 14], however without the use of piggybacking,with
messages being sent as separate broadcasts from other positional data beacons. A potential alternative could be a receiver-based approach [GHMK16], however the the base communication
protocol remains an invariant, with studies on the most effective approach being grounds for future research.
The measurement of utility will make use of a base utility function (defined in chapter 5) that
will determine how satisfied an agent is on a decision in regards to their preferences. It is assumed
that the chosen utility function is adequate at capturing driver satisfaction. However a potential
research direction would reside in analyzing possible performance measurements and determine
which could be more adequate to measure driver satisfaction, in a similar fashion to the work done
in [PAR15].
Some assumptions are also made on the traffic environment itself. All the vehicles travelling
on a road network are assumed to be driving autonomously and capable of sending and receiving
messages. As such no human drivers are present, and a high volume of transit can be correlated to a
large channel contention due to the broadcasting of positional beacons. The car-following models
used by all vehicles in the simulations will utilize and extend the the adaptive cruise control (ACC)
controllers of [RTLZ00], [PSVN+ 11] and [SSV+ 15]. The communication technology used will be
the IEEE 802.11p and IEEE 1609.4 DSCR/WAVE standards developed for VANETs. All vehicles
are assumed to be cooperative passenger vehicles of equal make and model.
To facilitate comparison between cooperative mechanisms, the scope of the work done in this
dissertation will be restricted to the context of decision-making within vehicular platoons. It is the
authors belief that such a context provides a scenario where accurate comparisons can be made,
facilitating in answering question Q3 .
4A

more detailed description of the used communication protocol can be read in chapter 4
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Table 1.2: Key contributions
#
1
2
3

1.5

Contribution
A hybrid simulation framework for the testing of MAS based ITS solutions with
regard to near-realist constraints.
A preliminary implementation of the voting and auction mechanisms to vehicular
platooning.
An analysis of the auction and voting mechanisms and their feasibility for realworld deployment.

Contributions and Goals

With the scope of this work properly described, a sequence of tasks are defined in order to guide
the research into gathering the information needed to address the previously stated problem. The
completion of these research tasks also represent notable contributions of these dissertations, of
which will be properly defined below. The research tasks conducted in this work are summarized
in table 1.1 while the key contributions are summarized in table 1.2
In order to answer the research questions defined in the previous section, an adequate simulation framework is needed. The required simulation framework must be capable of: (i) model
vehicle behaviour using the BDI agent modelling paradigm, (ii) provide simulation models for
the physical layer of communications as well as implementing the communication standards for
VANETs; and (iii) simulate vehicular motion and allow for the modelling of traffic networks. From
the literature review conducted in chapter 3, to the best of the authors knowledge, no such simulation multi-level framework exists. As such the first contribution of this dissertation is a hybrid
simulation framework that meets the above requirements. The development tasks will consist
of identifying already existing simulation solutions that meet one or more of the requirements,
integrate the existent solutions into a unified framework and validate the obtained framework by
verifying its ability to model BDI agents and accuracy in modelling the communication medium.
Having a proper simulation framework in which to validate our hypothesis, the model for
the auction and voting mechanism is developed. The developed models adapt the auction and
voting mechanism for their use in platooning decision-making. From these models it is possible
to then implement them in the simulation framework and run simulation scenarios to test their
performance. With the obtained data, the second contribution is made in the form of a feasibility
study on the auction and voting mechanism for platooning decision making.
The final contribution is a comparative analysis of the voting and auction mechanism,
based on the data obtained from the previous tasks. This will provide insight into the advantages
and disadvantages of each strategy and pave the path for possible future research.

1.6

Publications

Some of the work found in this dissertation has been published in conferences. A part of the
results obtained in section 6.2.1 were used in the development of a short paper titled: Autonomous
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vehicles coordination through voting-based decision-making, accepted and presented at the 6th
International Conference on Agreement Technologies (AT 2018) held in Norway, December 2018.
At the time of writing, the submitted paper is to be published in the post-proceedings as a volume
in Springer Lecture Notes in Artificial intelligence (LNAI) series.
A paper titled Tactical Level Decision making for Platoons of Autonomous Vehicle using Auction Mechanisms has been submitted to the 2019 IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium
(IV’19), and, as of time of writing, is currently being peer reviewed. The submitted paper presents
the results obtained in section 6.2.2, discussing the application of the auctions mechanism to the
coordination within vehicular platooning.

1.7

Document Structure

The remainder of this document is composed of seven chapters. In chapter 2 an overview of
the technologies that empower vehicle coordination is presented, as well as an explanation of
the concepts of multi-agent systems and possible coordination strategies. Chapter 3 presents a
literature review on the state of the art in the decision-making of vehicle coordination and use of
the agent oriented paradigm. The simulation framework is detailed in chapter 4. The theoretical
framework developed for the auctions and voting mechanisms is described in chapter 5 while
the results are presented and discussed in chapter 6. Finally in chapter 7 the work done in this
dissertation are summarized, as well as highlighting the primary findings and proposing possible
directions for future research.
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Chapter 2

Background
In this chapter a background on the concepts of coordinated traffic applications and multi-agent
negotiation is presented. In section 2.1 a brief overview of the building blocks for automated
coordinated driving is described. Section 2.2 goes over the common scenarios in vehicular coordination such as platooning, lane merge and intersection management. Multi-agent systems,
negotiations strategies and coalition formation is discussed in section 2.3. Concluding remarks are
presented in section 2.4.

2.1

Coordinated automated driving

Coordinated autonomous driving is a multi-disciplinary research field. Related developments include the autonomous control of the vehicle, the exchanging of messages between nodes in a vehicular network and the high-level information processing that allows autonomous vehicles (AV)
to make decisions [GPMN16]. All of these components interact with each other to augment the
capabilities of the AV (see figure 2.1). For example the communication component expands the
knowledge base of the decision-making layer, from which new goals and plans are sent to the
control component to be translated into actions (e.g. lateral and longitudinal control).
In this section a brief introduction on the control (Section 2.1.1) and communication (Section 2.1.2) components is presented. A detailed introduction to the high-level decision making
components of AVs is presented later on in Section 2.2.

2.1.1

Automated Vehicular Control

Autonomous vehicle controllers strive to make the drivers journey safer, by delegating driving
tasks from the driver to the on-board computers. There already has been widespread implementation and successful commercial use of these controllers, the most common being the Cruise
Control (CC) system, that allows drivers to program the desired target speed and the on-board
computers control throttling and braking to maintain said speed, alleviating the driver from continuous maintenance of the vehicles speed. However, in the wide scope of autonomous vehicle
9
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(AV) controllers, CC systems are very basic, in the sense that these do not require neither perception from the outside world nor to communicate with surrounding infrastructure or other vehicles.
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) expands upon this longitudinal control assistance, by making
use of sensors such as radar [TKK+ 03] and LIDAR [WDH+ 00], the system is able to control
the accelerator throttling, engine power-train and brakes in order to maintain a desired time or
space gap to proceeding vehicles. Such capability marks the development of the ACC. Simulation
studies have shown that a market penetration rate of ACC of 20% can prevent traffic jams from
occurring [Dav04], and the use of ACC to maintain an inter vehicular gap to allow for efficient
merge at highway entry ramps can lead up to a 20% increase in traffic throughput [Dav07]. Further
developments augments the longitudinal control of ACC with other features such as collision
avoidance [MMY09] or automated parking.
The longitudinal control of vehicles provided by ACC can be further improved by augmenting the information received from on-board sensors with information received from infrastructure
(V2I/I2V) and with other vehicles (V2V). The capability of using communication marks the development of the Cooperative ACC (CACC). The main advantage CACC has over ACC is its
capability to form more string stable formations. String stability occurs when spacing errors do
not amplify downstream from vehicle to vehicle [Swa97], and when comparing CACC and ACC
systems, the detection and response delay accumulated from the leader to the downstream vehicles
is significantly reduced in CACC systems. Milanes et al. [MSS+ 14] shows that in a four vehicle
formation, CACC delays can be in the range of the 400-800ms, much lower than the delay encountered in ACC systems that can go beyond 5 seconds. The high delay in ACC systems means
that small changes in the lead vehicle have higher effects on vehicles further down the stream.
However the reduced delay in CACC systems allows the time gap between following vehicles to
be minimized to as little as 0.6 seconds [NOSC10]
A crucial component in automated driving is Motion planning, which aims at finding the
optimal route a vehicle can travel given various constraints [PČY+ 16]. The techniques in motion planning are very well understood and have been successfully implemented in various fields
outside of autonomous vehicle control. A* and Dijkstra are the classical path finding algorithms,
however several other methods have also been proposed such as function optimization and polynomial path finding. In platooning use cases motion planning works much the same way as single
vehicle path finding, where the motion planning algorithms receive as input the destination point
and obstacles in its vicinity and computes the most optimal path [GPMN16].
The architecture that enables complete autonomous control of a vehicle is a multi-component
control architecture compromised of sensors, actuators, communications, control and reasoning as
seen in figure 2.1. The physical interface includes all technologies that interact directly with the
real-world, either as inputs with use of sensors or as outputs from actuators for throttling, braking
and steering. Feeding instructions to the actuators are the logical control modules, that receive
processed information1 from the sensors and provide controls based on the motion planning rules.
1 Separate modules are dedicated to interpreting the raw data received from sensors, such as obstacle detection and
environment recognition
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Figure 2.1: Components of connected autonomous vehicles [GPMN16]

Sensor information can be augmented via communication with other vehicles or infrastructure to
allow for more precise vehicle control. Reasoning components feed the logical control modules
with traveling plans and objectives, such as what maneuvers to perform or what routes are to
be taken. In general, the logical control receives the objectives from the reasoning component,
which are translated as directives to the actuators that control the vehicle. Reasoning also depends
upon exterior information from sensors and communication in order to develop travel plans, and
is responsible on producing the information to broadcast to other nodes in the network.
The background information in this chapter does not include the various standard approaches
to CAV motion control and the current state of the art. For a review on such a topic, Schwarting et al. [SAMR18] provide a review on recent trends and challenges on perception, planning,
and decision-making for autonomous vehicles. Many of recent advances are covered, such as the
integration of motion planning with perception, the various approaches to motion planning with
regards to the behavior of other vehicles, verification techniques for autonomous vehicle systems
and fleet management for ride-sharing applications. Another study is presented by Guanetti et
al. [GKB18] that presents an architecture for CAV control reviews the state of the art of each
component. It also presents the system components that are necessary for effective CAV deployment, which include: automation of lateral and longitudinal vehicular control; communication and
connectivity among vehicles; the vehicles powertrains and the infrastructure of the road network.

2.1.2

Communications in ad-hoc vehicular networks

Intelligent transportations systems are facilitated by the application of modern wireless communication technologies. By making use of on-board communication units in a vehicle, it becomes
possible for to interface with with roadside units or even other vehicles and collect and transmit
information, providing a safer, more comfortable and efficient travel experience. The communication network between vehicles and road-side units that is possible with modern wireless technology form what is known as a Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET). Within VANET’s two types of
11
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Figure 2.2: The WAVE protocol stack for vehicular communications [JN16]

communication can be used: vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I). Communication structure that employ both V2V and V2I are often denominated as vehicle to anything
(V2X).
The U.S. Federal Communication Commission allocated, in 1999, 75MHz of Dedicated Short
Range Communications (DSRC) spectrum at 5.9 GHz to be used exclusively for vehicle-to-vehicle
and infrastructure-to-vehicle communications. Europe on the other hand allocates 30 MHz of
spectrum band in the 5 GHz range for vehicular communications, safety and mobility purposes
[JD08]. The most widely used DSCR-based protocol family in the literature is the IEEE Wireless
Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE). WAVE combines the IEEE 802.11p and IEEE 1609
protocol suite, with the IEEE 802.11p covering the lower level physical and data link layers and
the IEEE 1609 covering the remaining higher level layers in the OSI model [LC10]. The IEEE
802.11p protocol family is an amendment to the 802.11 family standard of Wi-Fi communications.
The 802.11p variant is designed for communications with nodes that maintain a connection during
very short periods of time, as is the case with VANETs. Latency is also reduced by allowing for
direct connection between nodes, without having to go through a central communication station
and through a more relaxed authentication procedures [WTM09].
The downsides of WAVE is that its intermittent and short-lived V2V/V2I connectivity that
occurs due to the fast moving vehicles and the ever changing VANET topologies during travel. To
improve information dissemination, mobile IP-based protocols can be applied. The networking
mobility basic support (NEMO BS) is meant to provide continuous network connectivity for cases
like these, where a group of nodes are moving together [DWPT04] [CSL11]. Another possibility
12
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Table 2.1: Vehicular Network surveys
Reference
[Seg13]

[Str11]
[DYW+ 16]
[ZZC+ 15]

[WTM09]

[AOZ16]

[BZVR11]

[KAE+ 11]

[JLW+ 16]

Summary
Provides current state of the art concerning communication strategies and protocols for platooning and highlight the challenges that are still open, giving
some ideas on how they could be tackled.
focus on the latest developments in Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical layer research and standardization for the European market
A comprehensive review literature on the existing knowledge and issues with
communications, driver behaviors and controls related to CACC
Focuses on the various services that can be provisioned by heterogeneous
vehicular networks.Also proposed is a generic HetVNET framework which is
used to study several different application scenarios
Reviews the applications and protocols related to Inter-Vehicular Networks,
namely those for general information, vehicle safety, and individual/group motion control
Provides a review of the current V2X communication technologies, the various DSRC-cellular hybrid architectures, discussing the inter-working challenges between the two technologies, and surveying commercially available
V2X products.
Surveys various V2V MAC methods that have been proposed for VANETs, focusing on the benefits and limitations of the reviewed MAC techniques as well
as their ease of implementation in practice and future deployment.
Provides and introduction to vehicular networking for readers of diverse technical backgrounds as well as a detailed analysis and classification of the stateof-the art.
Provides a comprehensive survey on the various communication, computing
and control mechanisms for platoon-based systems.

to overcome the latency, connectivity and transmission issues that arise in the IEEE 802.11p from
the mobile nature of VANETs, is the integration of the VANET with the cellular network. The
distributed VANETs utilize the centralized cellular network to greatly expand coverage area and
network throughput. Although Cellular-V2X has its benefits more in the dissemination of general
traffic information (eg: congestion of roads) that need to travel a large distance, some studies have
been done in its applicability for short-range use. [NVC+ 18].
A vehicular network architecture design must overcome some basic issues that arrive from
such a use cases such as vehicular platooning. Such issues are effective intra-platoon and interplatoon message dissemination and high performance communication with road side units (RSU)
for other vehicular coordination. For intra-vehicle communication, each vehicle must constantly
be able to transmit information about its kinematics (position, speed, ...) in a process known as
beacon message dissemination [YFB07]. The beacon dissemination process is supported in the
IEEE 1609.4 (part of the WAVE stack) and in the ITS-G5 architecture, which is the European
approach to standardize wireless vehicular communication [ESG13].
The overview of vehicular communications provided in this section is a very summarized
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description of the work done in this field. The state of the art and development of vehicular
communications are not the main focus of this dissertation, as such the technologies utilized in
the validation of the developed work will be the industry communication standards. Should the
reader be interested in knowing more on the state of the art of VANETs’, Table 2.1 compiles
recommended surveys on the literature of this topic.

2.2

Cooperative Traffic applications

The work of this dissertation will be focused on the vehicular coordination, a concept where fully
or partially automated vehicles, communicate and cooperate among each other in order to achieve
a determined goal in a manner much more efficient, had no cooperation been used. Connected
autonomous vehicles (CAV) can coordinate their actions and maneuvers in such a way as to create
motion plans that minimize traffic disruptions and consequently lead to shorter travel times.
In an article published by Michon [Mic85], three levels of driving tasks are identified as strategic, tactical and operational. A short description of these levels are as follows:
• Operational level — The lowest level of vehicular driving, responsible for the control operations of the vehicle and happen at time frames of less than one second. Operational level
tasks include throttling, braking and steering and are actuated in accordance with environmental input and feedback from the tactical level layers.
• Tactical level — Also known as the maneuvering level, is where maneuvers such as gap
closing, obstacle avoidance, overtaking, etc. are decided and negotiated. The time horizon
for achieving tactical level goals are within seconds from actual goal definition. In this level
maneuvers are constrained by both the environmental input (e.g. overtake maneuvers are
rejected in low visibility environments) and the driving plans from the strategic level (e.g.
lane change maneuvers are performed according to the route plan).
• Strategic level — Strategic level planning can extend to long time horizons, as strategic
planning is responsible for the definition of the travel plans. Travel plans include the route,
goals, speed criteria and evaluation of costs and risks for the current trip.
The described driving levels are originally intended to model human driver behavior, but can
be adapted for use in coordinated traffic applications to classify the time horizon in which coordination decisions are made. Strategic level coordination would specify coordination agreements
with other vehicles before or at departure of a trip. An example of this strategic planning is in HDV
platooning. In HDV platooning, authors focus their investigation efforts on a centralized solution
to platooning, where a platooning service provider is capable of coordinating among one or more
supplier’s fleet of vehicles to form optimal platoons, before vehicle departure. [JZBdK15].
Tactical level coordination as such would be any maneuver planning that incorporates information form other entities. An example can be that of a vehicle that receives a lane merge request
from a vehicle on another lane. The decision would be then to either reject the request due to
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unsafe conditions or accelerate or decelerate the vehicle to form a gap to allow entry of the other
vehicle. The results of these decisions are passed onto operational level controllers which are
translated into thrust or braking goals. Platooning may also occur on this level, likely from passenger vehicles whose drivers decide en-route to from a platoon.
Another classification for cooperative traffic applications is in whether the cooperation approach is centralized or decentralized. Centralized methods typically rely on the a central authority
that receives requests and vehicle information, decides on the course of action and transmits the
traveling orders to all vehicles. A typical case of centralized control is in intersection management
scenarios, where typically a central agent, usually denominated as the intersection manager, receives crossing requests from arriving vehicles and decides which vehicles are allowed to cross the
intersection based on submitted crossing plans [CE16]. These centralized servers reduce the processing requirements from vehicles, simplifying their design. [CBH09]. However centralization
leads to the existence of single points of failure which reduces robustness. Scalability is also an
issue as the processing requirements became too much to handle when the traffic density increases
[PVP+ 11]. Decentralized methods solve the scalability and robustness problems of centralized
approaches by distributing the planning among each vehicle agent. However this increases the
complexity of the problem as there must a guarantee that each vehicle possess the same situational
awareness so as to avoid conflicts when negotiating. Typically this requires the use of consensus algorithms in order for participants to agree on situational awareness before proceeding with
coordination through a problem [CBH09].
The remainder of this section will present the background and concepts on the use case of
platooning in subsection 2.2.1 and the common tactical level coordination scenarios: intersection
management in subsection 2.2.2 and lane merge in subsection 2.2.3.

2.2.1

Platoon formation

An application of vehicular cooperation is the formation of vehicle platoons, which has had performance validations dating back to 1995 [ZSFB95]. A vehicular platoon is a formation of vehicles
traveling together with small and constant inter vehicular time or space gaps. These formations are
maintained until a set predefined goal has been achieved (e.g.: a certain location has been reached).
In figure 2.3 a demonstration held by the PATH project in 1997 [Shl07b] show the reliability in
control and communication technology to enable platooning in real world deployment
The act of platooning brings benefits for traffic flow and vehicle throughput. The tight coupling vehicle in a platoon and coordinated longitudinal control means that traffic throughput is
increased and the "accordion"2 effect [WL11] in congested roadways is minimized. In intersections, platooning can double or triple saturation flow rates [LPTV17]. Fuel efficiency in platooning
is improved, thanks to a wind wall effect caused by leading members of a platoon. When a vehicle travels close to its lead, air pressure is reduced at the front of the vehicle. This decreased
pressure allows vehicles to maintain their desired speed while exerting less work on the engine,
2 The observed effect in congested roadways where a driver slows down and causes a ripple effect of drivers slowing
down more than the driver ahead within a lane, until traffic comes to a stop.
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Figure 2.3: Demonstration of an eight vehicle platoon [Shl07b]

when compared to higher air pressures. This phenomenon is illustrated in figure 2.4. The reduced
fuel consumption leads to reduced carbon emissions and increased economical savings, making
platooning an area of interest for OEMs and Tier-1 suppliers.
A key performance metric in platoon stability is the formation the string stability. String
stability is defined as the spacing error between the desired and actual inter-vehicle spacing not
amplifying to the upstream of the platoon [SH07] [SSM17]. The spacing error for the ith vehicle
can mathematically be defined as:
ε = x j − x j−1 + Ldes

(2.1)

Where Ldes is the desired intra-platoon distance that is specified for a given spacing policing
[JLW+ 16].
The spacing policy is a control objective which defines the inter-vehicular gap to be maintained. This policy dictates how the high level controller will provide the throttling, braking and
steering instructions to the actuators. Two types of policies exist in the literature: Constant Spacing [SH99] and Variable Spacing. Constants spacing has a follower vehicles constantly maintain
a the same inter-vehicular distance from its leads regardless of speed and acceleration. In variable
spacing, the inter-vehicular distance can change in accordance to the properties of the platoon.
Variable spacing can be exemplified with it’s typical representative: constant time-headway spacing (CTHS) [YK95]. CTHS is a spacing policy where a follower F vehicle will maintain an
inter-vehicular gap from it’s lead L such that for a given point x in the traveling path of both F
and L; F will pass point x, exactly t seconds after the passing of L. Constant spacing has shown to
be very sensitive to communication delays, which can lead to string instability [LGMH01], meanwhile the CTHS policy sees the inter-vehicular gap increase alongside the platoon speed which
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Figure 2.4: Air pressure analysis in a two vehicle platoon [ABT+ 15]

leads to the reduction of the fuel saving effects of platooning.

2.2.2

Intelligent intersection crossing

Developments in V2X communication technology can allow vehicles more efficiently cross intersections leading to increased traffic throughput. Vehicles cam make use of V2V communications
at signalized intersections to simultaneously accelerate from a stop. With V2I, an intersection
manager can organize the crossing plans of vehicles to avoid collisions and reduce waiting times
[UJ16].
In intersection reservation, the time and space for a vehicle to cross is a resource that most
be allocated efficiently to each vehicle that wishes to cross the intersection. One way to organize
intersections is to divide the conflict space into a grid, where the granularity is proportional to
the computation time and precision. Every square in the grid can at any given point in time be
occupied or unoccupied and vehicles can only be assigned unoccupied blocks at the time they
wish to cross. As such a resource allocation problem is made where blocks of space-time must be
allocated to vehicles such that no vehicles collide with one another [DS08].
Reservation policies for vehicles are varied. The policy proposed by Dresner & Stone [DS08]
had an intersection manager accept crossing plans from vehicles in a First Come First Served
(FCFS) fashion. Vehicles submit their maneuver plans to cross the intersection, which included the
desired space-time blocks. The intersection manager compares the plan with other reservations,
and accepts the plan if no collisions occur or rejects it if a previous vehicle had already reserved
any of the space-time blocks. In case of rejection the intersection manager notifies the vehicle to
submit a new crossing plan. However other crossing policies in non signalized intersections have
been proposed and are discussed in chapter 3. One of interest is the allocation in accordance to
the value of time of each vehicle. The value of time is a value that is proportional to how quickly
a vehicle needs to cross the intersection. An example would be that a passenger that is late for a
flight has more value of time than a passenger out for weekend shopping [LB15].
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2.2.3

Coordinating lane changes and merges

A lane merge scenario is any case where a lane ends and a vehicle much perform a lane change
maneuver. Lanes can end either due to a multi-lane road having one of its lanes end or when
road converges into another road, such as highway entry ramps. This section of road that forces
vehicles to perform lane changes is common bottleneck in traffic, where vehicles don’t leave
sufficient space to perform a merge and consequently vehicles are forced to slow down and even
come to a full stop while they wait for an opening to merge.
With inter-vehicular communication inter-vehicular gaps can be negotiated with vehicles in
both lanes to allow for efficient zipper merge maneuvers. Centralized approaches to lane merging
can employ several strategies in the central coordinator. An example of these strategies can be the
use of heuristics rules or optimization problems to control both the speed and acceleration profiles
and travel times of vehicles. Decentralized approaches may use a process of inter-vehicular gap
generation very similar to platooning, where vehicles instead of following a lead vehicle, follow
a virtual lead. This virtual lead is created from velocity and position information from a vehicle
that wishes to merge. Advances to V2V communication technologies can allow for decentralized
approaches to be employed effectively in lane merge scenarios, thanks to the small physical distance between nodes. In a road convergence scenario however, wireless communications may loss
reliability during vehicular merge if channel contention is high due to several vehicles wishing
to transmit [SLZ+ 15]. Distance and obstacles between the two roads may induce interference or
packet loss in the communication. For this scenarios a centralized merge manager may be needed.
A RSU positioned within the conflict zone can be used for V2I management, and coordinate the
velocities of vehicles on both roads to allow only one vehicle in the conflict zone during a given
time frame [RTM17b].
On both intersection and lane merge scenario, some components are common, given that both
scenarios are a fixed conflict point in the road network. Each scenario has its conflict zone, where
collisions are possible to occur due to crossing lanes. Around each conflict zone is a control zone
representing the reach a RSU may have or when V2V communications can begin.

2.3

Multi-Agent systems

In distributed artificial intelligence, the topic of research lies in how to utilize multiple autonomous
and intelligent entities to interact among themselves in order to improve their performance and
achieve a global objective. One of the approaches to achieve this coordination are the multi-agent
systems, where a community of agents coordinate their behaviors in a decentralized fashion to
achieve any set of goals. Multi-agent systems allow certain complex problems to be modeled as
a set of intelligent entities, the agents, that are governed by some form of social laws. The agents
themselves interact within a given environment and are capable of a certain degree of autonomy,
for which it is required that they posses some form of representation of that environment and
communication and perception capabilities. Properly defining an agent is not as trivial as it seems
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due many different existing definitions in the literature. For the scope of this dissertation, an
agent is any form of computational entity, with perception and communication capabilities, that
is responsible for any given task or objective which it attempts to solve or achieve using its own
problem solving capabilities. In a MAS the agent has the need to interact with other agents within
the community, due to global restrictions or limitations in resources, ability or information that
prevent the agent from achieving its goals individually.
In the multi-agent paradigm, vehicular coordination is a cooperative effort between multiple
agent types (e.g.: vehicles and RSUs) that reside within a one dimensional network. Each agent
locally controls its motion using the information it has available from its surrounding environment
and coordination mechanisms are used as a first step to enable coordination with other agents to
achieve a predefined goal. The type of goal that agents attempt to achieve can be formation control
in a platooning scenario or negotiation on conflict scenarios such as in intersection crossing or lane
merging.
Formation generation and control is a problem that is commonly addressed in multi-agent
scenarios [OPA15], some examples being the formation of coalitions of unmanned aerial vehicles
[SHB+ 09] and in ride sharing applications [BFR15]. As such it follows that the MAS paradigm is
proposed in the literature as a modeling approach for the coordination of CAVs.

2.3.1

The mentalist agent architecture

As mentioned previously, agents must be capable of perception and communications in order to
be able to interact with the environment in which they reside and to interact with other agents.
Rationality and decision making capabilities are also essential to formulate plans and transmit
messages that will allow the agents to achieve their goals.
In MAS, there are two main types of agents: the reactive agents and the cognitive agents, both
capable of intelligent behavior. Reactive agents are the more simple implementations, possessing
a set of possible behaviors that activate in accordance to set external stimuli. The state of the
world and itself are not considered when rationalizing their actions. Cognitive agents on the other
hand have a set of goals and a knowledge base on the world with which they use to rationalize
their actions and behavior. One type of cognitive agent model is the Belief, Desire and Intentions
(BDI) [RG+ 95] agent.
The Belief, Desire and Intention architecture is based upon declarative logic programming and
is widely used in the verification and validation of autonomous systems [KDM+ 17] [FCAF17]
[LFD+ 18]. Beliefs are the knowledge that an agent use to make decisions, these beliefs can be
anything from the state and properties of itself (eg: speed and position), as well as any information
it perceives from the environment and the other agents it interacts with in the environment. As
an example an agent traveling through an highway may have in its belief database how fast it’s
traveling, how much fuel is being used during travel, the identifiers of other agents looking for a
platoon to join and the properties of near-by platoons, to name a few. The desires, also known
as goals, represents the motivational state of the agent. Desires can have associated to them cost
or priorities, so agents can have more than one goal at any given time. Intentions are the plans
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that the agents carry out in order to fulfill their desires, these plans are what gives the agents their
deliberative nature, being able to perform a task given to them without explicitly telling the agent
how.
The knowledge base of an agent is composed of representations of the real world. The problem
it is trying to solve and different knowledge structures can exist, such as facts, goals, preferences,
motivations, plans or wishes. In the environment an agent operates in, a complete and accurate set
of information is unlikely, so the agent must deliberate on actions based upon partial and uncertain
information. This inaccuracy in an agents knowledge can lead to various potential actions that can
be taken in order to solve a problem and the agent must be capable of rationalizing the optimal
course of action out of a set of various valid solutions.
The reasoning of an agent must capable of handling many different aspects of their environment, such as any obligations or constraints. Time constraints must also be taken into account,
either due to limited computational time or actions that can only be performed during specific
time horizons. As mentioned previously, any given problem can have multiple valid solutions,
that respect both environmental and time constraints. The agent must then be capable of pondering on various possible outcomes and determine which one produces the optimal outcome.
Communications also play an important role in the rationale of the agent, as the knowledge and
actions of other agents can also affect the agent and its environment and adapting to other agents
is key in multi-agent interactions [YS09].
When communicating and interacting with other agents, each agent has some form of an understanding of the actions of other agents at any given point in time as well as knowledge of a global
goal that will require either competition or cooperation to achieve. In cooperative approaches,
agents will perform or reach a conclusion/decision based upon the influence of the actions and/or
knowledge of other agents. Cooperation is initiated by an organizer, an agent that either requests
aid in fulfilling a task or it starts cooperation by sharing information it believes to be relevant to
other agents. It then follows that a responder agent is one that answers the requests for cooperation. The method of cooperation is dependent of the problem at hand and how it is split among
agents [YS09].
The selection of the BDI model for the agent specification is due to both the area of work
and its respective scope. Specifically, this work resides in providing simulation of connected
vehicular scenarios in the scope of tactical level coordination. Tactical level coordination is the
middle level in a three level hierarchy of ground vehicle operation, as explained in the beginning
of section 2.2. The tactical level, decides on what maneuvers to perform (i.e: formulates shortterm goals) based upon the objectives that are given from the strategic level. Decisions performed
by the tactical level are fed to the operational controllers to perform the intended maneuver. An
example would be that of a vehicle that can decide to perform an overtake maneuver in order to
meet time-goals set by the strategic level, or a lane change to coincide with the defined travel plan.
This tactical level can be controlled by many different artificial intelligent strategies such as
game theoretic or agent models. The choice for the deliberative, BDI agent model comes due to
the domain in which the tactical level component inserts itself in. Based on the work of Rau &
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Georgeff [RG+ 95], the domain of ground vehicle transportation, is composed of an environment
(the road and traffic) and a system (an individual vehicle), and can be defined by the following key
characteristics:
• 1 – The environment is non-deterministic, and can evolve in many different ways. For
example: climate conditions, damage to roads, obstacles, etc.
• 2 – The system itself is non-deterministic, there are potentially many different actions or
procedures the system can execute. At any given time the vehicle may need to perform
overtake maneuvers, pass an intersection, join a platoon, and so on.
• 3 – There are potentially many different objectives the system is asked to accomplish. The
vehicle can be tasked with reaching its destination as fast as possible, or drive cautiously
due to fragile cargo.
• 4 – The actions or procedures that best achieve the various objectives are dependant on the
state of the environment (context) and are independent of the internal state of the system.
E.g. The actions needed minimize time to arrival depend upon traffic conditions.
• 5 – The environment can only be sensed locally, i.e. one sensing action is not sufficient to
fully determine the state of the entire environment. The vehicle can only sense its immediate
surroundings and receive information from external sources when available.
• 6 – The rate at which computations and actions can be carried out is within reasonable
bounds to the rate at which the environment evolves. Vehicles must be capable of suddenly
brake during a lane merging maneuver if an obstacle is detected.
For characteristics 1 and 2 the system behaviour can be modelled as a branching tree structure
containing nodes representing the current state of the system, which are differentiated into chance
nodes, should the transition to this state be caused by an event in the environment, and choice
nodes, if the transition occurs due to actions performed by the system. The system uses the belief
component to hold information about the environment that can be sensed repeatedly and updated
accordingly in order to maintain an up to date knowledge on the environment state (characteristics
1, 4 and 5). The system needs to also maintain knowledge on its current objectives and their
payoffs and priorities (characteristics 3 and 4). These objectives may be generated instantaneously
or functionally and represent the systems desire, i.e. the motivational state of the system. In order
to adapt to changing environmental conditions, the systems holds information to its currently
selected course of action in its intentions. Allowing the agent reevaluate its actions based upon
changes in the environment (characteristic 6).
In the work of Rao & Georgeff [RG+ 95] an implementation of a BDI system was made for an
aerial traffic management with great results. This success was attributed to three essential features
provided by the BDI system:
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• Modular and incremental development due to the ability to construct plans for situations as
needed
• Periodic reconsideration of plans allows for a balance between reactive and goal-oriented
behaviour. The plan management is balanced by the system and the end-user specifies how
this balance is to be achieved without being involved in complex low-level programming,
leading to a more reliable system
• The high-level definition of an agent’s behaviour can be encoded in terms of basic mental
attitudes, leading to a reduced development time.
The use of BDI architectures in ITS research is not a concept that is unheard of. Rossetti et
al. [RBB+ 02] makes a case for the use of BDI in traffic simulation by allowing traffic researchers
to accurately model the cognitive process of a human driver in a commuter scenario. In a human
driver commute scenario, many actions are reactive in nature; for example, when a traffic light is
red this perception maps to the action of stopping the vehicle and an end of lane sign perception
will map to the action of changing lanes. However a human driver when faced, for example,
with a closed road, he/she must consider its internal state (desired destination, constraints, etc.),
the dynamics of the world, the outcomes of its actions and some form of utility definitions to
deliberate on alternative routes and commit to a decision. In the commuter scenario the original
intention of traveling through a route is prevented from being completed due to a closed route, so
a new intention (route) must be selected by the driver.
Cooperative autonomous vehicle capture the desires that correspond to the preferences of their
passengers. Starting from the same origin Po and wishing to reach destination Pd , different vehicles can have different ways of getting to their destination. The selected actions during travel
are affected by the distinct driving preferences each vehicle has. A CAV concerned with fuel
consumption, for example, will perform actions different than that of a CAV with the desire of
minimizing travel time. The BDI architecture captures the deliberative nature required for the
vehicles agents to fulfill their passenger preferences. Agents must deliberate on what actions to
take at any given moment according to their internal state and world dynamics; and in how to
interact with cooperative vehicles.
The multi-agent field of study also provides many forms to empower cooperation and coordination between various agents. Sub-fields of focus in this work are computational social choice
and market strategies. Both of these fields are detailed in the following sections.

2.3.2

Aggregation of the social preference – Voting

Voting is a multi-agent coordination strategy that has for a very long time been an essential part
of electronic deliberative assemblies [PKSA06a]. The voting strategy can be seen as mechanism
where agents input preferences, the output of each is taken as a decision or a solution by all of the
agents. A desirable voting mechanism would be one that can pool together the various preferences
of the agents and reach a decision that best reflects the interests of the group as a whole.
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Table 2.2: Example of nonexistent desired preference ordering

a1
a2
a3

o1
A
B
C

o2
B
C
A

o3
C
A
B

Let N = {1, 2, ..., n} denote a set of agents and let O denote a finite set of outcomes3 . As
each agent i can have preferences over the desired outcome, the notation o1 i o2 stands for agent
i weakly preferring the outcome of o1 over outcome o2 . Weak preference is interpreted as agent
i preferring o1 at least as much as outcome o2 . Strong preference, which is denoted as o1 i o2 ,
stands for agent i strictly preferring o1 over o2 . Indifference over outcomes o1 and o2 is denoted
as o1 ∼i o2 . The voting of agent i is described as a binary relation ≺i ⊆ O × O which is assumed
to be asymmetric, strict and transitive.
In an appropriate voting protocol several steps are taken from the beginning of the voting
protocol to the end of it. The voting procedure starts with all the members that are enfranchised4
coming together to have a meeting that is initiated by a chair. One member proposes a motion
that is seconded by another and is debated among all members of the committee. The chair then
calls all members to cast votes either in favor or against the proposed motion which carried or not
according to the voting rules of the committee [PKSA06a].
A voting rules consists of a set of rules for tallying the votes of the members of an election
committee and produce an election winner. However the development of a voting rule is quite a
difficult task. Take for example the preference profiles depicted in table 2.2. Each agent a1, a2 and
a3 has a preference profile ψ → o1  o2  o3 . In this situation, comparing each agents ψ leads to
contradicting results. Comparing A to B has A  B and when comparing B to C then B  C. But
when comparing A to C there is a majority for C, i.e. C  A. As such the preference ordering of
these agents becomes A  B  C  A, which is absurd. This has led to many authors to present various possible voting rules, each with their advantages and disadvantages. However, due to nature
of voting itself, many risks will always be present, such as Arrow’s theorem [Arr12] that states
there exists no such ideal voting method, such that said voting method’s winner determination
algorithm could not be manipulated with strategic voting.
An example of a voting rule is plurality voting, where each agent votes for the outcome that
they prefer the most and the chair chooses the most voted for outcome. However this method is
vulnerable to not being able to meet the Condorcet condition, that states that for a given outcome
o1 such as that all other outcomes o2 at least half the voters prefer o1 over o2 then o1 must be
chosen. In the case of a tie in plurality voting the chosen outcome will be based on an arbitrary
tie braking rule, which may lead to the selection of an outcome that the other half of the voting
committee strongly dislikes, which in turn can lead to a heavy decrease in global utility.
3 Outcomes

are dependant on the context in which the election occurs. Possible outcomes include for example,
candidates for a role, actions to perform or solutions to a problem
4 Agents with the right to vote and an entitlement to a fair outcome.
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Table 2.3: Minisum voting examples

a1
a2
a3
Sum

o1
1
1
1
3

o2
0
1
1
2

o3
0
0
0
0

Other examples of voting rules exist. For this dissertation, the considered voting rules for
single-candidate5 election are the Plurality, Approval, Borda and Copeland rules [KKKG11].
Having C = {c1 , ..., cm } be the set of candidates and V = {v1 , ..., vm } be the list of votes over C,
these voting rules can be summarized as follows:
• Plurality: A voter states its preferred candidate, and the winner is the candidate who scores
the highest among its competitors.
• Approval — For a fixed order of the candidates in C, an approval vector V is a vector in
{0, 1}m which has for 1 ≤ i ≤ m at the i-th position a “1”, if the voter approves of candidate
ci and “0” if the voter disapproves of ci . A candidate gets one point for each approval and
the candidate with the highest score wins.
• Borda — Voters organize their candidates over their preference for each candidate and
assign for each candidate a score of value of m − i, where m is the number of candidates
and i is the candidates index in the voter preference sequence. For example, with m = 3
candidates, each voter gives 3 − 1 points to the candidate ranked at first position, 3 − 2
points to the candidate ranked at second position and 0 points to the candidate ranked at last
position. The candidate with the highest score wins.
• Copeland: Uses a round-robin style election, where each voter casts their preference on
every possible pairwise candidate set. A candidate c is the winner if it defeats every other
candidate by a majority in pairwise elections
Formally a single-candidate voting rule is defined as a social-choice correspondence function
f : (C,V )|(C,V )isavalidelection → P(C) which assigns to each election (C,V ) a set of winning
candidates, applying a tie-braking rule to determine a unique winner candidate [DM16].
Should there be, however, a need to select more than one candidate, committee election voting
rules have also been developed, that select a set candidates of k size. Such elections are are defined
as a tuple (C,V, k) with k ≤ |C|. The voting rules that are considered in this dissertations are
Minimax Approval and Minisum Approval. In both of these rules, votes are cast as an approval
vector with dissatisfaction being measured via the hamming distance.
The hamming distance H measures the number of positions between two strings of equal
length, where the symbols are different. As an example, consider two agents a1 and a2 , with preferred routes r1 and r2 respectively and a node map represented by a list of nodes M = [M1 , M2 , M3 ,
5 Single-candidate

elections select only one outcome from the list of outcomes
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Table 2.4: Minimax voting examples
a1
{100}
{100},{000},{110},{101}

a2
{110}
{110},{010},{100},{111}

a3
{110}
{110},{010},{100},{111}

M4 ]. The preferred route of each agent is a vector in {0, 1}|M| which has at position i a "1" if
the agent wishes to visit node Mi or a "0" if the agent does not want to visit Mi . As such, let
r1 = [0, 1, 1, 0] and r2 = [1, 0, 1, 0], the hamming distance H between r1 and r2 would be 2, as
different symbols can be found in positions 0 and 1 of r1 and r2.
The Minimax Approval rule selects a set of winners (i.e. committee) for which the sum of
the Hamming distances between all votes and the committee is minimal. While the Minisum
Approval selects a committee for which the maximum Hamming distance between a vote and the
committee is minimal [DM16].
As an example of committee voting rules, table 2.3 illustrates a simple scenario where 3 voting
agents (a1-a3), cast an approval vector over three possible outcomes (o1-o3). The Minisum rule
would sum all vectors together (row Sum) and select the highest scoring candidates for a given
committee size k. In the example shown, a size k = 2 would select the candidates o1 and o2. A
Minimax example is shown in table 2.4, using the same approval vectors and candidates as table
2.3. The Minimax rule would start by comparing the vote vectors where the hamming distance
is 0 (i.e. the original vote, second row). If no common vector is found between all voters, a
comparison is made between all possible vectors with a hamming distance of 1 (third row). In the
example shown, a common vector {100} is found between all voters and is chosen as the winner
if k = 1.
Solving problems in the form of social consensus are ideal for scenarios where the needs arises
to select a leader or to chose an action for a given problem. However in some cases a more market
oriented approach may be needed in order to solve some coordination problems. A case where
social consensus falls short is in resource allocation, which can be handled by auction mechanisms
that will be discussed in the following section.

2.3.3

Market based allocations – Auctions

Auctions are a form of market coordination, focused on the distribution of resources among typically selfish agents. An auction protocol allows any given agent to indicate their interest over a
given number of resources. The interest this agent has is used to determine how to allocate the
available resources and the payment that is to be received by the agents. The goal being to allocate
resources to those that value them most.
The auction mechanism has seen wide use in real life circumstances for the purpose of exchanging goods. More complex forms of auctions are also in use by governments as a way to
perform allocations to the electromagnetic spectrum for broadcast and communication purposes.
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Another example is in a computational setting, where auctions are used for the resource allocation
of the underlying system processing power and communication bandwidth to processes [YS09].
In the auction framework, a rule set must be defined for bidding, clearing and information. The
bidding rules specify how the offers will be made, i.e. who will bid, when will bids occur and
what are the contents of the bid. Clearing rules deal with how the trades will occur, specifying
who gets to have the goods and who gets to have the payment. Information rules determine who
knows what about the state of the negotiation. A simple example of these rules can be seen on the
typical English auction: the bidding rules are that the participants offer ever increasing payments
to the good. The clearing rules dictates that the highest bidder exchanges their proposed price for
the good. The information rules says that every participant is aware of what the good is, what the
other participants are bidding and the current highest bid. Of course the English auction is only
one type of possible auction, many other auctions types exist such as Japanese and Dutch auctions,
each with their own auction rules [YS09].
Auctions can be either open-outcry or sealed-bid. In the open-outcry auction, all bidding
is done by calling out the bids in public, notifying all agents of each other bids. Sealed-bid
auctions on the other hand have agents submit to the auctioneer secret bids that are not accessible
to other competing agents. In either case the winning set of agents must pay the auctioneer a price
that depends upon the payment rule. A first-price auction has the winning agent pay the highest
amount that was bid. At a second-price auction the highest bidding agent (i.e. the winner agent)
pays the the second highest bid. This type of payment can be generalized for kth price auctions,
where the winning agent pays the kth highest price. Payment rules for multiple winning agents
can also be specified, for example, two winners may either pay a portion equal to their bid of the
second highest bid (for second-price auctions) or individually pay their offered bid [YS09].
A special property of the second-price auction is that it incentives agents to bid their true
value, i.e. it ensures truthfulness. Assuming that all bidders other that an agent i bid in some
arbitrary way, consider i’s best response. If i’s valuation is higher, then i will win the auction and
pay the next highest bid. If i was to bid any higher than its true valuation, it would still pay the
same amount. Bidding lower, agent i would either still win and pay the same amount, or lose and
pay zero. As such i receives a non-negative utility for receiving the good at a price less than or
equal to its valuations, so there is no gain to bidding dishonestly and would impart a risk to losing
the auction. On the other end, if i’s valuation is lower than any other agent, i will lose and pay
zero. Bidding less would yield the same result. But bidding higher would either result in losing
and paying zero, or winning and paying more than what i values the resource at. This causes i to
receive a negative utility. Thus i can not gain from dishonest bidding. This type of strategy-proof
property is referred to as incentive compatible [YS09].

2.4

Conclusions

In this chapter an overview of the key concepts of this dissertation were presented. A brief review
is made on the building blocks of automated vehicular coordination, the control schemes employed
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to allow automated control and the standard communication protocol stacks to allow reliable communication in an ad-hoc network. Three types of scenarios that require coordination among CAVs
are discussed: vehicular platooning, lane merging and intersection management. An introduction
to multi-agent systems and the auction and voting coordination strategies are provided.
In the following chapter a review is made on the state of the art relating to the topics that are
discussed in this chapter, and their applications ITS.
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State of the art
Cooperative traffic research covers many sub-fields of interest where authors make use of the
advancements in vehicular automation and ad-hoc networks to allow for smoother traffic flow and
and minimize carbon footprints. The literature relating to cooperative traffic applications is vast
and is ever increasing without indication of slowing down, as OEMs and Tier-1 suppliers already
strive to roll out practical implementations of vehicular coordination for economic gain.
In an initial analysis of the literature, a macro categorization of the reviewed research is performed. Research is separated into decision making, control and communication. For a more
detailed distinction of these three categories the reader may refer back to chapter 2. The scope
of this work is focused on the decision making aspect of cooperative traffic applications, which
centers around the why, when and whom of cooperative traffic. Within the decision making itself,
further categorizations can be made. In figure 3.1 an aggregation of reviewed articles according to
these categorizations is shown. Decision making has seen considerable application to platooning
and intersection management. Lane merging literature although seeming to receive comparatively
less focus, still has a considerable presence in the literature. Other types of scenarios have been
explored as well, examples include congestion management, roundabouts and overtakes (labelled
as Others*).
This chapter aims to provide a literature review for the state of the art in the decision making
area of cooperative traffic solutions. Autonomous vehicular controllers and ad-hoc communication
innovations are not covered within this section, however the reader, if interested, is referred to
chapter 2 for a compilation of surveys within those fields.
Being a popular field of study, many projects are founded with the mission of pushing the
boundaries in intelligent transportation systems. As such in section 3.1 an overview of relevant
academic projects is presented. Section 3.2 gives a literature review on cooperative traffic applications, specifically the three main studies in cooperative traffic applications: platooning, intersection management and lane-merge. Section 3.3 will analyze the implementation of the Auction and
Voting mechanisms in traffic application, as well as provide a brief overview of other negotiation
strategies commonly seen in traffic applications. Finally section 3.4 goes through the most commonly used traffic and network simulators in the literature, as well as provide a list of multi-agent
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Figure 3.1: Decision making in CAV platooning

development frameworks. Gap analysis and conclusions are presented in section 3.5.

3.1

Academic Projects in Vehicle Cooperation

Motivated by the prospect of improving safety, traffic flow and reduce vehicle emissions, many
projects in the past decade have been implementing and studying CAV related technologies. The
most well known project is the Partners for Advanced Transit and Highways (PATH) project developed in California.
The main focus of research for PATH is in the development and deployment of solutions that
address the challenges in California traffic network. The work done in PATH already includes
real-life deployment and testing of passenger vehicle platoons equipped with full lateral and longitudinal motion controllers. In 1997 researchers of path demoed an eight vehicle platoon formation, with one element performing a lane change maneuver and exchanging positions within
the platoon [Shl07a]. The current research in PATH includes the Berkeley DeepDrive, which explores computer vision and machine learning in autonomous vehicles; optimize the use of existing
infrastructure assets and continuous improvements on autonomous vehicle controllers.
The Safe Road Trains for the Environment (SARTRE) project is an European project with
the main goal of reducing the environmental impact of vehicles and reduce traffic congestion. To
accomplish this task the SARTRE project employs platoon systems with human driven leads and
autonomously controlled followers. The project makes use of both real-life and simulations to test
and validate the fuel consumption and stability of their platooning systems [DN10].
The SocialCars research program is a project consisting of three interdisciplinary research
fields. Research field A focuses on the physiological and economic effects in cooperative and
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autonomous traffic systems. Research field B researches both centralized and decentralized intelligent cooperative traffic management systems. Finally research field C looks into V2X communication and mapping technologies. The objective of SocialCars is on significantly improving future
urban road traffic, by making use of cooperative approaches 1 .
As a means to advance the research in CACC with the use of competitive challenges, the
Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge (GDCD) was launched. The goal of GDCD is to accelerate
the development and deployment of cooperative driving systems based on V2X communication.
To do this, multiple teams test their CACC vehicles and benchmark them to the CACC vehicles of
other competitors [KAE+ 12].

3.2

Cooperative traffic applications

As previously mentioned, many case studies in cooperative traffic scenarios are focused on platooning, intersection management and lane merging. For platooning, first an overview for the
general use of platooning in the literature is provided. Then a more focused look is made into
works of en-route platooning which is falls within tactical level decision making, one of the focus of this dissertation. The intersection management literature reviewed in section 3.2.3 contains
only research not using a market or auction based solution for intersection reservation. This type
of intersection management is detailed in subsection 3.3.2. In subsection 3.2.4 literature regarding
cases of lane change and lane merge is reviewed.

3.2.1

Platooning

Vehicular platooning is an innovative approach for ground vehicle traveling, where a formation of
partially or fully autonomous vehicles maintain a constant time or space headway from their lead
vehicle [ZSFB95]. This traveling strategy can bring an economic gain in the form of reduced fuel
consumption. Another proposed application of platooning is the dissemination of various forms
of multimedia, such as video distribution for on-road safety or entertainment purposes [MJR+ 18].
Thanks to both the recent advancements in CAVs technologies and motivated by a decrease in
transportations costs, platooning of HDVs can see widespread use in the United States of America
in as little as 10 years [MHL+ 17]. With partial responsibility to the eagerness of OEMs and
Tier-1 suppliers of adopting platooning, much of the reviewed literature focus primarily on the
coordination of platoons of HDVs, as can be seen in figure 3.2.
Commonly, proposed HDV platoon formation solutions make use of a centralized entity, such
as a platooning service provider. This central entity gathers trip information from the various
vehicles in the network and creates platoon plans that specify which vehicles platoon together,
the location in the road network to meet-up, the route that the formed platoon shall follow and
the sequence of vehicles within the platoon. The information that is used for grouping would be
the origin location, a destination location, an earliest departure time, and a latest arrival time at
1 https://www.socialcars.org/home.html
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Figure 3.2: Vehicle types in platooning decision making

the destination of the trip of each vehicle [BAZ17]. In a sense, the platoon planning problem
at a strategic level can be seen as a scheduling problem. Planning objectives are then taken into
account to produce the final platoon plans.
The most common objective in HDV platoon planning is the minimization of the system wide
fuel consumption. Where the net fuel costs of platooning is a function of the fuel costs during platooning and the fuel cost for maneuvering and performing detours into a platoon formation, which
if the platoon service provider is not mindful could lead to fuel costs higher than if the vehicle had
not formed a platoon. Franceschetti et al. [FHVW+ 13] provides model that takes into account the
air drag that vehicles experience to estimate the fuel rate, for the purpose of fuel costs calculation.
Of note within the purposed model is that the value for the air-drag reduction factor, is 0.1 for all
followers vehicles and 0 should the vehicle be a lead in the platoon. The model gives the fuel rate
per simulation tick which may prove computationally intensive in simulation environments with
various vehicles. Nevertheless, fuel consumption is a function of three main parameters: the energy needed to overcome the frictional resistance, air drag and the basic consumption to maintain
the operation of the cylinder.
A fuel efficient solution is provided by Liang et al. [LMJ16] for HDV platooning by modeling
the problem as an optimization problem that finds the ideal cruising, coordination and platooning
speeds for minimizing fuel consumption during all stages of platooning. Leading vehicles slow
down their speeds and trailing vehicles speed up to form the platoon. Then a platooning speed
is selected that allows for delivery times to be met. Each vehicle looks for potential platooning
candidates within its vicinity and selects a partner for platooning based upon the possible fuel
savings associated with it. The closer a partner is the more fuel is saved in performing the platoon32
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ing maneuvers. De Hoef et al. [VDHJD15] applies clustering algorithms2 to provide an efficient
and scalable method of coordinating the platooning of a large number of trucks in a fuel-optimal
way. The clustering problem is based on pairwise fuel-optimal speed profiles. The vehicle pair is
composed of the coordination leader that maintains a constant speed and a coordination follower
that selects a speed that allows it to merge with the coordination leader. The proposed clustering
algorithm attempts to create pairs of leaders and followers with the objective of maximizing fuel
savings.
In [ZMJ16], it is noted that fuel cost should not be considered the only aspect for platooning,
as other factors go into the total cost of transportation. These factors include the driving cost
and associated penalties on schedule miss that are applied depending on the type of goods that
are transported and the customer requirements. Analytically, the total cost can be represented by
following equation:
CR(θ ) = CF(θ ) +CV (θ ) +CD(θ )

(3.1)

Where CF is the fuel cost, CV is the driving cost, CD is the penalty on schedule miss and θ the
set of decision variables for optimal transport cost(e.g. departure time and route choice). In real
world situations, the parameters are not independent of one another, as, for example, the tradeoff between the penalty on schedule miss and fuel cost will make a great difference if it is more
profitable to form platoon and thus save fuel at the risk of incurring delay penalty.
Platoon planning with regards to departure time scheduling is studied in [ZJM17]. Vehicle
departure times must be scheduled so that the vehicles involved can form platoons and reduce fuel
consumption without inducing too much extra cost. This problem is aggravated by the uncertainty
of departure time in real world scenarios. Zhang et al. formulate and analyze platoon coordination
as a departure time scheduling problem under travel time uncertainty. Travel time uncertainty in
particular is shown to significantly affect fuel consumption and arrival times.
After an agreement to platooning is achieved, a speed profile needs to be decided in order to
achieve the platoon formation. In the cluster approach of De Hoef et al. [VDHJD15] speed plans
are made based on the distance to the leader. Saeednia et al. [SM17] utilizes a consensus algorithm3 to both determine if platooning is viable and how to do so, given the goal of maximizing
utility functions. Their work identifies three main phases to HDV platooning, the formation phase,
the maintenance phase and the splitting phase. The authors claim that the maintenance phase is
very well studied and provide proper references. As such a multi-agent framework for consensus
based platooning is proposed. An optimization-based algorithm is utilized to calculate a set of
optimal speeds such that the platoon is formed after a given time. Two approaches are proposed
for the optimization problem: upstream vehicles (i.e. trailing vehicles) adopt a higher speed than
that of their downstream ones or forms a platoon autonomously in a consensus-based algorithm
2 Clustering

algorithms are commonly used in data mining to form groups of similar objects. Not to be confused
with coalition formation in multi-agent systems.
3 Consensus algorithms aim to increase system robustness by having separate software processes agree on data values
that are needed.
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cooperatively through multiple iterations. The flexibility offered by the consensus-based algorithms makes it applicable in a larger scale, however the optimization-based algorithm might be a
superior choice for formation of platoons in case of manually-driven trucks as they do not need to
change their speeds multiple times to form platoons.
Decentralized options to HDV platooning have been explored, for example, Wenzel et al.
[WP17] explore how to form platoons when information is either limited or lacking, by having
HDVs wait at intersections. An individual HDV that wants to form a platoon waits at an intersection and decides to join based on the appearance of other HDVs that wish to platoon. The use of
an intersection as a point in the network to either form or reconfigure platoons has seen research
by other authors as well.Larson et al. [LLJ15] develop distributed controllers to coordinate platoon formation by adjusting arrival times at intersections. Coordination for formation is done at
a decentralized and tactical level.In [DGC+ 11], intersections are used as a hub to allow vehicle
platoons to merge, split and reconfigure.
Although there is a high focus in the literature for HDV solutions, more general approaches
to platooning have been proposed. As can be inferred, HDV platooning has the advantage of a
centralized platoon planning entity that can organize platoons in a large time horizon. Coupled
with a greater certainty of departure time and arrival time, HDV platooning can converge more
closely to an optimal solution.
In order to generalize the platooning problem to other types of vehicles (e.g.: passenger vehicles), the previously mentioned consensus approach is a common solution in literature for decentralized and general platooning.Santini et al. [SSV+ 17] proposes a controller for vehicle platooning based on consensus and analytically demonstrate its stability and dynamic properties. The
author tackles the case where if the communication pattern is different from the one designed
the controller is designed for (e.g. due to network impairments or platoon strategy) a CACC is
not able to safely control the platoon anymore. The problem is overcome by developing a flexible control system that can be reconfigured based on the actual communication capabilities. The
controller regulates both speed and relative distance from each vehicle. A high order consensus
problem is introduced and solved with a decentralized control action embedding the spacing policy information as well as all the time-varying communication delays. The closed loop stability
of the platoon under the proposed controller is proven and all followers correctly track the leader
maneuver without overshooting the speed of the vehicle they have in front. In the work of Jia et
al. [JN16] a consensus approach with consideration for realistic communication constraints is also
proposed. The developed consensus algorithm performs better in the forward topology over the
general topology, and shows very high resilience to some typical uncertainties, such as the packet
loss and measurement errors. In both [SSV+ 17] and [JN16] the vehicular communication protocol
considered is the IEEE 802.11p standard vehicular networking protocol stack.
The decision making to perform a platoon formation is very well studied, however other platooning maneuvers require efficient decision making. These include the decision for a single
vehicle to enter and exit an existing platoon, interactions among platoons and the decision to split
and merge formations with a member count higher than 1.
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Table 3.1: Surveys on platooning
Reference
[SSM17]
[BAZ17]
[WTM09]
[JN16]
[BTvdH+ 16]

Control
X

Communications
X

X
X

X
X
X

Decision Making
X

Vehicle
General
HDV
General
General
HDV

Segata et al. [SDC14] looks into an application layer protocol that allows for the performance
of a join maneuver and validates its capacity to be successfully performed or safely aborted. The
protocol can take into account possible interference’s from human drivers that may occur during
the maneuver, and can be extended to account for other possible anomalies thanks to its modular
design. Another work with robustness for human driven vehicle interference can be found the work
of Guo et a [GWMY12], that propose a defensive coordination mechanism between autonomous
vehicle platoons to avoid interference’s with obstacles. Markov models4 are used to to predict
driver behavior, detecting when a human driver is likely to interrupt a platoon. Under interruptions,
platoons can be go from a single lane platoon to a multi-lane platoon, breaking the traditional
string formation. The objective of the formation change is to prevent the interfering vehicles from
interrupting the platoon, and keep them always outside of the platooning area.
Other potential problems that can occur during maneuvering are communication failures.
Michaud et al. [MLF+ 06] state that communication in a distributed system brings additional processing and creates a dependence on the coherence and reliability of the information transmitted.
As the information topologies that communicate information forward and backward to vehicles in
the platoon become unreliable. Any error or failure of some sort in the central entity will impact
all of the member vehicles in the platoon. Different information topologies between a vehicle
wishing to join a platoon and the member vehicles are explored, using a finite-state machine architecture for platoon maneuvering. It is shown that a decentralized approach is more effective
over a centralized one. However there doesn’t exist a perfect information topology for all cases an
different strategies may be needed depending on the scenario at hand.
Being a subject of interest in ITS, several surveys are made on platooning, it’s technologies and
applications. In table 3.1 a list of reviewed surveys is organized based on the studied layer of platooning (control, communications or decision-making) and considered vehicle type. In [SSM17]
an in-depth study into platoon control and stability is made, with a very brief look into network
stability, with the purpose of formalizing the notions of string stability and its general networked
systems. Strategies for coordination and planning of HDV planning is presented in [BAZ17],
where several as properties are studied, such as route planning, human involvement and grouping time horizons. Inter-vehicle communications protocols are reviewed in a general fashion in
[WTM09] including platooning. Many aspects of the platooning system are presented in [JN16],
4 Markov models are stochastic model used in probability theory to model randomly changing systems where future
states depend only on the current state and disregard previous states.
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with equal focus on both communication aspects (e.g.: VANET connectivity, beacon dissemination and system verification) and on the physical control systems (e.g.: Mobility models and
platoon stability). A similar work is done in [BTvdH+ 16], however the focus is exclusively on
road freight transport.

3.2.2

En-route platoon formation

Strategic and operational level platooning is a a very well studied problem in literature. In comparison the tactical level (formation of vehicle platoons en-route) has received less attention. As
one of the research questions in this dissertation, a more detailed review of en-route platooning is
presented in this section.
In the work of van Willigen et al. [vWHK13] a multi-objective evolutionary algorithms is
proposed in order to develop platooning controllers that are optimized for a user’s preferences. The
controllers prioritize objectives, such as comfort and fuel efficiency, according to these preferences
and decide on what actions to take during travel, eg: whether to join or leave platoons, change lanes
or do nothing. The algorithm of van Willigen et al. is based upon the NEAT algorithm for evolving
neural networks, which is extended to allow for multiple objective optimization. Their resulting
algorithm, NEAT-PS, is the incorporation of the Pareto Strength approach of SPEA2 into NEAT.
Kahn et al. [KB05] uses speed based utility functions to determine whether or not a vehicle
should join, leave or switch platoons (called convoys in their work). Three types of negotiation
algorithms are also developed to achieve consensus among the vehicles within a platoon: (i) Leading vehicle speed adjustment, all vehicles agree to use the speed of the leader; (ii) platoon speed
adjusted to the average desired speed, vehicles adjust their speeds to the average desired speed of
the coalition; and (iii) social potential fields. These negotiation algorithms are further explored by
Kahn et al. [KTB08] showing that the approach of using social potential fields improves overall
safety due to larger platoons and reduced over-takings. The first component of their coalition formation algorithm is the evaluation of utility. Any agent Vi in the road network that wishes to join
a platoon, can receive coalition join offers from other vehicles that belongs to a coalition. For instance, a vehicle V j that belongs to a coalition with identifier C j periodically transmits join offers.
Vehicle Vi , traveling alone, receives the offer by V j , containing the speed of the coalition C j . Vi
then calculates the utility of the coalition, by taking into account the lower and upper speed limits,
desired speed and current speed of Vi . Should the utility to join C j exceed that of the minimum
acceptable utility of Vi , then Vi will proceed to maneuver to join the coalition. Kahn et al. believe
that formations should remain stable for as along possible and as their utility algorithm penalizes
the action of leaving the platoon.
Hao et al. [HWW+ 17] investigate the optimal intra-platoon vehicle sequence to minimize fuel
consumption and develop a protocol for intra-platoon vehicle sequence optimization (VSO). Their
optimal sequence problem is divided into a lower and upper level. In the lower level, gap closing
and opening strategies are explored that minimize the incremental energy consumption of all gap
closing and opening maneuvers. At the higher level, two heuristic protocols are explored to find
the optimal sequence of vehicles to minimize energy consumption. The entry-time heuristic has
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vehicles enter the platoon according to the time instant when they join. The destination heuristic
sorts vehicles within the platoon in accordance to their exit destination. In the entry-time heuristic
the sooner a vehicle enters the platoon the closer it is to the lead, and in the destination heuristic
the farther a vehicles exit is the closer it is to the lead.
Frese et al. [FBZ07] organizes CACC-capable vehicles into cooperating groups. These groups
differ from platoons in that there is no convoy formation. The cooperating groups are more representative of a local network of vehicles, organized according to their speed and distance relative
to one another, in order to facilitate communication and coordination.

3.2.3

Intersection Management

Being the primary bottleneck in large cities, optimization of the flow of traffic in intersections has
a been a field of study of comparatively high interest. The most simple form of intersection management is timed traffic light phases. Each traffic light is assigned a set time for its green, yellow
and red phases which can change in accordance with the time of day5 . The next step involves
the use of sensor equipment, such as induction-loops [RMS15] to count the incoming traffic and
dynamically assign green times in accordance with traffic load. With surge of CAV technologies,
the literature focus on taking advantage of the connectivity between vehicles and infrastructure to
allocate intersection crossing plans that does not incur in collisions. A crossing plan is a sequence
of maneuvers over the intersection space over a given time frame. Many solutions are proposed,
one of relevance is the auction mechanism of allocating crossing plans to vehicles. The auction
mechanism will not be detailed in this section, which will be addressed more thoroughly in section 3.3.2 where the auction mechanism is explored in it’s various applications (including traffic
management).
An influential work in cooperative intersection management is that of Dresner & Stone [DS08].
Dresner & Stone proposed a reservation policy where the intersection manager and the vehicles
were modeled in a multi-agent system. Vehicle agents call ahead to the intersection manager to
reserve a block of space-time to cross the intersection. The intersection then either accepts or rejects these requests in accordance with its intersection control policy. In order to validate crossing
plans, the physical intersection is divided in tiles in a method known as tile-based reservation as
can be seen in figure 3.3. Vehicles requesting a crossing plan have their crossing plans compared
with other vehicles that have made reservations for that specific time frame. Should the maneuver
of the requesting vehicle intersect tiles that are already allocated to another vehicle, the intersection management rejects the request. In their work they develop an intersection based on the First
Come First Served (FCFS) policy and compare their proposed solution to that of the traditional
management of traffic lights and stop signs. The FCFS policy was shown in experimental results
to significantly outperform that of traditional methods, setting a benchmark for future works in
intersection management.
5 For example, should a certain lane experience far more traffic load during rush hour than other lanes, green times
are extended during that period compared to the remainder of the day.
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Figure 3.3: Tile based intersection reservation

While Dresner & Stone focused on removing traffic lights from intersection, some authors
sought to improve travel times by optimizing the traffic light timings. In [TPP13] traffic signal is
controlled by cooperative distributed on line algorithms. The road topology is divided into discrete
segments, cells, and time is divided into units such that in one time-unit a vehicle, traveling at freeflow speed, covers one cell distance. This model shows a good trade-off between system detail and
complexity. The problem of multiple intersection traffic signal control involves the optimization
of some measure-of-interest by optimally controlling the selection of split plans, cycle lengths and
offsets of multiple traffic signals over a given time-horizon. The measure-of-interest can be, for
example, mean/total vehicle delay, stop-page time and throughput. The distributed nature of the
proposed algorithms increase robustness in the systems and allows for a faster convergence on a
solution.
Extensions to the original work of Dresner & Stone are made by Sharon et al. [SBS17] by developing a protocol denoted as the hybrid autonomous intersection management (H-AIM), which
is an extension of the AIM protocol originally developed by Dresner & Stone. Their extension
allows for higher reductions in traffic delay without requiring market penetration rates of CAVs
higher than 90%. The protocol is similar to an intersection policy developed in [DS08] where
the FCFS was utilized in conjunction with traffic signals (FCFS+Signals), in order to account of
human driven vehicles. In FCFS+Signals the paths within the intersection that a green traffic light
controls can not be allocated to autonomous vehicles that come from a lane with a red light. HAIM divides the paths of a green traffic light into active and non-active green trajectories. An
active trajectory is one where a human vehicle is present on it or it’s incoming lane. As such non
active green trajectories can be allocated to autonomous vehicles all the while taking into account
the presence of human drivers.
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An alternative approach to intelligent traffic light intersection management has been studied
in [Fer12], specifically the concept of virtual traffic lights and their impact on carbon emission
reduction. Virtual traffic lights (VTL) are traffic signals as in-vehicle virtual signs, removing
the physical infrastructure of traffic signals at intersections and being supported uniquely by V2V
communications, having no need for a centralized manager. Briefly summarized, the every vehicle
when arriving at an intersection where a VTL can be created, checks for the existence a of a VTL
and creates one if needed. When a VTL is needed a leader is elected to form the VTL and broadcast
traffic signal information. The lane the leader resides in starts with a red signal and sets various
traffic signal parameters, such as the phase layout and the green splits assigned to each approach.
Previous work by the authors the VTL method was shown to provide improved traffic flow over
real physical traffic, and in the referenced article CO2 emissions were reduced by 18%.
Vial et al. [VDEG16] provide polynomial-time algorithms for scheduling autonomous vehicle
platoons through an intersection. Each proposed algorithm is based upon the parametric search
algorithm that takes as input a scheduling task and tests for valid schedules whose delay doesn’t
exceed a predefined parameter. The proposed algorithms are developed for k-way merges and for
two-way traffic intersections. Polling algorithms are used in [MK16] to replace the traffic lights in
a fully autonomous traffic scenario. In polling systems, a server services multiple sets of customers
arriving in different queues. Whenever a server switches to serve a different queue, a set-up cost
is incurred in the form of a switch-over time. The polling system used in the intersection manager
has the trajectory for each vehicle inside the control region of the intersection computed every
time a new vehicle enters the control region, in order to ensure that no collisions occur. The delays
incurred by the use of the polling system are two orders of magnitude smaller when compared to
traditional green-yellow-red traffic light.
[LK16] and [LK17] uses Discrete-Time Occupancy Trajectory (DTOT), where instead of similar works that make use of a grid partition system to generate allocations, DTOT uses discretetime sequences of the vehicles actual occupancy of the intersection area. Their work shows that
the DTOT-based intersection coordination algorithm satisfies both the liveness property in terms
of deadlock as well as starvation issues. The information exchange with the intersection manager
is similar to that of other proposed intersection trajectory managers, where an AV starts by requesting a reservation of a sequence of space time to cross the intersection. The main difference in
this request is the use of a Time State Sequence (TSS) message field which describes the vehicles
discrete time state trajectory through the intersection. The intersection manager converts the TSS
to DTOT, which is to to say, that the DTOT is converted to a sequence of time rectangles within the
intersection space. If there are any potential risks of collisions with other vehicles, the intersection
manager modifies the DTOT and sends them back to the requesting vehicle. Only vehicles ready
to enter the intersection can send requests. The authors also provide various improvements upon
3 ) to O(n2 L log L ),
their algorithm in order to reduce the computational complexity from O(n2 Lm
m
2 m

where n is the number of vehicles granted to cross the intersection and Lm is maximum length of
intersection crossing agents.
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Chai et al. [Cha18] uses a space-time slot-based CAV operation control method for intersection crossing with the assumption of 100% market penetration of CAVs. For every incoming
vehicle that wishes to cross the intersection a space-time slot is generated that is based upon the the
characteristics of vehicle operational models, intersection channelization, vehicle kinematic models and intersection conflicts. With the objective of improving traffic efficiency, ensure vehicle
safety and to calculate the vehicle time-speed curve, two methods are developed: the SPATS and
ADATP methods. Their proposal was shown to be capable of regulating upwards of 650 vehicles
per hour per lane. The slot based approach to intersection management was analytically compared
in terms of performance and safety with traffic lights in [Tac16]. Results show a 2-fold increase in
capacity, and even more dramatic reductions in delay expectation and variance.
Sharing similarities with intersection platooning works mentioned in Section 3.2.1, Jin et al.
[JWBB13] uses a multi-agent intersection management with V2V communications to allow the
formation of platoons at an intersection. This coordination strategy helps relieve the workload on
the centralized intersection manager (IM) agent, which would have to communicate individually
with each vehicle agent that wants to reserve a crossing path. The use of platoons for crossing
intersections is showed to make better use of the available roadway capacity.
An intersection reservation management strategy that attempts to overcome issues with auction
based reservation strategies (e.g.: non-cooperative behavior and the necessity of encryption) is
presented in [SLS+ 18] where the intersection manager makes reservations based on information
given by the vehicle. The reported information includes safety data and driver utility specifying its
preferences over the possible reservations. A payment based incentive mechanisms is used in order
to theoretically guarantee that being truthful is the most optimal approach. Numerical simulations
on the authors approach shows an improvement of social welfare over FCFS and combinatorial
auctions strategies.
Being a widely research topic, several surveys and literature reviews have been on the subject
of coordinated intersection management. In [MLW+ 18] a simulation study is done to assess the
performance of planning based and ad hoc negotiation based strategies proposed in the literature.
Both signalized and non signalized intersection coordination solutions are surveyed in [CE16]
with a greater focus on the latter. Both intersection and lane merging state of the art are reviewed
in [RTM17b].

3.2.4

Lane merge

In traffic networks, it is common for lanes to end and require vehicles to perform a lane change
maneuver. Such scenarios in high traffic creates congestion in both lanes as vehicles attempt to
perform this maneuver when sufficient space is lacking, leading to sudden braking. The conflict
zone is then defined as the road segment where one lane is nearing its end and vehicles are starting
to perform a merge towards the nearest lane (merging zone). The general strategy is too coordinate
vehicles in both lanes to form inter-vehicular gaps to allow fluid merge with merging traffic. As
such lane merging follows similar coordination approaches to platooning. [HC05], for example,
evaluates the sorting of vehicles into platoons at highway entries. Although not focused on solving
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lane merging conflict situations, it instead makes use of the entrance ramp to organize vehicles into
platoons, with the objective of maximizing the time the platoons remain intact. In their report, a
static grouping of destinations provides the largest throughput in most situations. However in
cases where there was a small number of lanes, dynamic grouping strategies performed better.
Centralized approaches to lane merging make use of a RSU near the conflict zone to manage
vehicles and allow for an efficient merge. Wang et al. [WWB18] utilizes a road side unit installed
in highway merging areas that can receive vehicles’ information from both the highway and the
on-ramp lanes with V2I communications. Each vehicle is assigned a sequence identifier based on
estimated time to arrive at the merging zone. A distributed consensus protocol is utilized in order
for both vehicles at the main highway road and at the on-ramp lanes, to coordinate their speeds
and positions in an attempt to form "virtual platoons", where a gap between vehicles is created in
order to allow smooth entrance of vehicles unto the highway. In [LE17] a centralized longitudinal freeway merging control algorithm is presented. The controller maximizes the average travel
speed of fully automated connected vehicles, using V2I communications. The RSU receives vehicle information containing vehicle length, position, speed, and acceleration. With this information
the RSU calculates the order with which vehicles will merge. After the order is decided the vehicle
trajectories are adapted to respond to this arrival order. In basic merging segments the algorithm
was capable of safely and efficiently direct automated vehicle traffic. [RTM17a] provides a centralized analytic, closed-form solution to lane merging using Hamiltonian analysis. Similarly to
other works, every vehicle that enters the control zone receives a unique identifier, and for every
vehicle in the control zone, two subsets are used to separate the vehicles traveling in the same road
as a given vehicle i; from those traveling on a different road. If the vehicle with identifier i - 1
belongs to the set of vehicles traveling on a different road, then the speeds of both vehicles are
constrained in order to allow passage of vehicle i only when i - 1 has cleared the conflict zone.
Otherwise if the vehicle i - 1 belongs to the same road as i then velocities are constrained in order
to allow a minimum safe headway space. The proposed approach aims at reducing travel time
and fuel consumption which in experimental results show, respectively, an improvement of 7.1%
to 13.5% and 48.1% to 52.7%.Morales et al. [MN16] develops a cooperative tracking controller
to allow for new elements to join an existing group of vehicles. Trajectories are described between vehicles using wireless communications and RSUs in order to guarantee that each vehicles
maintains their actual position as close as possible to a defined virtual center and distance from
the other elements. The employed control strategy minimizes the effect that causes merging or
exiting one or several vehicles from the platoon, and guarantees global asymptotic stability6 of the
tracking behavior of the controlled group.
Decentralized approaches rely solely on V2V communications among vehicles, and, as is the
case in other scenarios, require adequate negotiation mechanisms to ensure system wide benefits.
Wu et al. [WZY+ 16] design a 3-stage sequential game architecture to solve the lane merging
conflict between two CAVs with or without a centralized decision-maker. In the first and third
6 Asymptotic stability means that formations that start close enough not only remain close together but also eventually converge to an equilibrium
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stages, an agent K takes an action either to accelerate, decelerate or maintain speed, while in the
second stage, the other agent K’ performs their action. The decision of each agent represent a
state node in a decision tree with associated reward values. By using multi-agent reinforcement
learning, both agents make decisions in an effort to obtain Nash equilibrium7 . Another example
of a game theoretic approach is in [YZJL16], in which a static game8 prototype of the lanemerge conflict between two CAVs is designed. In [LZF+ 18] a method of multi-vehicle motion
planning problem for lane merging scenarios is proposed, that generates better results over similar
literature approaches. The approach is composed of two stages, the first stage a sparse formation
is reconfigured so that at stage 2 all vehicles can perform lane changes without colliding.
The use of artificial potential fields in used in [SKEPN17] to combine platooning, gap closing,
obstacle avoidance and platoon merging functionally into a single controller. Artificial potential
fields have been used in robotics for motion planning and collision avoidance. The artificial potential function is a real-valued non-negative functions such that higher values are produced for
undesired states and lower values for desired states. Akin to the electrical potential fields, agents
will tend to move towards states of lower potential value. In the gap-making maneuver this state
coincides with the minimum required gap. Artificial potential fields also exclude irrelevant regions from the state space. In the merging maneuver scenario, irrelevant regions coincide with
states where merging is not possible, i.e.: lack of space to merge between two vehicles. Simulation results show successful and smooth merging maneuvers. Fernandes et al. [FN15] also
explores the lane merging scenario for CAV platoons, specifically the task of vehicles leaving the
platoon at highway exits and joining platoons at at highway entrances. The problem addressed is
in how to allow constant spacing in platoons after vehicles have exited, such that the entrance of
new vehicles from highway entrances occurs with minimal disruptions to traffic flow. Four major algorithms are proposed. The inter-platoon positioning management algorithm to maintain a
constant spacing between platoons’ leaders, the intra-platoon positioning management algorithm
to ensure regrouping of follower vehicles; platoon joining maneuvers management algorithm to
allow entrance of vehicles from entrance ramps and the extra spacing for secure maneuvering improvement algorithm that adds extra spacing during exiting maneuvers in order to improve safety.
In [GE15] a merging strategy that allows vehicles to merge unto an ongoing platoon is evaluated.
The proposed strategy uses a decentralized coordination scheme for inter-vehicle communications,
allowing for the the merging vehicles to communicate and access information that they need from
any members of a platoon including the leader vehicle. For a group of vehicles to merge into a
platoon they must first announce their intention to join. The platoon verifies if the request does
not violate any of the platoons laws before accepting or rejecting the proposal. Role assignment
performed in order to determine which vehicles within the platoon will create the necessary gap
for merging. During the merging maneuver, each merging vehicle constantly checks to verify
if the gap created meets the criteria for initiating the lane change maneuver. On successful gap
7 In

a state of Nash equilibrium, both agents receive no additional gain from changing their strategies, either due to
being the best strategy or due to counters from the competing agent.
8 A static game is one in which all agents make decisions simultaneously, without knowledge of the actions that are
made by other agents.
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Figure 3.4: Virtual platooning in lane merge scenarios

creation, the vehicles initiate merging using an adaptive lateral trajectory generator. The authors
study the merging strategy under the presence of sudden braking, showing that adaptive lateral
trajectory methods are a good solution for lateral merging maneuvers, however, they require that
the platoon velocity does not significantly change during the merging task. By making use of a
switching function, simulation results show that a combination of adaptive and constant lateral
trajectory functions using a switching function for emergency situations could be used for a safe
and comfortable lateral maneuver.
Virtual platooning is demonstrated in [CSB16]. The proposed merge control algorithm commands vehicle longitudinal motion throughout the process of highway entry and commands a lane
change at the end of the process. Arriving vehicles collect information regarding the position and
speed of the mainline vehicles with V2V communications which the on-ramp vehicles utilize to
accelerate to the mainline traffic speed. The on-ramp vehicles then align themselves to position
themselves between a virtual leader and follower representative of an existing gap on the mainline
traffic, in order to form a virtual platoon as illustrated in figure 3.4. When the on-ramp vehicle is
in the acceleration lane and the gaps between leader and follower in consecutive positions in the
adjacent mainline lane are safe to make a merge, the on-ramp vehicle will make a lane change and
terminate the V2V merge control. The authors validate their approach for cases with 50%, 60%,
75% and 100% market penetration of vehicles equipped with V2V coordination. The effects of
V2V delays and packet losses, as well as vehicle location measurement errors are also accounted
for. Simulation results show that the performance is positively related to the market penetration
rate. A 30% packet loss or around 100 milliseconds of constant communication delay does not
deteriorate the system performance noticeably, but higher packet losses and longer delays do have
adverse effects.
Market penetration rate a reliable communication plays an important role in the efficiency of
the reviewed works. Some authors attempt to handle low CAV market penetrations and communi43
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cation faults by proposing solutions that are robust enough to handle such constraints. The work of
Xu et al. [XFZL18] aims to overcome the limitations that come with ad hoc negotiation and planning strategies for CAV lane merge. A grouping based strategy is proposed where CAVs within
a control zone can be grouped together and considered as a whole during the merge planning, if
their inter-vehicle headway’s are small enough. In order to control the size of groups, a threshold is specified. The CAVs that reside within the same group have the same passing order and
consequently the possible passing orders is largely reduced. Although the the proposed grouping
strategy leads to sub-optimal solutions, the solutions are shown to be close to the global optimum,
whilst maintaining low computational times. Lenz et al. [LKK16] uses a Monte-Carlo tree search
for cooperative motion planning on highway lane-merge scenarios. The proposed algorithm does
not require communication with other vehicles as a way to handle cooperative maneuvering in
a mixed traffic scenario. Nie et al. [NZD+ 16] tackles the issue of decision-making for vehicles
to perform a lane change maneuver. A state prediction model utilizes existing cooperative carfollowing models to predict the the state of other vehicles in the next regular time interval. A
candidate decision generation module accommodates information from multiple surrounding vehicles and based upon the prediction results, forms a decision of whether to changes lanes or keep
traveling in the same lane. This decision is broadcaster to surrounding vehicles, where a final
decision is cooperatively reached. When a final decision is made, the vehicles procedures to execute the lane changing maneuver. The proposed controllers show little benefits in some validation
scenarios, requiring further improvements in future work.

3.2.5

Multi-Agent systems in vehicular coordination

Multi-agent systems provide a modeling environment that is both autonomous and distributed,
allowing for models to adequately capture the dynamic and geographically distributed features of
transportation system. The traffic flow within the network can be regarded as an emergent result
of nonlinear feedback between the vehicle agent behaviors and traffic status [JYYT14]. Traffic
flow can either be congested or free flowing, depending upon the collective actions taken by each
agent. [TWA09]
Traffic congestion relief is an area of coordinated traffic management that is well suited for
MAS. Although coordination in scenarios such as lane merging and intersection management do
indirectly provide system wide relief to the congestion problem, some authors attempt to tackle
the problem directly. Jiang et al. [JYYT14] uses a MAS to provide an adaptive agent model that
is capable of studying road-network congestion with an hybrid perspective. This hybrid perspective takes into account both the global traffic information to optimize the macro-level flow and
the individual driver’s preferences for micro level vehicle control. Each vehicle agent creates a
routing decision based upon the shortest path to its destination and the minimal congested degree
of the target link. Their aim is to reduce road congestion and make better use of the traffic capacity available in the transport network. Tumer et al. [TWA09] also explores the use of MAS
in traffic congestion management. Their work aims at promoting a given desired system level
behavior, which in this case is on reduction of traffic congestion. Each driver is assigned an agent
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that determines the departure time and traveling lane. This decision is based upon reinforcement
learning where rewards are attributed to vehicles that perform actions that promote good system
level behavior. In the work of Schulz et al. [SHL+ 17], collective maneuvers on a multi-agent scale
are used to describe the relative motion of multiple vehicles in a scene. This description allow for
higher predictably of agents actions. Cooperative multi-agent trajectories are planned for the given
maneuvers to reflect common human behavior. This human like behavior facilitates motion prediction of nearby vehicles allowing for safe, foresighted, and cooperative driving of autonomous
vehicles. Adler et al. [ASM+ 05] explores the use of cooperative, distributed multi-agent systems
to improve dynamic routing and traffic management. They expand upon the Cooperative Traffic
Management and Route Guidance System framework which is based on the integration of MAS
with principled negotiation. Their contribution seeks to overcome the forecasting and compliance concerns while establishing a framework that seeks to satisfy both system and driver-side
objectives. This is accomplished by adding a layer of distributed intelligence that is comprised
of agents and protocols. Network performance is improved by systematically allocating demand
across capacity in a manner that includes both driver and system operator interests.
The platooning problem is frequently addressed in a MAS environment. For example Halle
et al. [HLCD04] incorporate the multi-agent vision to the platoon architecture and coordinate the
vehicles through team work models, instead of the coordination being centralized in the leader.
Halle et al. approach incorporates autonomous agents that make use of the communication system
in each vehicle, to coordinate the longitudinal control of vehicles in a decentralized platoon model.
Their work shows that a coordination model based on teamwork can provide flexibility and safety
insurance at low communication costs. Petrillo et al. [PSSV18] works on an adaptive distributed
cooperative approach to solve a leader tracking problem. While most work in formation control
assume a leader traveling at a constant speed, Petrillo utilizes a MAS to solve the formation control
problem that occurs when a leader has a varying speed profile and in the presence of heterogeneous
and time-varying communication delays. Effectiveness of their solution is shown in PLEXE, a
platooning extension to VEINs9 . Dafflon et al. [DGGK13] approaches platoon configuration
maintenance and collision avoidance, by presenting an integrated reactive agent approach. Each
agent maintains a predefined longitudinal and lateral distances to its nearest vehicle being capable
of measuring the distance to the vehicle in front of it. Each agent can also perceive its environment
and detect the relative position of obstacles. [SM17] models a platoon in a MAS and proposed
a consensus algorithm that aims for autonomous platoon formation. Each vehicle agent employs
vehicle-to-vehicle communication to coordinate the formation phase of the vehicle platoon. This
approach eliminates the need for a global decision maker as trucks are capable of handling the
speed negotiation to enable formation autonomously.
Authors have also worked on the development of multi-agent simulation models for traffic
management applications. [WP17] develops an agent-based simulation model that makes use of
a generic transport network with randomly generated transports between supplier and customer
9 These

simulation frameworks are reviewed in section 3.4
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nodes. The model is used to analyze the inter-arrival times of trucks at sections in the network under different parameter settings. Halle et al. [HCDL03] utilizes MAS based simulations to prove
the benefits of ITS in the Canadian roads. Halle et al. construct a hierarchical architecture composed by the guidance layer, management layer and traffic control layer. The architecture is used
to simulate a centralized platoon and a decentralized platoon. Halle et al. further expands upon
this simulator work in [HLCD04]; focusing on the development of a model of teamwork in MAS
for decentralized platooning coordination. Yu et al. [YEKGL14] combines MAS with ITS and
Virtual reality to form a modular application software, Virtual Reality Intelligent Simulation System of Vehicles for microscopic traffic behavior simulation. Their main objectives are to structure
the complex virtual reality traffic simulation system into relatively independent modules, which
can realize making simulation system easy to be built and maintained; and include complicated
and dynamic features, such as road geometry and wind, in the virtual reality traffic simulation system. Their systematic modular approach for the traffic simulation makes it is possible to structure
the simulation system into different types of agents and to use geometry data from a geographical
database.
Cognitive agents (e.g.: BDI) in multi-agent traffic applications has seen implementations in
the reviewed literature, however it is comparatively uncommon. Kamali et al. [KDM+ 17] utilizes
rational agents to propose a combined methodology for the formal verification of autonomous
automotive platooning. This work comes from a requirement to ensure that decision making components never chose an unsafe state. Program model-checking is applied for verification of the
“actual” agent code used in the implementation of platooning, with a model of the agent code
being extracted and used for the verification of real-time properties for the system. Kamalis et al.
state that there is a need for verify the actual code used in the implementation of autonomous
agents, rather than extracting a formal model of the behavior, leading on to program modelchecking, which is resource intensive. In Halle et al. [HCd05] validation of their developed
platoon teamwork driving system, evaluation was performed using the BDI agent model to implement the teamwork strategies. Namely the agent development toolkit was the JACK Intelligent
Agents which is also used in [HLCD04] for validation and in the [HCDL03] MAS platoon model.
[FFG+ 16] develop a conceptual system model for traffic systems, where the internal informational
state, motivations and capabilities are modeled using the BDI architecture.
As a common approach to model intelligent transportation systems, surveys and literature reviews have been done on the topic of MAS and its use towards improving the transportation sector.
Chen & Cheng [CC10] provide a review of multi-agent systems in various traffic and transportation applications. Specifically their work reviews articles dealing in traffic control and management, roadway transportation, air-traffic control and management, railway transportation, and the
advances of multi-agent traffic modeling and simulation. A study more focused on the multi-agent
approach to ground vehicle transportation is done in [BK14], that analyzes the reproduction of
human decision making and behavior such as travel demand modeling, route choice and driving
simulation. Agent-based management and control is also reviewed focusing on the development
of controllers responsible for traffic flow control and transportation systems management.
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3.3

Coordination strategies in cooperative driving

The Auction and Voting negotiation strategies that will be explored in this dissertation have seen
successful implementation in other areas. Example in social consensus include the work of Ghosh
et al. [GMHS99], who developed a voting-based system for recommendation systems, and the
implementation of a voting protocol for e-voting systems by Pitt et al. [PKSA06b]. Examples
of auction systems can be read in Gu et al. [GBN97] where a bidding-based approach is used
to integrate computer-aided design, process planning and real time scheduling to the design and
implementation of agile manufacturing systems. Another example is Kayhara [Kai03] use of a
virtual market for supply chain management.

3.3.1

Voting

Voting as a mechanism for cooperation in multi-agent systems is a very complex field of study.
Aziz et al. [ABES17] performs a compilation of many sub-fields of computations social choice
that are of interest today. Such fields include voting equilibria, iterative voting, multi-winner
voting and probabilistic social choice, to name a few.
Voting equilibria is in reference to how elections with more than three agents tend towards
Nash equilibrium. Within the plurality rule for example, agents may end up voting for the same
candidate, since no single agent can change the outcome, even if the winning candidate is universally hated. Such an unfavorable outcome means that the used voting rule produces distorted
outcomes. Avoiding distorted outcomes is a problem tackled by some authors, for example Gross
et al. [GAX17] proposes a mechanism denominated 2-Agree that follows a randomized approach.
Meir et al. [MPRJ10], on the other hand, study such equilibria, by attempting to have agents to
coordinate among themselves in order to reach a more favorable outcome (i.e. one not hated universally). This achieved by allowing agents to participate in iterative voting [MPRJ17], which
presents outcomes of elections to the agents and allows them to change their vote and even coordinate with others to reach a more favorable result. Agents could be endowed with some capacity
for learning in order to rationalize its vote after each iteration, such as in the work by Airiau et al.
[AGP17] which applies reinforcement learning, or that of Xia [Xia13] by using machine learning.
Future research directions and open problems in computational social choice and parameterized complexity are approached in [BCF+ 14], where the security vulnerabilities in voting strategies are presented.
In traffic applications, Dennisen et al. [DM15] takes an initial step in the development of a
voting architecture, the J-Voting architecture, which is designed with vehicle agents modeled in
Jason and is based upon the requirements for taxi-sharing and platooning scenarios. Validations
are performed for car-sharing [DM16], however its efficiency in platooning is still an open question. Theoretically the J-voting architecture would allow the input of voting rules to handle the
decision making process of platooning scenarios, allowing for members of a platoon to agree upon
a common speed, as well as the tie-braking rules in case of two or more candidates being tied for
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winning. The developed architecture can perform both centralized and decentralized voting protocols. In centralized voting, the chair of the election asks the voters to submit their votes. After
receiving all votes, the chair applies the voting rule with the votes as input and transmits the outcome of the election to the voters. For decentralized voting, a two-phase commit protocol is used.
During the first phase a user who needs a collective decision, asks the voters to exchange their
votes and to compute the outcome of the election by applying the given voting rule. In phase two,
the user chooses a voter at random for committing the outcome of the election.
Each agent implementing the proposed architecture utilizes a data storage module to store the
voting parameters of the agent’s current voting context. An election launcher starts the voting
process for a particular election. The voting process for centralized elections is started by the
transmission of a "election" message to all voters, or a "phase1" message in the cases of decentralized voting. A voting module manages the reception of an election and votes for the considered
candidates according to the agents preferences. The reception of votes from voters is handled in
a vote manager module, that stores received votes and calls the winner determination module as
soon as all votes are received. The winner determination module uses the information about the
candidates, the agents’ votes, weights, voting rules and tie-braking rules to compute a winner and
notifies all agents.
Sanderson et al. [SP12] presents the the executable specification of the IPCon algorithm. The
challenge of vehicular networks is that consensus within the network is susceptible to temporary or permanent node failure, circumstantial changes like cluster aggregation and fragmentation,
and environmental change beyond the control of the agents. The IPCon algorithm is proposed
to to manage consensus formation in open, decentralized and resource-constrained systems like
vehicular networks using self-organizing electronic institutions. It extends and adapts the Paxos
algorithm, for fault-tolerant consensus in distributed databases. The algorithm assumes that agents
operate asynchronously at arbitrary speed, may fail by stopping, and may restart, but may not lie.
Messages can take arbitrarily long to be delivered, can be duplicated, and can be lost, but cannot
be corrupted. Agents decide the values of a number of institutional facts or issues (eg: speed or
route) by consensus. A potentially infinite amount of separate independent issues exist, with each
containing numbered ballots. Each ballot may decide on or retrieve the value of an issue; it is orchestrated by a leader, voted on by acceptors, with learners act as redundant storage. New values
for a given issue are proposed by proposers. Due to the possible chaotic nature of the environment
the institutions operates in (e.g.: traffic becoming congested in a vehicular network), previously
chosen values for an issue may become no longer “safe” or preferred, a new revision of the issue
can be initiated by a proposer.
Voting mechanisms for leader elections have been used in vehicle coordination. In intersection
management scenarios, Ferreira et al. [FFC+ 10] utilize a voting mechanism to select a leader
in their virtual traffic light approach, whose responsibility is acting as a temporary centralized
controller of the signal phases. Group consensus is also used in the group membership protocol
for vehicular coordination in [ALV17], for vehicle group leader elections.
The works reviewed above have been recent applications of voting to ITS. However the use of
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voting in traffic applications was first proposed, to the best of the authors knowledge, in [SBH98].
The work of Sukthankar et al. pioneered tactical level reasoning for autonomous driving, by
proposing an agent-based framework for autonomous driving. The framework is composed of
various agents that are monitoring specific sensors and are responsible for a given set of tasks (e.g.:
velocity control, find exits, etc. ). The agents calculate the utility for various different courses of
actions and pass their votes on these actions to the voting arbiter, responsible for selecting the
appropriate actions based on the received recommendations. A maneuver is composed of several
basic actions, and each reasoning agent votes for their preferred actions. In order to avoid a
conflicting sequence of actions, the voting arbiter sums up the votes and vetoes of every agent,
scales them by the influence weight of each agent and executes the highest voted one. Should any
given agent veto an actions, that actions is disregarded during selection. Sukthankar et al. further
their reasoning agent work by employing evolutionary learning algorithms in order to improve the
effectiveness of the agents reasoning.

3.3.2

Auctions

In this section, a review on the Auction mechanism for agent negotiation in traffic applications is
provided. Auction based strategies are popular in intersection management scenarios, and as such
a detailed overview is presented here. For a review on other intersection negotiation strategies, the
reader can refer back to section 3.2.3.
Before delving deeper into the applications of auctions in ITS, a brief review on state of the
art auction strategies is presented. Most notably on the application of combinatorial auctions
and in strategies to ensure truthfulness. Take for example the auction mechanism applied to intersection reservation proposed by Vasirani & Ossowski [VO12]. Vasirani & Ossowski proposed
a policy based on combinatorial auctions for the allocation of intersection reservations. Within
their proposed policy, the items an agent bids on is a combination of the space the agent will pass
through and the time it will take to cross through that same space. As such an agent is interested
in a bundle of time and space items. To assign this bundle of items (instead of a single item) to an
agent, the proposed policy uses combinatorial auctions. As such combinatorial auctions is a strategy to assign a set of items that are interrelated to the agent that most values them [NN07]. The
incentive compatible10 mechanism in the combinatorial auctions approach, is the Vickrey[Vic61]Clark[Cla71]-Groves[Gro73] (VCG) payment mechanism. The VGC payment mechanism has the
winner agent pays an amount that corresponds to the impact that agent has caused to others during
its participation. However the winner determination problem is computationally hard, being done
in non-deterministic polynomial-time (i.e. NP-hard). A solution to this is proposed in [HB00],
which proposed the application of stochastic local search to the winner determination algorithm
(WDA). This bounds the WDA to certain time horizons (i.e. the WDA has any time properties).
The disadvantage of the stochastic local search is that it approximates the optimal solution at each
10 See

section 2.3.3 on the definition of incentive compatible
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time step, at the expense of incentive compatibility. This type of WDA is used in [VO12], however more recently the work of Sayin et al. [SLS+ 18] applies the VCG mechanism to intersection
management while maintaining both time constraints and ensuring incentive compatibility.
Auction based approaches have been a popular solution to intersection management with initial
works by on market intersection reservation by Vasirani et al. ([VO10], [VO11] and [VO12]). In
Vasirani et al. work, the use of market-based mechanisms to expand the work done be Dresner &
Stone [DS08] is explored. Their work assumes that all vehicles are autonomous and capable of
interacting with the regulating traffic infrastructure. Instead of a first come first served approach of
resolving resource disputes (intersection space and time), resources are allocated to the agents that
value them the most, while maintaining an adequate level of efficiency and fairness of the system.
The developed auction policy models incoming requests for space-time as bids that the central
auction manager processes and accepts and rejects such requests with the objective of maximizing
the overall value of the accepted bids. The auctioneer waits for a set time δ t to allow agents
to submit their bids and then executes the algorithm for the winner determination problem. The
algorithm produces a set of winner bids which represent the agents that have had their crossing
plans accepted, after which a new bidding round begins. The winner determination algorithm
proposed by the authors has any-time properties, meaning that the longer the algorithm runs, the
better is the solution. This choice is made due to the fact that optimal and complete algorithms
exceed the low time horizon the auctioneer has to process the bids and assign crossing plans. The
bids of each agent contain the arrival time, arrival speed, lane, type of turn and the cost that the
agent is willing to pay. Cuibus et al. [CL12] attempts to maximize the throughput in intersection
and avoid congestions by use of a a multi-agent distributed cooperative control strategy which is
based on costs. Each agent negotiates with its neighbors the price of a certain action, by making
successive proposals of actions and their corresponding price. When an agreement is reached, the
action is performed and its cost is transferred to the agent accepting the deal as revenue. The cost
function developed by the authors is closely related to the state of the system before and after an
action is performed. An example would be cost of vehicles entering a certain input lane, which
is reflected by the loading factor of that same lane and the ability for the intersection to evacuate
the vehicles from the lane. A market system with envy-minimizing capability is introduced by
Lloret et al. [LBJ16]. Their work details a method to optimize the operation of intersections,
using a market based approach where the signal timings in an intersection are governed by a
vehicles urgency to cross instead of at a first come first serve policy. In their work, the envy that
is perceived by drivers in terms of monetary transfers and crossing delays are minimized by the
use of a pricing scheme designed for fairness. The fairness of the pricing scheme is achieved by
compensatory monetary transfers among users.
Focusing on the auction mechanism itself for intersection reservation, Rewald et al. [RS16]
explores the use of auction-based control to achieve cooperative behavior among autonomous vehicles, while taking into account the personal objectives of the auction participants. The preference
of a driver is taken into account by having the agent develop a set list of movement plans that can
cross the intersection without incurring in collisions with other vehicles. The bids of each agents
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contain a sequence of maneuvers that lead the vehicle into it’s final position within the intersection. Each individual maneuver is taken from a maneuver library, and the bid is sent to the auction
manager. The auction manager is responsible for processing, comparing and selecting the bids of
the vehicles in the current negotiation iteration. This auction manager can be located either in a
road-side unit (the intersection) or within each vehicle. The cost function proposed by the authors
takes into account the segment the vehicle is on, the direction driven, lane, distance driven within
a segment, lateral offset from lane center, velocity and time. The auction good is the precedence
a vehicle has in its maneuvering over the competing vehicles. The bids represent increases in cost
a vehicle has to accept in order to modify its maneuvering plan in order to give precedence to
other vehicles. Precedence is assigned between two vehicles to the vehicle which would have the
highest additional costs for solving the conflict of both. The vehicle with lower additional cost is
obliged to give priority to the other vehicle and to follow a maneuver sequence by which it stays
clear from the other vehicle. This approach minimizes the system wide increase in costs that is
needed to solve all conflicts for the current iteration scenario. Schepperle et al. [SB08] design
a valuation-aware intersection-control mechanism, with a high degree of concurrent utilization
of the intersection. The intersection management system offers time slots, which represent the
privilege to cross the intersection during a certain period of time. The focus of the authors is to
reduce the average weighted waiting time of road-users. The weighted waiting time is the waiting
time (the difference between actual travel time and the travel time had there been no obstructions
in the road) of the vehicle multiplied by the drivers valuation. The utility that the system seeks
to maximize is a function of the drivers travel budget (alloted money for the entire trip), income,
expenditure and weighted waiting time. The developed auction mechanism is composed of two
steps, the contact step and the reservation and notification step. In the contact step, vehicles request time slots from the intersection agent (IA) which are used by the IA to keep track of the
current traffic situation. The reservation and notification step consists of the IA auctioning time
slots every auction iteration to vehicles requesting a time slot. The implemented auction protocol
follows the standard FIPA contract net interaction protocol for auctions, where drivers reject a time
slot proposal by the IA if they cannot reach the intersection in time, or make an offer containing
the money that one is willing to pay. The winner of the auction is the highest bidder. In Levin et al.
[LB15], a simulation-based dynamic traffic assignment model of the tile-based reservation (TBR)
intersection control policy is presented. The proposed model is compatible with arbitrary vehicle priority schemes for conflict region intersection management, such as the FCFS and auctions
mechanisms. In a TBR control policy, an intersection controller divides the intersection into a grid
of tiles. Vehicles requesting the intersection to follow through a specific path during a certain time,
have their requests accepted or rejected depending on whether the tiles will be occupied by another
vehicle at the same time. The tiles in their work are divided radially, where a circle is divided into
conflict regions through the radii along incoming and outgoing link angles. The model is then utilized to analyze the impact of auctions on travel time under user equilibrium behavior. Two types
of auctions are compared: with and without subsidies. Auctions without subsidies have drivers bid
for a crossing plan based on their value of time (VOT), i.e.: how much they are willing to cut down
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on their travel time. Auctions with subsidies have vehicles with high VOT bid in favor of vehicles
with low VOT that are ahead of them in an attempt to clear their incoming lane of traffic. Their
results show that auctions with subsidies had little effect on average travel time. Auctions without
subsidies had a randomizing effect on the priority and reduced queue lengths and lane congestion.
In contrast, the FCFS led to higher queue lengths and congestion on high-demand lanes.
Centralized approaches to the intersection reservation problem are common in the literature
as seen so far. Decentralized auction-based approaches although more scarce have been studied in the literature. The auction system by Carlino et al. [CBS13] uses a decentralized scheme
to improve upon the FCFS type of intersection management. Carlino et al. uses an intersection
reservation scheme that takes into account the different priorities vehicles have to cross the intersection. The priorities are the drivers value of time. The proposed auction system has the central
intersection manager as the auctioneer that selects which vehicles to allow passage, and the bidding agents that represent each vehicle. The only candidate vehicles allowed for a given auction
round are those that are ready to enter the intersection, however vehicles behind can contribute to
the value offered by their lead vehicles in an attempt to increase the release rate of their lane. The
payment rule is inspired by the proportional payment rule, where the cost of the second highest
bid is split proportionally across both winners. As such the format is that of a 2nd price, sealed bid
auction. Any vehicle can cross the intersection as long as their movements don’t conflict with that
of the winners. The bids are performed automatically by a bidding agent in behalf of the driver,
that inputs total budget, a limit on cost per time gained and a deadline for arrival. These bidding
agents are referred to as wallets and three types are proposed: free-rider, that never bids; static,
bids a set amount and the fair wallet which divides the total budget by number of intersection it has
to cross to reach its destination. In order to maintain fairness in the system, another type of wallet
is also proposed: the system wallet. The system wallet multiples the values bidden by agents by a
set amount depending on their total waiting time, capacity rate of a lane and the size of a queue.
Experimental results show that the auction system provides a decrease in travel time compared to
the FCFS approach.
Although not specific to traffic applications, decentralized auctions are explored in [CBH09]
by presenting two decentralized task allocation algorithms that are capable of addressing singleand multi-assignment problems. The proposed algorithms feature a task-selection process based
on auctioning with greedy heuristics and a conflict-resolution protocol based on consensus on the
winning bid values over a team of agents.
Previously reviewed works made use of auctions in order to completely avoid the use of signalization on intersections, however auctions have been explored in order to optimize the signalizations. In [ML15], auction theory, MAS and machine learning techniques are utilized to regulate
the traffic interactions of an intersection. As usual, the bidding commodity is the crossing space
through the intersection during a specific time frame. The bidding strategies of the agents themselves are optimized via machine learning algorithms so as to reduce the need for human intervention. The authors focus of development is a mechanism that is decentralized, whose control logic
based on both queue length and delay, self-learning, does not need a model for traffic patterns and
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robust. The decentralization is achieved by the use of movement managers, which are agents that
represent a possible movement within the intersection. The movement managers receive tokens
for each vehicle that join their queues (the movement manager lane). These tokes represent the
bidding cost that the movement manager is willing pay for its bid. The tokens are payed to the
intersection manager when a movement manager bid wins. The bids represents an allowance of
allowed crossing time for the queue the movement manager is in charge of. The allowed crossing
time is allocated to the highest paying combination of non-conflicting movements through the intersection. The learning strategy used by the agents is the Q-learning algorithm, where the rewards
after each bidding cycle are zero if the agent loses their bids, or the difference between the amount
of tokens payed and the number vehicles discharged if the movement manager wins the bid. The
exploration of state and action is performed using a ε-greedy strategy. Isukapati et al. [IS15] also
makes use of movement managers for allocating crossing time in a signalized intersection space.
The key distinction is that the drivers contribute to the bid of their queues as a function of their
travel goals. The total cost is composed of a nominal fee to cover the costs of operating the signal
and the cost that a driver pays based on their decision to expedite travel time. The outcome of the
bidding sequence is a sequence of winners who decide which movements use the intersection at
which points in time. The authors approach this problem as a simplified game, and identify three
types of players: the movement managers, drivers and the municipality. The movement managers
are only aware of the vehicle arrival patterns on their approaches. Being that the clearing rule
is first-price bidding, the movement managers are aware that the higher they bid the higher the
probability of winning. However the movement manager must ensure they have sufficient funds to
discharge its vehicles at a nominal fee. Drivers perform payments to movement managers. Their
voluntary contributions is based upon the performance of the movement manager and in how fast
they wish to cross the intersection. The municipality defines the rules that govern how the game is
played and controls the time associated with green, yellow, and red traffic light durations.
In a following study by Isukapati et al. [IL16] the fundamental differences between the marketbased approach of [IS15] and various actuated control models where compared. Actuated control
models utilize sensors to determine the green time durations. Green time durations typically have a
minimum time duration, with increases in time being extended based upon the quantity of vehicles
detected. Simulations are run on an intersection of two one-way, one-lane approaches, one eastbound and one northbound. Results show that using actuated control, vehicles coming from the
northbound approach in larger volumes, experience higher delays than the eastbound approach,
which is the contrary for auction based control. Auction based control also produces shorter traffic
light cycles. This work is further expanded upon in [IS17], where Isukapati & Smith develop
bidding strategies that allows the intersection to expedite vehicles that are in a hurry without
disrupting system performance.
Raphael et al. [RMS15] proposes another auction-based traffic signal controller that does not
rely on technologies that are currently non-existent. Specifically Raphael et. al aims at removing the dependency that many solutions have on the vehicle having a specialized software agent
with which to perform bids. In their approach, instead of a vehicle agent, traffic signal agents
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are proposed to represent the traffic lights at each intersection. Each intersection is composed of
an intersection agent (taking the role of auction manager) and two traffic signal agents for each
direction of traffic flow. The auction mechanism employs a first-price, single-item auction. The
two traffic signal agents bid against each other to maximize green time for their phases. The bid
proposed by the traffic light agents can be done either by the Saturation method or Saturation with
Queuing method. In the saturation method the bidding rule is the saturation of a road segment, i.e.:
the ratio of the volume of traffic to the estimated capacity. The Saturation with Queuing method
is similar to the saturation method however the bidding rule is augmented with road occupation,
which indicates how full a road is. Simulation results show that the saturation with queuing approach outperforms both the saturation approach, and fixed traffic light phases in terms of average
travel time.
Throughout this section the main focus has been the review of the auction system in the management of intersection, which has been its primary implementation in the context of coordinated
traffic management. The use of other market based approaches have been proposed for solving
other types of resource allocation problems in cooperative traffic management. Although not making use of auction systems, [DLDS13] propose a market-based approach to allocate road network
links to agents in a market negotiation fashion, in an effort to alleviate congestion. The approach
developed in [DLDS13] denominated as CARAVAN, expresses the allocation of routes to vehicles
in the traffic network has a Multi-agent Resource Allocation (MARA) approach. Agents express
their preferences for a given route and in cases of conflicting route preferences, each agent perform a fixed number of negotiation deals to improve upon the initial route allocation. The final
allocation is performed based on the welfare type, which can be either social rational or mixed.
Experimental results on the CARAVAN approach show gains ranging from 21% to 43% in travel
time when compared to non cooperative shortest path algorithms. In following works [DLD17]
the CARAVAN algorithm is analyzed in regards to the robustness of the approach, as algorithmic,
environmental and agent-specific parameters are varied. It was observed that effective global behaviors can emerge from local negotiation regulated by an appropriate combination of individual
behavior, local group interaction, and environmental factors. The cooperative vehicles approach
is shown to be robust across different variations in participation, road network structure and agent
behaviors.
An auction system for freight scheduling is developed in [KMR+ 16]. The problem of freight
scheduling is modeled as an assignment and optimization problem and solved using auctions and
simulated annealing method. Reporting only on the proposed auction solution: Kuznetsov et al.
expand on an auction algorithm previously proposed in the literature for the assignment of jobs to
employees. For their use case, each train is assigned a price, which is the cost that must be paid
for the assignment of the best available crew or engine to the train. For every auction iteration
every resource that hasn’t been assigned yet the algorithm finds two trains with the highest value
of assignment. The price of the highest-value train is then incremented by the difference of its
value and the value of the second-est train. The resource is assigned to the highest-value train.
Combinatorial auctions are used by Satunin & Babkin [SB14] for demand responsive transport
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(DRT) systems11 . The optimal solution to a DRT problem is to find the optimal distribution of
passenger contracts among vehicles. For this problem combinatorial auctions are used, where
participants can bid on single item or a bundle of items. A vehicle plans its route by adding sets
of passengers instead of adding passengers one by one. Vehicle bid for a set of passengers whose
travel preferences provide optimal routes. In a centralized approach an auctioneer agent collects
bids and applies the winner determination algorithm. If independence from a single system wide
agent is desired, a decentralized approach is proposed by using either a layered architecture or
by calculation distribution. The first auction round, single passenger sets are bid on, and the
winning bids form the set of initial bids for the next round. All consecutive rounds consist of
participants bidding on sets of passenger, sharing the bids among participants and solving the
winner determination problem in a distributed manner.

3.3.3

Other coordination strategies

Outside of the reviewed auction and voting mechanisms, other negotiation strategies are used in
the literature to enable cooperation between autonomous vehicles. In this section an overview of
other strategies are summarized.
As can be determined from previous sections the consensus approach (e.g.: [SM17], [JN16]
and [WWB18]) is used for agents to agree upon values when maneuvering. A constraint-based
approach was studied by Gaciarz et al. [GAB15] for right of way negotiation at intersections. This
negotiation model provided a decentralized decision making approach in order to handle the large
amounts of information that exists within the network. Each vehicle agent puts forward its individual constraints, suggests solutions and takes part in the final decision in real time. Configurations
for right of way handling are proposed by each agent vehicle and other vehicles perform argumentations about the proposed configurations. With the help of the intersection, that contributes to
the coordination of the interactions, the vehicles decide on the configuration to adopt collectively.
Lam et al. [LK13] descrived platooning maneuvers in the form of event chaining. Every maneuver available to a vehicle is represented by an event that can be chained together in accordance
to a series of rules, conditions, and events. This event-chaining approach can mitigate the risks
and handle risks during operations planning. Although validations show that atleast one logical
deadlock can occur with this approach, the authors suggest the use of reinforcement learning for
optimal maneuver planning. In [dCFS13] a negotiation strategy for non signalized intersections is
proposed, based upon velocity negotiation. In a decentralized approach, each vehicle agent solve
local optimization problems allowing them to cross, in a safe way, the intersection. A formal, theoretical, framework is proposed in [AG07] for decentralized cooperative negotiations. Specifically
a formal protocol is developed for cooperative negotiations between agents, as well as a criterion
for negotiation stability based on the concept of connective stability. This criterion assures that the
negotiations carried under the proposed protocol are stable.
11 DRT systems provide shared, flexible route, transportation services in order to improve economic and environment
values.
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3.4

Simulation tools and technologies

Since the implementation and deployment of vehicular cyber-physical systems is very costly and
labor intensive, simulation is next best alternative for the validation and verification of cooperative
traffic applications. While in the literature, vehicular control is mostly simulated numerically using
tools such as Matlab, for higher level systems such as platooning or lane merging, the requirements
for validation include both the network and the traffic mobility themselves. As such two types of
specialized simulators are required: traffic mobility simulators and the network simulators.
Bidirectional coupling between a traffic mobility simulator and a network simulator allows
simulations of inter-vehicle communication protocols in VANETs to model both the influence that
traffic has on the network and simultaneously the influence of the network on traffic. Before such
coupling where developed for open use academically, the use of vehicle mobility traces would be
utilized. These traces could either be generated from real-world data or from traffic simulations
and would be fed to the network simulation environment, providing only interaction that the traffic
models have on the network models but not vice-versa [SGD11].
As the focus of this dissertation is in the decision making of cooperative traffic applications
which makes use of mentalist agents, a multi-agent framework will be used to provide the tools
needed to model the mentalist model of the vehicle agents.

3.4.1

Traffic Simulators

Mobility traffic simulators have the objective of providing accurate mobility models of the vehicles
and the interactions that occur within a virtual road network. The simulation of traffic can happen
at three distinct levels of granularity. At the macroscopic level the traffic can be approximated
to the flow of liquid through pipes. There are three components to the traffic simulators: (i) the
motion constraints that are applied due to speed limits, lane properties, intersection policies and
road topology. (ii) The capability to generate traffic, be it in on an individual vehicle scale or an
entire flow of vehicles, with specific trip plans and driving behaviors. (iii) Simulation interfaces
that allows the simulator to communicate with other software or to produce visualizations of the
data.
There are three kinds of mobility models: macroscopic, microscopic and mesoscopic. Macroscopic models mobility as flow, being useful for dealing with traffic density, traffic flows and initial
vehicle distribution modeling. Microscopic models simulate every individual vehicle, modeling
their location velocity and acceleration. Mesoscopic models act as an intermediate, aggregating
the movements of different vehicles [Ros14]. The mobility model of interest for this work is
then, the microscopic model. As such, for this work, the main microscopic traffic simulators are:
SUMO, VISSIM and VanetMobiSim
Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) is an open source, purely microscopic, multi-modal
traffic simulator. SUMO accounts for space-continuous, time-discrete movements of individual
vehicles of different types. It allows for the modeling of road networks that are capable of supporting multiple lane roads, entry and exit highway ramps, traffic lights, and stop, yield and variable
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speed signs. SUMO comes prepackaged with visualization tools to illustrate the road topology
and the movement of vehicles. In SUMO, scenarios (road networks, vehicle flow properties, ...)
are defined with the use of XML files. These XML files can be manually written or with the use
of SUMO’s GUI, but there is also support for the OpenStreeMap (OSM) format, allowing users to
make use of the freely available OpenStreetMap database. [BBEK11]
VISSIM is a microscopic, behavior-based multi-purpose traffic simulator to analyze and optimize traffic flows. It is able to achieve multi-modal simulation with different types of traffic
(passenger vehicles, trucks, cyclists, pedestrians, ...). It supports 3D real-time visualizations of the
simulations traffic status and provides a dedicated user interface with which external signal control
systems and user-defined signal control logic can access the simulator. [FV10]
VanetMobiSim is an agent-based vehicular traffic simulator with the capability to support realistic automotive motion models at a macroscopic and microscopic levels. At the microscopic level,
it provides mobility models such as Intelligent driver models (IDM) with Intersection Management
(IDM/IM), IDM with Lane Changing (IDM/LC) and an overtaking model, which realistically
describes interactions among vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure. VanetMobiSim is
based on the CanuMobiSim architecture and has a focus on integration with telecommunication
network simulators [HFFB11].

3.4.2

Network Simulators

Network simulators provide the models to simulate wireless links between nodes of vehicles,
with an accurate signal propagation. Network simulators provide a cost effective validation of
network protocols and design, allowing for simulation of the complete protocol stack ranging
from the physical layer up to the application layer. Features of network simulators include network
topology modeling, traffic flow analysis, performance metric outputs, protocol evaluation among
others. The main network simulators that fit the requirements for the use cases of this dissertation
are OMNeT++ and ns3.
OMNeT++12 (also known as OMNeTPP) is a C++ developed simulation library and framework, designed to be extensible, modular and component based. OMNeT++ is not a specialized
network simulator by itself, however contributions from the scientific community has allowed OMNeT++ to become a popular network simulation tool in various fields. Thanks to its high extensibility, OMNeT++ is capable of supporting many different domain functionality, such as sensor networks, wireless ad-hoc networks and Internet protocols. OMNeT++ provides and Eclipse-based
IDE, graphical visualization tools and support for various third-party extensions. It’s component
based architecture allows for modules to be programmed in C++ and then assembled into larger
networks by using a high level language to describe the network (NED).
ns-313 is a discrete-event network simulator for Internet systems licensed under the GNU
GPLv2 license. The goal of ns-3 is to provide a preferred, open simulation environment for networking research. It’s simulation core supports research on both IP and non-IP based networks,
12 https://omnetpp.org/
13 https://www.nsnam.org/
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with a greater focus on wireless and Internet protocol simulations, providing models for Wi-Fi,
WiMAX, or LTE for layers 1 and 2 and a variety of static and dynamic routing protocols such
as OLSR and AODV for IP-based applications. ns-3 also has support for real-time scheduling to
facilitate "simulation-in-the-loop" use cases for interacting with real systems, allowing for users
to emit and receive ns-3-generated packets on real network devices, as well as serve as an interconnection framework to add link effects between virtual machines.

3.4.3

BDI programming frameworks

Various open-source frameworks for agent development exist in the market. In this section a quick
overview is provided for three widely available BDI frameworks: BDI4JADE, LightJason and
Spade.
BDI4JADE14 implements a BDI layer on top of JADE, leveraging and reusing all of the features that are provided by JADE. In contrast with other BDI platforms, BDI4JADE does not introduce a new programming language nor rely on a domain-specific language written in terms of
XML files. All agents are implemented with the constructions of the underlying Java programming
language.
With development based upon Jason, a Java-based interpreter for an extended version of
AgentSpeak, LightJason15 is a concurrent BDI multi-agent framework for creating multi-agent
systems. The framework provided by LightJason attempts to bring artificial intelligence algorithms to existing software architectures as a mainly side-effect free programming language. The
language used to design agents is the AgentSpeak(L++), a modular extension of AgentSpeak(L)
that includes features such as: lambda-expressions, multi-plan and multi-rule definition, explicit
repair actions, multi-variable assignments, parallel execution and thread-safe variables.
SPADE16 is an agent platform based on the XMPP/Jabber technology. It provides communication channels, the concepts for users (agents) and servers (platforms) and an extensible communication protocol based on XML, like the FIPA-ACL to enable the construction of multi-agent
systems. SPADE agents are developed using the SPADE Agent Library that exists as a module
for the Python programming language. It provides the necessary classes, functions and tools for
creating new SPADE agents that can work with the SPADE Agent Platform.

3.5

Summary and conclusions

In this chapter a literature review was provided on the three main applications of cooperative traffic
applications: platooning, lane merge and intersection management. A review of the use Auction
and Voting mechanisms was also performed.
From the reviewed works in traffic decision making, two main research gaps are identified that
will be address within the work of this dissertation:
14 http://www.inf.ufrgs.br/prosoft/bdi4jade/
15 https://lightjason.github.io/
16 https://pythonhosted.org/SPADE/index.html
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• There is a lack of research on vehicle coordination strategies (e.g. for platooning) at a
tactical level.
• No study has been done to assess the performance of Voting or Auction negotiation strategies under different scenarios and settings

Passenger CAVs will have distinct driving preferences among themselves. As such, coordination and negotiation approaches need to take such preferences into account. Mechanism that are
capable of handling such a requirement are the Voting and Auction mechanisms which showed
success in other fields, but lack a proper assessment in coordinated traffic applications. Another
relevant observation is that only a small percentage of works consider the constraints of a physical
communication channel.
Other research possibilities that will not be accounted for in this dissertation are also identified.
Within intersection management, analysis on the proposed methods when accounting for failures
or unpredictability from general uncooperative vehicles (e.g.: human driven) is still poorly reported. Many approaches require a 100% market penetration rate of CAV’s which which can
prove unfeasible until the far future. In order to allow the gradual deployment of these technologies consideration must be taken for the inherently chaotic environment of real-world traffic,
which can include damages on road infrastructure or failure in sensor/communication equipment.
Following on error recovery, to the best of the author’s knowledge, few works in decision
making of coordinated traffic applications take into account possible inaccuracies of sensor and
communication equipment. One example of such considerations is in [CSB16] that considers both
packet loss and GPS positioning noise. Should a cooperative method be deployed, consideration
must be taken into account towards failure rates and measuring errors of the sensors of the CAV
which will make use of it, as problems can arise due to differences in the situational awareness
among vehicles. Some works in the literature utilize simulators that allows for the implementation
of individual sensors such as the VIVUS simulator [DGC+ 11] [CGK15] however such nuances
are not reported in the associated papers.
With the many advances on coordinated traffic applications, research can be made on expanding the scale of the proposed methods. Most commonly, research on ITS focus on the development
and proposal of methods to address specific one case problems, save for some exceptions (e.g.:
Semsar et al. [SKEPN17] solution addresses platooning, gap closing, obstacle avoidance and
platoon merging). Research can be performed on piecing together all conflict situations and coordinated applications into a complete validation of multiple scenarios. For example, research can
be done on exploring the coordination of lane merging and intersection management simultaneously, or how platooning coordination can be affected by the coordination approaches taken in
other scenarios, e.g.: a platoon agrees on a certain travel plan, however an intersection/lane merge
manager grants passage in such a way that breaks formation, how can such situations be accounted
for?
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In summary, the development on coordinated traffic applications has not seen a slow down
and many proposals are made that show substantial improvement over the traditional traffic management systems. An analysis must then be performed among the proposed methods in order to
ascertain which methods can see deployment into real-world applications, even with low market
penetration rates of CAV’s or with vehicles with only partial autonomous control.
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Chapter 4

Simulation Framework
The first step in answering the research questions of this dissertation, as well as being one of its
core contributions is the development of a simulation framework that takes into account various
communication and kinematic constraints that are to be expected when deploying ITS solutions.
Specifically solutions that deal with high-level automated decision making. Some simulation solutions have been proposed in the literature, for example [BC13] discusses a traffic arterial management solution using Jason and SUMO, although without consideration for a communications
network simulator. Evaluation of platooning maneuvers when communication failure occurs is
done in [ADC+ 15], using an OMNeT++ and SUMO integration, however without the MAS component. As such, to the best of the authors knowledge, the simulation described in this chapter is
the first hybrid simulation platform to account for (i) vehicle kinematics, (ii) communication constraints and (iii) MAS-based tactical level reasoning. The three components within the simulation
framework approximate as much possible the expected constraints of real-world deployment and
perform adequate validations on cooperative decision-making mechanisms, implemented using
the agent-based modelling paradigm.
In this chapter a high-level description of the developed simulation framework is presented
alongside validation experiments that were run in order to evaluate the functionality of the framework. In section 4.1, all the components of the simulation framework are described alongside a
brief explanation of the typical development work-flow. Section 4.3 presents two experimental
setups used to validate the framework, one to test the communication models and another for the
reasoning of agents and their actions on the environment. Finally section 4.4 provides a summary
of this chapter alongside some concluding thoughts.

4.1

Simulation Architecture

The developed simulation framework is composed of three primary components, as illustrated in
Figure 4.1. These block are (i) the microscopic road traffic simulator, (ii) the network simulator
and (iii) the multi-agent modelling framework.
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Figure 4.1: High-level architecture

One of the first constraints to be taken in account is kinematic physical constraints that exist
within vehicular environments. When a vehicle agent decides to perform a given maneuver, the
agent must first ensure that such maneuver is possible and even if its safe to do so. For example an
overtake maneuver requires that a lane be available and that overtaking is allowed within the current road stretch. Even if such conditions are met, temporal factors must be taken into account. An
overtake maneuver will take time to perform, during which environment conditions can change.
Previously undetected vehicles may pose risks to safely perform the overtake maneuver, or construction work may be occurring in the passing lane. Due to the non deterministic environment,
many restrictions are made on the decision-making process of the agent. As such validation of
agent-based consensus mechanisms must be made in a microscopic traffic simulator.
Another component adding onto temporal constraints is the communication venue of cooperative vehicular networks. A MAS-based coordination mechanism needs to take into the account
the communication protocol that it will implement. A protocol that relies on exchanging various
messages and large quantities of information will latency problems within vehicles nodes. Coordination mechanisms should be able solve conflict scenarios as fast as possible in order to prevent
unsafe scenarios of occurring. The communication medium in which vehicular communications
occur (i.e. the wireless medium) is relatively unreliable, and requires many fail-safe mechanisms
and contention control algorithms in order to ensure proper delivery of messages. As such the
communication delay is an aggregation of the mechanisms needed to ensure receipt of messages
as well as the communication protocol developed. As such a network simulator is needed in order to validate coordination mechanisms according to their communication overhead. Preferably,
the network simulator should include models on the literature standard IEEE 802.11p and IEEE
1609.4 DSRC/WAVE network layers.
With a traffic and network simulator, constraints can be modelled and validations can be approximated to as close to reality as possible. The final component is, of course, the MAS framework in which the high-level processes of the a coordination mechanism are defined. The run-time
of the MAS framework will manage and create the agents associated to each vehicle. These agents
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contain a high-level knowledge on the environment and create the high-level plans that the vehicle
should execute. The production and processing of information will mostly occur within the agent.
Information produced by the agent can either be handed over to the network simulator to be encapsulated and sent over to other nodes; or to the traffic simulator to be converted into low level
instructions for vehicle control. The opposite flow of actions must also occur. This is, messages
received in the network simulator are decapsulated and sent to the agent; and kinematic and traffic
information in the traffic simulator is sent to the agent.
The chosen simulator for the microscopic traffic simulator is SUMO1 (detailed in Sub-Section
4.1.1), which simulates the kinematic motion of vehicles as well as the traffic environment in
which vehicles travel through. Communicating directly with SUMO via TCP socket connection
(using its TraCI interface), is OMNeT++2 (Sub-Section 4.1.2), an event-based network simulation that, as implied, provides the tools to model the communication protocols used in VANETs.
OMNeT++ simulates the wireless network of autonomous vehicles, including the physical layer,
and implements the standard communication protocols (e.g. IEEE 802.11p) used in vehicular
communications. From the network simulator, a connection is established with a multi-agent environment that is implemented using LightJason3 (Sub-Section 4.1.3), a BDI-based multi-agent
framework. LightJason provides the high-level decision-making aspect of the simulation, such
1 http://sumo.dlr.de/index.html
2 https://omnetpp.org/
3 https://lightjason.org/
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as deliberating on what maneuvers to perform or how to calculate the price pay in a market negotiation. A typical communication process between all three simulators is presented in figure
4.2.
The OMNeT++ component of the simulation framework acts as client that establishes a socket
connection to both SUMO and LightJason components (both acting as servers). Information about
the environment (e.g. current speed and location) is sent over to the vehicle controllers that are implemented in OMNeT++ via the TraCI interface. In the opposite direction, the vehicle controllers
send low level instructions to the vehicles in the traffic simulator to perform any maneuvering
needed. These maneuvers can either be triggered from the vehicle controllers (e.g. a vehicle following the instructions of a car-following model attempting to maintain a certain distance from
the lead vehicle) or as a decision from the vehicles corresponding agent.
Whenever the vehicle controller wishes to notify its agent of an event (e.g. receipt of a message
or detection of obstacle), the controller creates a trigger and sends via socket connection to the
LightJason component. The LightJason server "front-end" receives all triggers and delegates them
to their corresponding agents. The agents then deliberate upon these triggers and reach decisions
that are sent back over to their corresponding vehicle controllers in OMNeT++. The vehicle
controllers then perform the instructions sent by their agent, which can be either sending a message
to another vehicle or the conversion of a high-level maneuver to a lower-lever maneuvers (e.g.
convert a JOIN maneuver to a sequence of lateral and longitudinal controls).
In the following sub-sections a more in-depth description of the individual components is
made. Section 4.1.1 details the role of the SUMO simulator, section 4.1.2 the interactions between
OMNeT++ and the two simulators and section 4.1.3 describes the mechanics of the multi-agent
simulation. Finally a brief explanation of the typical work-flow to extend the simulation framework to run experimental scenarios is done in section 4.1.4.

4.1.1

Road traffic simulation - SUMO

Road traffic simulation is done by the SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) [LBBW+ 18] microscopic traffic simulator. SUMO provides an open-source and easily extendable traffic simulator
with multiple models for road vehicles (including public transports and pedestrians) and tools to
handle tasks, such as, route finding, visualization, network import and pollutants emission calculation.
The justification for the selection of the SUMO for vehicular simulation is due to meeting the
following criteria:
• Criteria 1 – Microscopic traffic simulator, allowing for the simulation of individual vehicles
and infrastructures.
• Criteria 2 – Capability to handle large road networks.
• Criteria 3 – Open source and highly portable.
• Criteria 4 – Fast execution speeds.
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• Criteria 5 – Allows for simulation control from external sources using its TraCI API.
A significant feature of SUMO is its TraCI API to allow for remote control of the simulation.
In this simulation framework, control is done using TCP sockets, whose interface is implemented
by the VEINs framework (detailed in Section 4.1.2). The control architecture follows a clientserver model, with SUMO acting as the server. Specifically, a connection is established to a TraCI
(Traffic Control Interface) server, and the network simulator subscribes to the traffic events (e.g.
vehicle creation and movement).
Configurations related to the road traffic network and vehicle properties are thus defined using
SUMO’s built-in tools and XML configuration files. The development work-flow to prepare a
road network within the simulation framework remains the same as with the stand-alone SUMO.
However, a special feature of the simulation framework allows it to read the vehicle type identifier
specified in SUMO’s route configuration files and create matching agent types according to those
identifiers. For example, if a vehicle type is defined using the identifier "vVoter", the multi-agent
simulation will create agents with voting capabilities; likewise, if an identifier of "vMarket" is
used, agents capable of participating in market based negotiations (e.g. cast bids) are created.

4.1.2

Event-based network simulator - OMNeT++

The network component of the simulation framework makes use of the OMNeT++ event-based
network simulator. Specifically the simulation framework extends the VEINs4 framework that
provides modules to communicate with SUMO and set up, monitor and run the simulation from
OMNeT++ [SGD11]. Provided by the VEINs framework as well are additional communication
models to simulate wireless vehicular communications more precisely. This include, models for
the IEEE 802.11p DSRC/WAVE protocol standard, wireless propagation models and signal attenuation due to obstacles. Many modules provided by VEINs facilitate the development of vehicular
network simulations, such as the traffic managers to control traffic in SUMO and base vehicle
applications that provides a base to develop vehicle controllers.
An extension made to VEINs by Segata et al. [SJB+ 14], denominated as PLEXE5 , facilitates
the development of simulations in a platooning context. PLEXE allows for the use and extension
of various car-following systems, which, among others, includes multiple cruise control models,
platooning network protocols and cooperative maneuvering within platoons.
The choice for OMNeT++ as the network simulator due to its fulfillment of the following
criteria:
• Criteria 1 – Provide models for the simulation of the vehicular networks.
• Criteria 2 – Facilitate integration with a traffic simulator.
• Criteria 3 – Open source and easily extendable.
4 https://veins.car2x.org/
5 http://plexe.car2x.org/
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Criteria 1 is fulfilled thanks to the VEINs framework; a framework developed for OMNeT++
that allows for the implementation of various vehicular networks. With the VEINs extension, an
integration with SUMO is provided, as such Criteria 2 is fulfilled as no extra work in integration
between the network simulation and a traffic simulator.
The VEINs framework is extended by adding (i) a TCP socket connection to the LightJason
server, (ii) dedicated vehicle application modules to communicate with the connection manager
and (iii) modules that translate triggers into messages to be sent over to the multi-agent server and
translate any decision received from the corresponding agents into actions. At simulation start, any
related simulation configuration settings (e.g. agent manager type, run number, etc.) are read from
an OMNeT++ specific configuration file (naming conventions specify this file as omnetpp.ini) and
are sent over to the multi-agent server. As such all simulation variables and configurations are
performed from a single file (with exception of vehicle types that are defined in the SUMO route
files).
When a vehicle node is instantiated in OMNeT++ (which occurs when a vehicle is injected in
SUMO) a subscription request is performed. This subscription has the node communicate with the
OMNeT++ connection manager specifying their vehicle type and node id. The connection manager then sends a request to the multi-agent server to create its corresponding agent, sending back
a message confirming successful agent creation. When a node wishes to notify its corresponding
agent of any event, it creates a Trigger Object, a data structure that allows for the storage of parameters of any primitive types and arrays of said primitive types. The Trigger Object has an obligatory
string field that determines what trigger is being called on the agent side (e.g. message/received
to trigger a response by the agent when a message is received). The amount of parameters stored
in an Instruction object must sequentially match the type of trigger called, otherwise the agent
ignores the trigger. The interface manager is also responsible to receive and delegate decisions
taken by the agents. The interface manager sends queries over to the multi-agent server requesting
any decisions that have been taken by the agents. If any exist, the interface manager parses the received messages and calls the appropriate methods of the corresponding agent based on the action
identifier specified in the received message.
As the network simulation is conducted within OMNeT++, all statistics and results relating
to communication are collected using OMNeT++ built-in statistics collector. Likewise, message
creation and processing is done in the vehicle applications of OMNeT++, see section 4.2 for the
specification of the key message types.

4.1.3

Multi-agent simulation - LightJason

LightJason is a framework for building concurrent BDI-based multi-agent systems. Although
bearing similarities in both namesake and, at first glance, in implementation to the Jason BDI
multi-agent framework, the LightJason framework is actually developed and implemented from
scratch starting from the theoretical ground-work of Jason [AKM16]. Jason although being an
effective BDI framework for multi-agent systems does not scale as well and is has a more complex
architecture when compared to LightJason. LightJason reduces its agent cycle (the information
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flow from perceiving to acting) to its essentials, creating a more understandable, adaptable and
scalable architecture for concurrency applications [ADKM18]. The choice for LightJason as the
tactical reasoning component for connected vehicular simulation is due to its fulfillment of several
criteria:
• Requirement 1 – Due to the complex simulation environment, (simulation of vehicular
kinematics and message propagation) the tactical reasoning component must have minimal
resource consumption in order to prevent bottle-necking.
• Requirement 2 – The component must be extendable to various types of operating environments.
• Requirement 3 – Preferably, it should be easy to understand and have a low learning curve.
• Requirement 4 – Support for concurrency.
The reduction in complexity of architecture that LightJason has made in comparison to the
Jason implementation allows it to fulfill requirements 1 and 2. By its own the agent cycle is
optimized for concurrent execution of millions of agents that communicate, interact with the environment and perform internal and external actions. To further develop on requirement 2, the agents
will receive triggers from the VEINs simulation framework, this requires that the framework be
easily extendable to work with a proxy layer (the connection manager of the MAS component)
that routes information between both sides. Once again, LightJason minimalist design lends to
effective implementation of such an architecture.
Requirement 3 although optional, allows for more time performing actual work rather than
studying and exploring the framework, making goals attainable in shorter time frames. The reduced architecture also comes into play here, however other properties of the framework also have
a part in its small learning curve. First, is its Java based open-source implementation, a well
known object oriented programming language that most developers are familiar with. Java developers need not learn the language and those with non-Java backgrounds can easily learn java
should they have any object oriented programming foundations (such as those coming from C++
or C#). The agent speak implementation (AgentSpeak++) for specifying the agents ’BDI model
is simpler than other declarative languages, such as, Prolog or Lisp (although some understanding
on declarative programming languages is advised). The ASL language also allows for the implementation of wrappers for Java data structures as well as allowing agent actions to be backed by
java code (e.g. should the agent request the value of a polynomial function). Requirement 4 is a
good addition in order to speed up the agent cycle and allow for various agent types to work simultaneously. LightJason comes with a concurrency-first mindset and the runtimes that are developed
with LightJason use parallel streaming for agent execution.
As previously stated, the MAS simulation communicates with the environmental and networking simulation occurring in OMNeT+++ using a client-server model via a TCP socket connection.
A connection manager is used to facilitate communication with OMNeT++. The manager is split
into two components, one serving as the interface for the MAS framework (Jason interface in
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figure 4.1) and the other as the interface for the network simulator (OMNeT++ interface in figure
4.1). The connection manager performs translation of messages received into triggers for agents or
instructions to the connection manager itself (e.g. terminate simulation signals), as well as transmitting the messages that are to be sent over to the OMNeT++ simulation. Any type of translated
message regarding agent behaviour or management is delegated over to the agent manager.
The agent manager is responsible for the management of the agent cycle, delegation of the
triggers to their proper agents and queuing decisions from the agents that are ready to be sent
out. The agent loop is a parallel stream of agent calls, during which agents execute their actions
and process their triggers. The agent manager controls this loop in order to perform actions such
as insertion and deletion of agents from the agent loop. Whenever an agent wishes to perform
an action (i.e. have the vehicle controller act on the environment), the agent uses a special data
structure similar to the Trigger Object used by the vehicle controllers in the OMNeT++ client.
These objects hold data on the agent ID, action ID and any number of primitive types or primitive
type array parameters that are to be sent over. The agent manager is used as a proxy by the agents
to deliver these decisions. The instruction structure is stored in an instruction queue by the agent
manager and whenever the OMNeT++ client requests for an update on decisions by the agents,
the agent manager converts the data structure into an ordered byte-sequence, which the connection
manager uses to send over TCP socket to the OMNeT++ client. As such there is an exchange of
information in both directions, from the OMNeT++ side to LightJason to update agent beliefs, and
the opposite direction in order for vehicles to know what actions to perform. The agent related
statistic data is collected in the LightJason server, using special statistics objects in the agent
manager.
An agent is defined by their Java object class and their AgentSpeak (ASL) file 6 . The Java
object is used to instantiate agents and inject them into the agent loop. Typically the Java definition
specifies the actions that an agent can take, detailing how the instruction object is to be filled and
sent over to the agent manager. The ASL file is used to define agent behaviour, specifying how the
agent is to react to the triggers sent by the vehicle controllers and what actions to take. As such the
actions to interact with an agents environment are defined in the Java file but the circumstances in
which these actions are enacted are done using the ASL file.

4.1.4

Simulation Development Workflow

Being a triple layered simulation framework for cognitive vehicular communication, the preparation of a simulation scenario will require preparation on SUMO, OMNET and LightJason. Four
main aspects need to be modeled: The traffic environment, the vehicle control logic, the VANET
communication protocols and the vehicle cognition. The common steps are as follows:
• Step 1 – Use the SUMO toolkit to create the traffic infrastructure. Create roads, lanes,
junctions, merges, etc. as needed.
6 See

listings 4.1 through 4.3 in section 4.3.2 for some examples of the ASL declarative language
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• Step 2 – Specify in SUMO’s routes configuration file the vehicle types (vTypes) and routes.
vTypes ids will be used to determine what actions an agent will have in the LightJason side.
As an example, the user can create a vType of id “vReactive” that will instantiate agents
only capable of deciding actions based upon their perception of the environment, or an id of
“vVoting” which creates agents with communication capabilities and the ability to submit
and receive votes. Of course the user must also implement said agent classes and associate
them by extending the AgentManager class and overriding the createAgent() method.
• Step 3 – Create the controllers for the vehicles in VEINS. Each vehicle node must have
controllers for handling each tactical level instructions sent by the agent (e.g. the short-term
goal “JOIN PLATOON” must be executed by “SPEED-UP”, “CHANGE-LANE”, “SENDMESSAGE”, etc..) and for sending the necessary information about its perceived world
to the agent belief base (e.g. Vehicle speed, relative speed of nearby vehicles, contents of
received message, ...).
• Step 4 – Create the traffic managers (how should vehicles be created and platoons injected
into the simulation) and scenario (specify initial beliefs/goals for each vehicle in the simulation) for the simulation.
• Step 5 – Create the agent classes by extending the base vehicle agent class that are to be
associated with each vType.
• Step 6 – Extend the AgentManager to map each vType to its agent class.
• Step 7 – Define agent behaviour in ASL files.
• Step 8 – Set configurations in the omnetpp.ini file.

Note that vehicles with the same vTypes will instantiate Agent classes that have equal actions
available to them, but within the same vType, different behaviours can be assigned by specifying
different ASL files in the OMNeT++ simulation configuration file. This is the key distinction to be
made between the Agent Class written in Java and the Agent file written in ASL. For instance, two
vehicles, A and B, of vType “vVoting” will have the same actions available to them (“submit vote”,
“receive results”, “present dissatisfaction”, . . . .) but A’s behaviour is defined by “FuelVoter.asl”
and B’s by “TimeVoter.asl” and as such A will vote for options that will minimize its fuel consumption while B will opt for options that reduce travel time. If A and B are in the same platoon,
B will decide to leave the platoon if the platoon speed falls below its minimum threshold, while
A may remain in the platoon due to its fuel consumption threshold not exceeding its defined limit.
Thus, vehicles of the same vType will act differently.
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Table 4.1: Coordination message meta-data

4.2

Field
Message Id

Type
Integer

Recipients

Sequence

Type Id

Integer

Sender Id

Integer

Role
Unique identifier of the message. Both the original
message and its reply use this id.
A collection of all the intended recipients of a given
message.
Identifies the type of message to be sent over. E.g.
ACK, BID, etc.
The ID of the sender of a message.

Message definitions

In this section a description of the state machine regarding the message protocol is presented,
alongside the definition of the primary message types used in the auctions and voting mechanisms7 . The specification of each message contains their fields, types and a short description. Of
note is that fields of type sequence are generic, and should implement the most effective data
structure for the task at hand. Since most data structures differ in implementation across different
programming environments, the generic term sequence is used. Another detail is that all of the
messages here described could be encrypted for added safety; however, in the scope of this work,
encryption is not considered during vehicular communications.
When transmitting a message, no piggybacking of platooning beacons is done. The messages
are sent via broadcast as messages unique to the coordination process. Whenever a message is
sent, the sender expects some sort of reply (e.g. an ACK) to confirm proper receipt of messages,
from all its destinations. If no reply is heard, the sender vehicle re-transmits the previously sent
message.
Transmissions and re-transmissions, are not immediately sent over when asked to by the vehicle agents or when confirming message receipt. Instead a small random delay is used to prevent
all nodes from simultaneously sending over their message. This delay in pulled from a normal
distribution of mean 25 ms and variance 3 ms. Every vehicle maintains a cache of each message
that is sent and received in order to track the status of any given conversation. Each coordination
message contains meta-data regarding the current conversation (see table 4.1), such as the message
identifier.
Each message intended for coordination purposes will have a list of all intended recipients,
a randomly generated message identifier and a type identifier. A copy of a message created and
stored in cache before transmissions. Within the cache is a map of recipient identifiers to recipient
status. This mapping keeps track of which vehicles replied with an ACK to the sent message.
After a set timeout (e.g. 50 ms), the map is checked for any vehicles that have not replied yet. If
at least one vehicle has not confirmed receipt, the message stored in cache is re-sent, albeit with
the recipients list reduced to only those remaining.
7 See

chapter 6 for details on how these messages are specifically used
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Table 4.2: Voting messages definition

Field
Election Id
Candidates
Context
Context Args

Field
Vote
Election Id
Field
Winner
Winner Sequence
Election Id
Context

NOTIFY_ELECTION
Type
Description
Integer
The identifier of the election
Sequence A sequence containing all the candidates that can be
voted on
Integer
An identifier that specifies in what context the election is being made on. E.g. speed or route
Sequence Any additional arguments needed for the agents to
formulate their vote
CAST_VOTE
Type
Description
Sequence The vote casted by the agent
Integer
The identifier of the current election
NOTIFY_RESULTS
Type
Description
Integer
The winning candidate.
Sequence Optional winner sequence, for committee voting.
Integer
The identifier of the current election
Sequence Optional sequence of context arguments, used to inform agents of anything regarding the winner.

In order to prevent vehicles from repeatedly processing a re-transmitted message, a cache of
received messages is used. This cache stores only the message identifiers of every message it
has replied to. For example, given a vehicle i that sends a message to j and k assume that only
j is able to reply to the message. Vehicle j processes the message, sends its ACK and adds the
message identifier to its cache of received messages. Vehicle i receives j’s reply and updates its
map. Noticing that k has not replied, i re-broadcasts the message. Vehicle j also receives the
message, but since it already has the message identifier in cache, does not perform any processing
of the message. When k finally replies, vehicle i stops the re-transmission of the message.
Specific coordination messages (e.g. a bid or vote message) include all of the meta-data described above. Vehicles differentiate different message types by the message type identifier field
(table 4.1). This field holds an unsigned integer indicating to the agent what type of message
was received. This ensures proper handling of each message. For example, if a message of type
NOTIFY_ELECTION is received, the vehicle extracts all data relevant to an election, sends it to
its corresponding agent. With the vote vector obtained from the agent, the vehicle sends over a
message of type CAST_VOTE to the election chair.
For a scenario employing the use of the voting mechanism to reach consensus, three messages types are defined (table 4.2): (i) NOTIFY_ELECTION, (ii) CAST_VOTE and (iii) NOTIFY_RESULTS. An election is initiated by the current chair, via the broadcast of a NOTIFY
ELECTION message. This type of uses a context identifier to provide context on what the subject of the election is. For example, when performing a vote to decide on the cruising speed of
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Table 4.3: Regroup messages definition

Field
Election Id
Members
Preferences

Type
Integer
Sequence
Sequence

Field
Election Id
Votes

Type
Integer
Sequence

Field
Election Id
Leaders

Type
Integer
Sequence

Platoon A
Platoon B

Sequence
Sequence

MEMBER_EXCHANGE
Description
The identifier of the election
The members of the platoon
The preferences of all members within the platoon
DATA_EXCHANGE
Description
The identifier of the current election
Sequence of all the votes to sent over to the election
chair
REGROUP_MESSAGE
Description
The identifier of the current election.
Sequence identifying the new leaders of platoon A
and B.
Sequence containing the elements of platoon A.
Sequence containing the elements of platoon B.

a platoon, the identifier SPEED is used. Alongside the context identifier, any number of context
arguments can be set in order to provide the necessary information needed for the agents to deliberate on their vote. In a scenario where agents vote on whether to allow a vehicle to enter a platoon
or not, the context arguments field will include various information about the joiner vehicle, such
as preferences or vehicle characteristics. Obviously, the sequence of candidates to vote is also
sent over to all voting agents.
When a voting agent receives a message notifying of an ongoing election, all the information
is extracted and sent over to its agent, in order to produce a vote vector. The vote vector is held
as a sequence in a CAST_VOTE message that is transmitted over to the election chair. When the
votes of all voting agents is received by the chair, a NOTIFY_RESULTS is sent to all voters.
The NOTIFY_RESULTS message is sent at end of an election when the results are to be announced. The results are announced in the winner field which can have a type of either integer
if it is a single candidate, or type sequence if it is the result of a committee election. A special
context field is used in order to provide a sequence of information in order to complement the
results of the election. For example if a joiner is allowed entrance, the context field would include
information such as the position in which it will enter the platoon, allowing the vehicles to prepare
themselves.
A special scenario for voting, the regroup scenario (defined in section 5.4.1), applies the committee voting rules towards the reorganization of platoons. The type of coordination implements
three message types (defined in table 4.3). The MEMBER_EXCHANGE allows two platoons to
exchange information regarding their platoons between each other, in order to provide the necessary context for the agents to cast their votes. In the regroup scenario, only one chair is selected.
This chair is the leader of one of the platoons, while the leader of the other platoon acts as a
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Table 4.4: Auction messages definition

Field
Auction Id
Context

Type
Integer
Integer

Context Args

Sequence

Auctioneer Id

Sequence

Field
Auction Id
Bid

Type
Integer
Integer

Field
Auction Id
Winner
Iteration
Final round
Due

Type
Integer
Integer
Integer
Boolean
Integer

Field
Auction Id
Payment
Property

Type
Sequence
Integer
Sequence

Field
Auction Id
Payment
Property

Type
Sequence
Integer
Sequence

NOTIFY_AUCTION
Description
The identifier of the auction
An identifier that specifies in what context the auction is being made on. E.g. speed or route
Any additional arguments needed for the agents to
cast their bid.
Id of the agent acting as the auctioneer
BID
Description
The identifier of the auction
The amount the agent is bidding
AUCTION_RESULTS
Description
The identifier of the auction
The winner of current auction iteration
The current iteration number
Specifies if the iteration is the last
Sent at end of auction. Indicates the amount due by
the winner
PAYMENT
Description
The identifier of the auction
The amount being payed by the winner agent
The value of the property the winner wishes to set
DISTRIBUTION
Description
The identifier of the auction
The amount of monetary compensation received
The value of the property the winner wishes has set

proxy. This proxy collects the votes of their platoon and send them over to the election chair in a
DATA_EXCHANGE message. When a decision is made, the new platoon formations are broadcast
to all elements participating in the election with a REGROUP_MESSAGE.
Within the context of auctioning five message types are used (table 4.4). To initiate an auction
a message of type NOTIFY_AUCTION is sent over by the auctioneer to all agents that will participate in the auction, containing a context identifier, the ID of the auctioneer and any context
arguments that are deemed necessary. As such an NOTIFY_AUCTION message follows a very
similar role to a NOTIFY_ELECTION message.
When notified of the auction agents send over a BID message, containing the value of the
bid as indicated by their agents. When all the bids have been collected and a winner selected, an
AUCTION_RESULTS message is broadcast. This message indicates the current auction iteration
and the winner of the iteration. A boolean field indicates whether the the auction is still on-going
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Packet Delivery Ratio
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Figure 4.3: Packet delivery ratio according to vehicle separation
or if the auction has ended and the winner determined.
At the end of the auction, the agent that won sends over a PAYMENT message over to the
auctioneer. The auctioneer then distributes the payment received over all the relevant agents in a
DISTRIBUTION message.

4.3

Framework validation

In order to to be certain of accurate results using the described framework, some simple experimental setup as implemented in order to evaluate behaviour both in communication complexity and
agent actions. Two scenarios are developed, (i) a scenario to validate the chosen communication
models and parameters in accordance with the real-world experiments, to use in future simulations
and (ii) a simple routing simulation to test the communication with a vehicle corresponding agent
in the MAS component.

4.3.1

Evaluation of communication models

In order to ensure that communication constraints are within reasonable enough limits to properly
validate real-world deployments of decision-making mechanisms, an experiment is conducted in
which the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) between two vehicles is evaluated.
The PDR is the ratio between the number of correctly received packets to the number of transmitted packets. Formally, for any given transmitting vehicle, the combined PDR to all receiving
vehicles within a certain range r, is given as PDRi,r =

PRi,r
PTi,r ,

where PTi,r is the total number of

messages sent by r within i, whereas PRi,r is the subset of PTi,r containing all messages received
correctly [Bd16].
This experiment allows for the fine-tuning of the physical communication parameters in order
to approximate as closed as possible the behaviour that would be expected in road traffic environments, specifically in highways.
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Table 4.5: Communication parameters
Parameter
Wireless propagation model
Fading model
Transmission Power
Bit rate
Antenna height

Value
Two-ray interferance
Nakagami-m fading
15 dBm
6 Mbps
1.895 m

The simulation scenario consists of two vehicles travelling in the same lane at a speed of
100 km/h. The leading vehicles broadcasts a simple beacon every 100 ms towards the rear vehicle.
The PDR is then measured as the ratio between the number of received and sent packets. Each
simulation run lasts 40 seconds of simulated time. The spacing between the two vehicles starts at
20 m and each run increments that spacing by an additional 20 m, up to a separation of 880 m.
As a baseline for comparison, the results obtained in the simulation runs are compared against the
real-life highway data obtained by Boban & d’Orey [Bd16].
The parameters here described follow configurations common in vehicular networks [SGD11]
[SD11]. An extension to the two-ray ground propagation model, the two-ray interference model
[SD11] is used to model the signal strength as a function of the distance (i.e model the wireless
propagation). Small scale fading (i.e. rapid changes in radio signal amplitude in a short period
of time) is modelled using Nakagami-m fading with a value of m varying as a function of distance
d as follows [IHO+ 13]:
m = −0.69 ln(d) + 4.929

(4.1)

Figure 4.3 shows the packet delivery ratio as distance between nodes (i.e. vehicle separation)
increases. The results show values that are approximates of values obtained real world measures
of highways in Finland and The Netherlands [Bd16]. It is believed that the obtained values may
be different from real-world results, due to the perfectly flat and straight highway in which the
simulation is run. In real world environments, changes in topography can affect communication, as
well as the existence of possible noise within the communication channel. Differences to the other
scenarios can be attributed due to 1) other configurations (e.g. transmission power) and equipment
(e.g. antenna gain), 2) no modeling of vehicle obstructions, among many other possible factors.
However, for the intents of this work, the results of this experimental run are satisfactory and it
shows that the simulation framework allows for modelling of the constraints of communication
networks.

4.3.2

Evaluation of BDI behaviour

The high-level decision making component of the vehicular nodes is handled by a BDI multi-agent
based framework. In this context, agent behaviour is specified using ASL8 files and its actions with
8 Agent

speak language files, written using either the Agent Speak or Agent Speak++ declarative languages
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the environment as Java methods. In order to validate the agent cycle from trigger (e.g. receive
a message) to action (e.g. change route), a simple routing experiment is set up, with the primary
goal of verifying that the decision-making agents can receive environment state and deliberate on
what actions to perform accordingly.
The routing experiment consists of a road network that starts at an origin site n0 and ends at the
destination site n7 . A vehicle is injected into the traffic network and an agent is associated to that
vehicle. This vehicle agent has the desire to reach the destination site n7 starting from site n0 . The
agent holds in its belief base, all the existing links in the network (including knowledge on whether
these links are available to travel by) and the current route being taken. The initial belief base, as
implemented using the AgentSpeak++ language, can be seen in listing 4.1. In the experiment
configuration file, any link within the network can be closed. When a link within the vehicles
current route is closed, the agent must construct an alternative path based on its knowledge of the
environment.
The agents starts by sending its initial route to the vehicle controller to follow. Whenever the
vehicle controller detects that a link is closed (via a message sent at a predefined time), it must
notify its agents using triggers. Triggers are defined in the ASL file and are used by the vehicle
controller to interact with its agent. Some examples of triggers for the routing agent are presented
in listing 4.2. The first trigger (node/reached), is used to update the belief base of the agent of the
status of the route being taken. When a node N is reached, the controller calls the trigger to update
the agent belief base. In this trigger the agent acts in two different ways according to its context, a
boolean expression defined between the colon and left arrow (lines 2 and 6). If the reached node
is not the destination (n7 ) it prints information about its beliefs and calls action set/next/target to
update the information in its belief base. Otherwise, if the the reached node is the destination, the
belief base is updated to know that it has arrived at its destination.
Another trigger is described in lines 10 through 16 of listing 4.2, which shows the agent behaviour when notified when a link has closed. When the vehicle controllers senses that a link
has closed, it sends to the agent the node pair (N1 and N2) of that link. The agent then updates
its belief base to a state where the link is closed (lines 11 and 12). A logical rule is then called
(findroute) in line 13 and attempts to find a new route R that reaches n7 from starting point n0 .
When a route is found, the agent updates the belief base with the new information (lines 14 and
15), and then sends the new route to the agent using the action send/route (line 16) defined in the
routing agent Java file.
The logical rule for finding a route is defined in listing 4.3, where the findroute rule is used
as an entry point to perform a recursive search for a new route. The setnodes rule starts with the
origin node and a list containing only the same node. Using unification9 , an open link is found
that has as an origin the starting node (line 7). The node at the end of this link is then added to
the route and used as a starting node in the next rule call. The baseline of this recursive process
9 A process used in logical programming to find values for variables in expressions, such that those expressions will
hold true.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

//connections between nodes in the route and their state
//0 == closed, 1 == opened
link(’n0’, ’n1’, 1).
link(’n1’, ’n2’, 1).
link(’n1’, ’n3’, 1).
link(’n2’, ’n5’, 1).
link(’n3’, ’n6’, 1).
link(’n3’, ’n4’, 1).
link(’n5’, ’n7’, 1).
link(’n6’, ’n7’, 1).
//what’s our current route
currentRoute([’n0’,’n1’,’n3’,’n6’,’n7’]).
//have we reached the target? 0 == no, 1 == yes
reachedDestination(0).

Listing 4.1: Belief definition for the routing agent

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

+!node/reached(N)
: bool/notequal(N, ’n7’) <>>currentRoute(L);
S = collection/size(L);
!!set/next/target(S, L)
: bool/equal(N, ’n7’) <-reachedDestination(0)
+reachedDestination(1).
//A link that we wanted to cross is closed
+!link/closed(N1, N2) <-link(N1, N2, _);
+link(N1, N2, 0);
$findroute(’n0’,R);
-currentRoute(_);
+currentRoute(R);
send/route(R).

Listing 4.2: Example triggers for the routing agent

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

findroute(Target, Route) :Route = collection/list/create(Target);
$setnodes(Target, Route).
setnodes(Origin, Route)
:>>(link(N1,N2,1), N1 == Origin);
collection/list/add(N2, Route);
$setnodes(N2, Route)
:~>>(link(N1,N2,1), N1 == Origin).

Listing 4.3: Rule definition for the routing agent
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occurs when no more open links are found (line 11). The new route is then returned and the agent
proceeds to update its belief base and notify the vehicle controller as detailed above.
This experiment demonstrates how the behaviour and decisions of an agent in the MAS component of the simulation framework can be translated to actions to be conducted by the vehicle
controller. The experiment shows how vehicle controllers in OMNeT++ can be receive instructions from LightJason, leading to actions performed within the SUMO network. Exchange of
messages was not accounted for in this scenario, as such case was validated in section 4.3.1 As
such, with the experimentation performed on the communication models in section 4.3.1 alongside the results of this section, the use deliberative agents to model the high-level decision-making
with real-world vehicle constraints is possible.

4.4

Summary and discussion

In this chapter the simulation framework to be used in the validation of this dissertations key hypothesis is presented. The framework in question had the requirements of providing a vehicular
traffic simulator framework that allowed for near real-world modelling of constraints within vehicular networks (both at the kinematic and network level) and endow each vehicle with high-level
decision making cognitive capabilities, with the use of BDI agent modelling.
The architecture of the framework was presented, showing the three primary blocks that allowed for the validation of MAS based coordination strategies in realist vehicular network constrains. The framework validation was preformed using two simple experiments. The first experiment looked into how communication between two vehicles decayed with distance, with results
compared to a baseline using real-world highway values. The obtained results approximate within
acceptable levels the used baseline and it is concluded that the models used for network constraints
are adequate. The second experiment was a simple implementation of a routing agent, which has
the purpose of selecting a new path to travel through based upon its perception of status (i.e.
opened or closed) of links.
With the validations conducted with using the two experiments, all the requirements for the
simulation framework have been met. The simulation framework can then be used to verify the
hypothesis of this work, marking the first objective of this dissertation as completed. Many possible venues for improvement can be made however. Optimization’s as well as refinement of the
architecture can lead to improved simulation times and ease of use. Another direction for improvement is to improve the portability of the LightJason server, in order to make it easier to integrate
with other simulation frameworks.
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Theoretical modelling
In this chapter a theoretical model for both voting and auctions is presented. The models here
presented are not complete, in the sense that they do not provide a full description of the Computational Social Choice and Market theory on how to reach consensus. For an in-depth of explanation the reader is pointed to section 2.3.2 for computational social choice and 2.3.3 for market
approaches.
The primary goal of this dissertation is on exploring MAS based coordination mechanisms
to empower cooperation between vehicles with different preferences(see chapter 1 for a more
detailed problem statement). As such the models here presented describe the mechanisms which
have been chosen as a starting point to solving this research gap, the Voting: strategy, defined in
section 5.2 and the Auctions mechanism, in section 5.3.
The models are developed in order to match to a general scenario type that is used as a basis
for the simulation work done in this dissertation. This general scenario is composed of N = [n] as
the set of agent vehicles participating in coordination tasks, a set of m alternatives C= {c1 , ..., cm },
and P a list of preferences over C, {p1 , ..., pm }. Each agent i has its own behaviour which is defined
as an utility function Ui (c) used to evaluate any potential alternative c ∈ C. When coordination is
necessary, all members n ∈ N agree upon a coordination mechanism that determines how members
cast their preferences and how consensus is determined. At the end, it is expected for some form
of consensus to have been reached and the welfare is evaluated.

5.1

Measuring welfare

The perceived utility of each candidate c ∈ Cm is measured using the normalized Gaussian radial
basis function based on [San13], detailed in equation 5.1. Let M the set of possible contexts for
coordination (e.g. coordinate on what speed to travel at). The utility function outputs a value
between 0 and 1 for a given consensus subject m ∈ M based on the agents preference Pm and its
tolerance to deviations Tm for subject m. The input xm is information regarding the candidate the
agent is evaluating.
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Um (xm ) = e−

(xm −Pm )2
Tm

(5.1)

The utility measurement can be performed both for scalar of vector inputs. As an example, the
context of cruising speed (Uv ) uses as input the speed that is being evaluated (v) and the agent’s
preferred speed Pv . Vector objects however must be reduced to a single value. In context of
evaluation a route, the utility function (Ur ) uses as input the inverse of the hamming distance1
Hinv (Hinv = Hmax − H) between their preferred route Pr and the evaluated route, with the desired
value being Hmax .
The tolerance value for speed (Tv ) and route (Tr ) are 300 and 7 respectively. These values are
chosen as an intermediary between various other possible Tm values. In figure 5.1 the reader can
observe how different values of Tm affect the rate at which utility changes as xm strays further from
the agent’s Pm . In figure 5.1a, an example for the speed utility is presented, with Pv = 80 km/h and
in figure 5.1b the example for route with Hmax = 9. As can be observed higher Tm values decrease
the rate of change while lower values increase the rate of change (inversely proportionate). The
adequate selection of these tolerance values based on driver personality is out of scope and grounds
for future research. For now, intermediary values are chosen (Tv = 300 and Tr = 7) and remain
invariant, in order to facilitate comparison of coordination strategies.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of Tm values

In scenarios where consensus must be reached on multiple subjects (e.g. speed and route), the
total utility Ut for a given agent is obtained as the weighted sum between all measures of utility.
These utility functions are formally described as follows:

1A

measure of the similarity between two strings of equal size, see section 2.3.2 for a more formal explanation.
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(v−Pv )2
300

(5.2)

(H −H
)2
− inv 7 max

(5.3)

Uv (v) = e−
Ur (Hinv ) = e

Ut = ∑ wi ·Umi

(5.4)

Where wi is the weight given to each measure of utility and Umi is the measured utility of the ith
coordination context. For the scope of this current, all measures of utility are weighted equally.

5.2

Voting

The first cooperative mechanism to be explored for cooperative autonomous vehicular decisionmaking is a computational social choice approach, namely voting. In this section the base voting
protocol that will be used in experimental set-ups is detailed followed by an explanation of the
application of committee voting rules in the selection of a route.
An agent with the capacity of participating in an election may be nominated as the chair of
that election, i.e. the entity responsible for managing the election procedure (see section 2.3.2).
Any agent capable of participating and being the chair of voting elections is defined by three key
properties:
• Preferred speed (Pv ) – The agents preferred speed. The Pv of an agent is any non-negative
integer that complies with traffic regulations (e.g. cannot exceed 120 km/h if prohibited).
• Preferred path (Pr ) – The agents preferred route. Pr can be a sequence of either nodes or
links that specify the order in which an agent will travel through the traffic network to reach
its destination. The traffic network, as perceived by the agents, is organized as a directed
graph with points of interest represented as nodes and connecting roads as link between said
nodes.
• Voting rule – Determines how votes are constructed and how winners are chosen
• Election chair – The agent responsible for managing the election. Collects the votes and
determines the winner.
• Voting committee – The set of all the agents participating the current election.
The properties regarding the voting rule, election chair and voting are contained within the
voting module, which gives the agent the capacity to participate and act as chair of voting elections. Included are the voting rules used to create the vote sequence, and, in the case of an agent
being the chair, the winner determination algorithm (WDA) and data structures to keep track of
the votes received. For simplification, it is assumes that all participating agents agree on the properties of an election (e.g., WDA, voting rule). However, should it be necessary to reach consensus
on such properties, the voting module would be responsible on managing such interactions.
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Voters

Chair

1. Notify of election
2. Send vote

Loop

3. Send iteration results
4. Send vote
5. Send election results

Figure 5.2: Voting protocol

5.2.1

Voting protocol

The voting protocol used in the experimental validations (illustrated in figure 5.2) will assume the
existence of an already formed voting committee N and an elected chair c ∈ N. The first step to
start an election is to construct the candidate sequence Cm over a given context m, in which the
voting committee N will vote on. The context m can, for example, be the average cruising speed of
a platoon or the route to take. In the context of speed the candidate sequence would be a sequence
Cv composed of all the allowed speeds, e.g. Cv = [80, 120]. The candidate sequence Cm is sent
over to all agents n ∈ N alongside any contextual information needed to perform the vote2 (step
1).
After receiving the notification of the election, all elements in N will begin to construct their
voting sequence over the candidate sequence Cm , Am , according to the defined voting rule, the
context m and any other contextual information that was sent by the chair. Formally, a voting rule
is a rule that given a profile ε determines the winner, which can be represented by a social choice
correspondence function:
F : {ε = (C, P)|P is a preference profile } → P(P)
where P(P) is the power set of P. For any election ε, F(ε) ⊆ C, corresponds to the set of the
election winners. In case of multiple winners, a tie-breaking rule is applied.
Before beginning to construct Am , agents must evaluate the utility of each candidate in order
to correctly place their votes. Each agent applies its utility function (defined in section 5.1) over
each candidate c and stores its values in an utility sequence Um . Using these utilities the agent can
then apply the selected voting rule to generate the vote sequence Vm for the given round and send
it to the election chair (step 2).
2 For example, a vote to allow a join of a set of vehicles will have contextual information about the potential joiners
characteristics
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After votes are cast, two possible course of actions may be followed. In the first (steps 4 and
5), the election chair as soon as it receives the votes, applies the winner determination algorithm
(WDA) and sends back the results (single-iteration vote). The alternative case is one where the
election chair starts a new round of voting with a new sequence of candidates, following an iterative voting approach similar to the work done in [KKKG11] (steps 2 and 3). The model followed
in this work implements iterative voting by halving the candidate sequence every voting round.
After applying the winner determination algorithm, the chair selects the top highest scoring half
of all candidates and creates a new candidate set Cm0 to be sent over to the voting committee to
vote over. The iterative process ends when |Cm | ≤ 3. This iterative process, although adding to the
consensus latency, prevents distorted outcomes, which are candidates that won an election but are
disliked by all voters. The reader is referred to section 3.3.1 for a more in-depth look into iterative
voting and distorted outcomes.
Following the determination of a winner, the results are broadcast to all elements of the voting
committee (step 5). Any action needed to enforce the decision is then enforced after all elements
confirm proper receipt of results (e.g. a maneuver to perform a JOIN on a platoon only occurs
when the potential joiner and voting committee confirm the receipt of results).
As is the nature of social preference aggregation, there exists a risk of ties occurring during
elections. Several mechanisms exist to identify a single winner. In case of a tie, the chair casts its
preferential vote based on tied in candidates as proposed in [BSS18].

5.2.2

Route voting

A special application of the voting protocol defined in the previous sub-section 5.2.1, is the use
of voting to reach a consensus on the route the vehicle coalition should take. During a vote to
agree upon a certain path, each vehicle agent wants to reach the same destination d, but with
different preferences on which points of interest to pass through. Given this, a road network is
defined as a directed graph G = (V, E), where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set. The weight
on an edge e, denoted as w(e), can be physical distance, travel time or other costs according to
different application context. A trajectory is the path that a moving object follows through space
as a function of time. The destination d ∈ V can be reached from whichever vertex v ∈ V . An
example route graph can be seen in figure 5.3a.
Table 5.1: Minisum approval committee example

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
Sum

N2
1
1
1
1
1
5

N3
1
0
0
1
0
2

N4
0
1
1
0
1
4
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N5
0
0
1
0
0
2

N6
1
0
1
0
1
3

N7
1
1
1
0
1
4

N8
1
1
1
1
1
5
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Figure 5.3: Path selection based on vote results

Let’s assume that a set of vehicles wish to form a platoon at link (N1,N2). All vehicles want
to reach destination N8, however there are multiple paths that can be taken. The chair of the
group starts a vote where the list of candidates C is composed of all possible nodes that can be
reached (N2, . . . , N8), and the vehicle agents must vote on a committee of size k. The size of the
committee is determined by the minimum possible points of interest that must be passed through
during travel. As an example assume k = 4. Using the Minisum approval committee rule (formally
defined in section 2.3.2), agents cast their vote as a binary string indicating their preference of
passing through a certain node, as such |V | = |N|. An example vote round is illustrated in table
5.1.
With all votes tallied, the chair must select a route that passes through a minimum of k points
of interest. To achieve this, the Dijkstra algorithm is used to determine the path with the least cost.
In order to assign costs, the chair starts by assigning each node a value that is equal to the votes
that node received (figure 5.3b). The chair then assigns each link a cost that represents loss in
satisfaction. The loss of satisfaction is given as the difference between the highest possible value a
node can have and the value of the node at the end of the link. In the current example, the highest
possible value is 5 (in minisum approval the maximum score possible is |A|), so a link that leads to
node N5 would have a cost of 5 − 2 = 3 (figure 5.3c). With this information the Dijkstra algorithm
can be applied to find the path of least dissatisfaction (figure 5.3d) and the results transmitted back
to the agents.

5.3

Auctions

The second cooperative mechanism that is explored is the use of auctions to empower cooperative decision making between autonomous vehicles. In this section the theoretical model used to
validate auctions is presented, with details on how payment is distributed and accounted for when
measuring agent satisfaction.
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Following with the agent properties defined for the voting agent in section 5.2, an auction
agent is defined by the following characteristics:
• Preferred speed (Pv ) – The agents preferred speed.
• Preferred path (Pr ) – The agents preferred route.
• Willingness to pay (W T P) – How much the agent is willing to pay for a resource. Represents the value perceived by the agent of the resource.
• Endowment – The amount of monetary units an agent has available for bidding.
• Payment rule – Either first-price or second-price. Determines how the winning agent
should pay for the allocated resource.
• Auctioneer – The current agent in charge of the ongoing auction. Bidders submit their bids
to the auctioneer which then determines the auction winner.
These attributes model the agents personality when bidding. Attributes Pv and Pr have already
been defined in the previous section regarding voting agents (Section 5.2). Notable attributes for
conducting auctions are its willingness to pay (based on the model by Le Vine & Polak [LVP16])
and the endowment [VO10]. Properties regarding the auction (e.g. endowment, WTP, etc.) are
held within the agents auctioning module; the system responsible for the agents behaviour during
auctions. The auction module is capable of both supporting functions of the auctioneer and bidder.
The auctioning module defines bidding rules, payment rules, winner determination algorithms,
clearing policy, etc. for the auction (defined in chapter 2). For example, during a round, an
agent calls its auctioning module bidding function, receiving as input its willingness to accept,
endowment and auction status(e.g. Is this agent in the winning set or not?). The bidding function
then outputs either, (i) the bid that the agent should send or (ii) an instruction to withdraw from
the current round.
The utility of each agent vehicle is measured using the normalized gaussian radial basis function as is defined in section 5.1 in equation 5.1. When a winner agent pays and sends over the value
xm it wants to set (e.g. its preferred speed for the cruising speed of a platoon), all participating
agents measure their satisfaction towards xm using their utility function Um .

5.3.1

Auction protocol

In order to perform accurate comparisons with voting mechanisms, the auction protocol will follow
a similar design. Primarily the auctioning will occur in a centralized fashion, in the same way
voters cast their votes to the leader, the bidders send their bids to the leader which runs the winner
determination algorithm. The auctioning protocol developed in [VO10] is used as base, where
implementation details are removed and an abstract protocol is made. This allows for an auctioning
protocol that can be used in multiple scenarios and is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
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Auction
Manager

Bidders

1. Send auction details
2.1. Cast Bid

Loop

2.2. Withdraw
3.1. Conﬁrmation
3.2. Rejection
3.3. Decommit

4. Send payment
5. Distribute pay

Figure 5.4: General auction protocol

The auction is initiated by the auction manager sending over the auction details to all participants (step 1). The trigger to initiate an auction can vary, with examples being the need to alter a
property of the platoon or if an agent wishes to engage in negotiation (e.g. set the cruising speed of
a platoon or when a vehicles wishes to enter a platoon). The contents of the message announcing
the auction also vary, for example it may or may not contain a starting bid price.
Bidders have the option of sending their bid (step 2.1) or withdrawing (step 2.2) from the
current round of auction. When an agent withdraws from a round it merely states that it will
not change its previous bid for that round. For example an agent that whose bid has surpassed
its maximum allotted allowance for that negotiation, will send withdraw messages in the future
rounds, and can still win the auction if all other bidders fail to surpass its bid. When casting a new
bid, the value of the bid must be higher than the previously submitted bid (ascending-bid), so as
to prevent agents from sending very high bids in the first round and then continuously decrease the
proposed amount [VO10]. The auction manager can receive during a predefined time horizon or
it can wait until all bids from participating agents are received. To facilitate comparison between
the voting mechanism, the auction manager waits for all agents to send back their bids, however,
improvements in time complexity can be achieved by using a time limit on bid submission. After
receiving all bids the auction manager runs the winner determination algorithm (WDA, some
algorithms are described in section 2.3.3) to produce the current iterations winner. All bidders
are notified of the results via a Notification of results message (defined in section 4.2), where if an
agent is the winner of a round, receive a CONFIRMATION status; a REJECTION status if they lost
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the current iteration; or a DECOMMIT status if an agent that was a winner in a previous round is no
longer in the winning set. This process is iterated multiple times, with agents increasing their bids
at each round. The break condition can any type of trigger. For proper comparison with the voting
mechanism, the iterative process will end if any of following condition are met: (i) All agents send
a WITHDRAW message or (ii) four rounds of auctions are completed. Obviously a time limited
iterative process could potentially reduce the time taken to reach consensus, however the stated
break condition allows for better comparison between the two types of consensus mechanisms.
Should a tie occur during a bidding round, priority is given to the first agent to send its bid, in a
FCFS fashion.
The winner of the auction then sends over the payment to the auction manager which distributes the payment over all relevant members if applicable. In real-life implementation, payment
would not occur in such a fashion (see for example the secure payment protocol proposed by
Isaac et al. [IZC12]), however this step of the protocol is added regardless in order to emulate the
existence of a payment infrastructure.

5.3.2

Payment and distribution

The use case herein explored is auctioning within a coalition (e.g. platoon). In this scenarios,
the winning agent will consume its awarded resource and can impact all of the members of the
coalition (e.g. the privilege to set the cruising speed of a platoon). In order for auctions to have
acceptable driver satisfaction, the auction payment is distributed by all elements, instead of being
received in its entirety by the auctioneer. This is also applied in a similar fashion to when an
external agent wins an auction that will influence members of a coalition. In this case the payment
is distributed to the affected elements. For example a vehicle that wins an auction to enter a
platoon at any position except the last, will give its payment to all elements that must perform any
maneuvering needed to allow the vehicle to enter.
In a market based approach, agents can be compensated for their dissatisfaction by receiving
some form of payment. The distribution of payment is based on an agents WTP (i.e. how much
value they attribute to a resource), however the previously defined utility functions (Section 5.2) do
not take into account potential payments that an agent may receive. These payments factor into the
welfare and are able to compensate the experience dissatisfaction of an agent. The dissatisfaction
over a given subject m (Dm ) is given as follows:
Dm = 1 −Um

(5.5)

The amount of utility gained back by a payment is dependant on how much an agent values a
given resource, which is represented by their WTP. As such, the Amortized Utility over a given
subject m (AUm ) of an agent after receiving a monetary compensation λ is given as:
AUm = Um + S(

λ
) · Dm
wt p
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Where S(x) : x → [0, 1]. Function S(x) can be the positive half of a sigmoid function, for simplification S(x) is defined as:



1, if x ≥ 1


S(x) = 0, if x ≤ 0



x, otherwise

(5.7)

For example, when an agent pays a certain amount to set the platoon speed, its payment must
be distributed among all elements of the platoon (instead of being received in totality by the current
auction manager). This distribution of payment can be equally split among all elements (e.g. 25%
of the payment for a set of 4 agents) or distributed according to their value of the resource. In
the latter case, agents with a higher WTP would receive a larger cut of the payment compared to
those with a lower WTP, in order to maintain high satisfaction levels. The portion of the received
payment δi for agent i is given as:
δi =

wt pi
|R|
∑k=0 wt pk

·δ

(5.8)

Where δ is the total payment received from the payer agent (i.e. winner bid), wt pi is the WTP
of the ith agent, R is the set of the agents that lost and wt pk is the the WTP of the kth element in the
R set. This solution guarantees that payment is given to where it is valued the most. However this
comes at the disadvantage that the auction manager will know the WTP of each agent, which can
prove problematic if the auction manager also joins in on the auction (decentralized auctions). This
can be mitigated by the agents revealing their WTP only at the end of the auctions, however this
information can be used in latter instances of negotiation to gain leverage. Alternatively agents can
engage in an open-bid approach, announcing to all participants how much they value that resource.
However this will induce a higher communication overhead due to extra messages being needed
to be processed and sent. A third approach is having a trusted third-party intermediary that will
distribute the payment without having the agents trust a potentially malicious auction manager.
This intermediary can be anything from a RSU to a remote server. However the topic of payment
distribution and safety is entirely out of scope for this application, which aims at evaluating the
auction based approach to maintain driver satisfaction. In future work strategy-proof approaches
are considered to avoid malicious behaviors. As such we make the following assumptions:
• Assumption 1 – The auction manager (e.g. platoon leader) will distribute the payment
fairly, will not hold on to it or engage in any manner of malicious actions.
• Assumption 2 – The auction manager will forget the WTP of each agent after an auction is
over.
• Assumption 3 – Payment is guaranteed to be received by the agents.
• Assumption 4 – Agents do not participate on the auctions for profit
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Assumption 3 is made in order to ensure that a proper payment protocol and infrastructure is in
place to allow for auctions to occur. Since monetary transactions within VANETs are out of scope
in this work, agents are immediately aware of the amount received after the end of the auction and
are agnostic to the way this payment is received. Assumption 4 prevents agents from manipulating
the auctions for monetary gain. Strategies to prevent manipulation is presented in section 3.3.2.

5.4

Simulation scenarios

The voting and auction models proposed in this chapter will be implemented in various simulation
scenarios using the simulation framework specified in chapter 4. The scenarios described in this
section will be used to help obtain data that can answer the research questions that of this dissertation. As such the scenarios below described attempt the explored feasibility of auctions and voting
as a cooperative decision-making mechanism both in the context of driver satisfaction and from
communication complexity.
In order to facilitate the comparison of data between mechanisms, the context of platooning is
used. The application of auctions and voting to cooperative decision making is somewhat novel
(see conclusions of chapter 3) and so, not only is comparison facilitated, but a contribution is made
as an attempt to implement said mechanisms for platooning.
As not all of the actions that could potentially occur withing a scenario are implemented (e.g.
the forming of a platoon), the following assumptions are made:
• There already exists a platoon formation
• There exists a mechanism to assign a vehicle as a chair/auctioneer
• A mechanism exists to perform vehicle exchange between two platoons
• A mechanism exists that verifies that conditions are optimal to perform any maneuvering
(e.g.: there is minimal traffic).
• Agents are not malicious, and will not attempt to manipulate an election or auction in any
shape or form
For the evaluation of voting as a mechanism for cooperative decision making, three scenarios
were developed in order to properly understand how each voting rule (described in detail in 2.3.2)
performs; and two scenarios for the auction mechanism. In all scenarios, the platoon is somehow
triggered to update or set specific properties of the coalition. These properties are (i) the cruise
speed of the platoon and (ii) the route that platoon will travel through to reach its destination.
How these triggers occur are unique to each scenario and are properly described in each scenarios
section (5.4.1, 5.4.2 and 5.4.3). For the voting mechanism, single candidate election rules are
used when voting for speed and committee election rules are used for the selection of the route3 .
3 How

committee election is applied for route selection is described in section 5.2.2.
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In the case of auctions the first-price and second-price payment rules, alongside the sealed-bid
information rule, are used in the auction processes of both speed and route.
Through out the remainder of this chapter and the following (chapter 6), the term voting phase
is used to refer to an election that is occurring in order to decide on any one given property (i.e. a
voting for speed constitutes one phase and a voting for route is another phase). In all scenarios two
voting phases occur sequentially, the election of speed followed by the election of the route. This
sequence of phases is herein referred to as a voting sequence. Likewise, for the auction mechanism,
an auction phase is used to refer to an auction to define a certain property of a platoon, and an
auction sequence is used in reference to sequential auctions performed to set speed and route. All
scenarios will include at least one auction sequence, with the join scenario featuring an auction
phase to allow entry of one new joiner.
The first scenario explored is a simple cruise scenario, where platoon executes only one sequence to determine both speed and route. The second scenario, denominated as a join scenario,
further explores the performance of each mechanism by adding elements to the platoon and, in
the case of the voting mechanism, removing options from the candidate sequence. The third and
final scenario, the regroup scenario, sees the application of committee election as a mechanism to
form optimal platoons by performing a member exchange between two platoons. The results for
all scenarios are grouped based upon voting rule and platoon size when applicable. The auction
mechanism is validated using only two scenarios and no regroup scenario is implemented. The
voting mechanism requires this extra scenario in order to properly evaluate the committee voting rules, however such in-depth analysis is not needed in the case for auctions. More complex
scenarios could be implemented however the data obtained from them would prove difficult to
compare with the voting mechanism. As such, the scope of the scenarios here defined are limited
to providing information in order to answer the proposed research questions (see 1).
The analysis of platoon welfare is evaluated by measuring the platoon utility according to three
different approaches: (i) utilitarian, with the normalized sum of utilities; (ii) elitist, which compares the maximum achieved utilities and (iii) egalitarian, the minimum perceived utility [MM12].
The results are then compared among the different voting and auction rules. To measure satisfaction regarding the consensus reached on the route, the average hamming distance is measured4 .
Communication impacts are evaluated by analyzing the time needed to reach a consensus and
the number of re-transmissions that occurred during each voting phase. To benchmark the results for each research question, the following baseline scenarios are considered: i) the cruising
speed and travel route is decided by the platoon leader unilaterally (dictatorial type consensus) and
ii) V2V communications are perfect (e.g. no packet loss, zero delay, etc.).
The following subsections are organized as follows: the cruise, join and regroup scenario are
described respectably in sections 5.4.1, 5.4.2 and 5.4.3. Within each subsection will be a general
description of each scenario followed by the differences that exist between the auction and voting
implementation.
4 Based

on other committee election studies in autonomous vehicle decision making [DM16]
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5.4.1

Cruise Scenario

The first scenario serves as a proof a concept to validate the initial feasibility of both mechanisms,
gathering information on both communication complexity and agent satisfaction. The remainder
scenarios perform a deeper look at the behaviour of the each mechanism in more complex scenarios. The cruise scenario occurs when some external trigger (e.g. initial platoon formation) forces
the platoon to coordinate among themselves to set the average cruising speed and the route to
take while the formation is maintained.
In the cruise scenario the performance of each voting and auction rule in a single phase is
evaluated, and serves as a preliminary analysis on the viability of the mechanisms themselves.
Data regarding both the communication complexity and agent satisfaction is collected. This
scenario provides some preliminary answers to the the research questions regarding the feasibility
of each mechanism.
Voting: Implementation follows the same voting flow as is detailed in section 5.2. For the
speed voting an iterative process is used in order to maximize utility. The list of speed candidates
is generated as a vector Cv ∈ [85, 120] in steps of 5 km/h. After each voting iteration k, the top
scoring half of the iterations candidate vector (Cvk ), are used as the candidates of the following
k + 1 iteration. As such |Cvk+1 | = 21 |Cvk |. The speed voting phase is over and the speed is set when
Cv ≤ 3. The voting phase on route follows only one iteration, as similar works using committee
election in vehicular applications implemented iterative elections by having dissatisfied elements
leave the voting group [DM16]. Given that such iterative process is not possible (i.e. the goal is
to maximize platoon stability), only one iteration is performed. The candidate set used in route
voting is a vector Cr containing all the nodes a vehicle agent may vote one.
To implement the base voting cycle flow, three primary message types (see section 4.2 for
more information) are defined for a voting cycle:
• Notify Vote: Notifies all platoon elements to cast their votes. This message type is used
when starting a new election and when a new iteration begins. Contains contextual information as well, e.g. the candidate set and the type of vote (speed or route).
• Cast Vote: Message containing the vote vector representing the vehicle agents vote on the
received candidate vector.
• Notify Results: Sent when a winner has been determined. Contains the winning candidate
from the current voting cycle
Omitted are various messages that serve to ensure proper receipt of transmitted messages, such as
ACKs, as it is expected that messages may fail to be received. All messages also contain metadata on platoon, sender and receiver, used to determine where to send the message and if a given
vehicle agent should accept it.
Auctions: In the cruise scenario for the auctions mechanism, the platoon decides to hold
an auction among themselves to determine which member vehicle receives the right to set the
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cruising speed and another auction to set the route. As such two auctions (one sequence) are held
to determine route and cruising speed.
Unique to the market agents are their initial endowment and willingness to pay (wt p). These
are also set using a JSON configuration file similar to the previously described configuration file
for the agents preferred route and speed (see section 6.1). The endowments are generated from
a normal distribution of mean 200 and variance 25, which is based on studies cited in [VO10],
but with its mean doubled in order to ensure all agents have at least higher endowment than their
wt p. The wt p is also randomly generated from a normal distribution of mean 50 and variance
20. This distribution is based on the reference values used in [LVP16], however increased by one
order of magnitude. Endowment and wt p are measured in monetary units (mu), and no specific
value is assigned, as the work done on this dissertation does not aim to determine fair pricing
schemes. At the very least, mu is assumed to be valued at less than the European cent. The utility
measured in this scenario uses the Amortized Utility (see section 5.3.1), which takes into account
the payments received by the agent.
The implemented auction model follows the description presented in Section 5.3 for the auction protocol. The auctioning module will use the first-price sealed bid payment rule or the
second-price sealed bid5 . Both rules are explored and compared in terms of their communication
overhead and driver satisfaction.
An auction phase can begin due to any sort of environmental trigger (e.g. a timer or when a
new element is added), and when triggered the platoon leader prepares the auction and broadcasts a
NOTIFY_AUCTION message6 . This type of message is sent to all elements N that are to participate
in auction ε, alerting them to prepare their bids and providing necessary contextual information,
such as the subject m being decided upon. Due to the nature of auctions no "potential candidate"
list is sent over and it is assumed that winner agents won’t attempt to set invalid properties (e.g.
set a speed above legally defined or unsafe limits). After verifying proper receipt of message (i.e.
transmitting an ACK message), each agent i ∈ N produces their bid bi based on their wt p and send
it over to the platoon leader, which is acting as the auctioneer.
The agents’ biding process follows an iterative process with gradual increase on bid value
limited by their wt p, in an attempt for the agents to pay the least amount possible. The first bid
(δ ) that an agent performs is randomly pulled from a gaussian distribution with a mean of 21 wt p
and a variance of 10. The following bids, δ 0 , depend on what set of the auction iteration the agent
belongs to. An auction iteration will have a set of agents whose bids were rejected ,R, and a set
of agents with wining bids for the current iteration, W , with W ∩ R =

and W ∪ R = N. Due to

the design of the auctions, only one element is in W during any iteration. For any given agent i,
should i ∈ R then δ 0 = δ + 14 wt p iff δ 0 ≤ wt p, in which case δ 0 = wt p. Agent i will withdraw from
the current iteration if i ∈ W or if the bid δ of the last round was equal to wt p.
When an agent has its bid ready, it sends it over to the platoon leader in a BID message. The
platoon leader adds all the bids to set of bids B which is passed along to the auction module to
5 Details
6 See

on these mechanisms as well as benefits can be read in chapter 2
section 4.2 for more information on the defined messages
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determine a winner. The auction module will produce sets W and R, that are broadcast to all
elements in N using an AUCTION_RESULTS message, containing relevant information about the
current auction (e.g. who won and who was rejected). Agents then cast their bids again and this
process iterates until either a limit of 4 iterations has been reached or all agents withdraw from the
current auction iteration.
Auction results are sent over with the AUCTION_RESULTS message, specifying the winner
and the amount due. In this scenario all agents in R will stand by awaiting delivery of payment.
The agent in W will send over a PAYMENT message, containing the property value that the agent
wants to set and the monetary pay δ f . The auctioneer notifies of the changes to the platoon and
distributes pay using a DISTRIBUTION message. As defined in Section 5.3, each agent i receives
a percentage of δ f (δi ) according to the ratio between their wt p and the sum of wt p of all agents
in R. This function is reiterated below for reader convenience:
δi =

wt pi
|R|
∑k=0 wt pk

·δf

(5.9)

The reader is reminded that the implemented payment system does not reflect how actual
distribution of monetary assets would occur. This message flow exists in order to add latency and
communication overhead that could potentially occur with a dedicated safe payment infrastructure.
See the work done in [IZC12] for an example on how this could be overcome.

5.4.2

Join Scenario

The join scenario for both the auctions and voting mechanism have some differences between
them. In the voting scenario, after a group of vehicles decide to travel together to form a platoon,
an initial election is made to determine the initial cruising speed and travel route. As the scenario
progresses, three joiners automatically enter the platoon and then new constraints are added.
These constraints consist of prohibiting the previously set parameters. This means that the previously agreed upon route and cruising speed are no longer valid. As such additional voting phases
are needed to account for the joiners and the alterations in constraints.
The join scenario of the auction differs from that of the voting mechanism in that an auction is
held between a group of potential joiner agents and the platoon leader (acting as the auctioneer)
to determine which agent receives access to join the platoon. The scenario starts by performing
auctions to set initial properties to serve as a baseline. A second auction then occurs to determine
the new joiner vehicle. Finally a last auction is held to update the properties of the platoon in
order to accommodate the new member. The variations in the social welfare are analyzed after
each auction.
Voting: The objective of sequences in this scenario is to perform a more in-depth analysis
of the voting mechanism and the individual voting rules. The addition of new members allows
for the evaluation on how the social welfare varies with changes to the size of the voting group.
A large number of elements (3 vehicles to a 5 vehicle platoon) is likely to make changes to the
social welfare more noticeable. It is also evaluated how voting handles unexpected situations such
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as changes to the speed constraints (e.g. the previously set speed is no longer allowed) and to
the route (e.g. a road is found to be closed), expanding on the answers to the research questions
of the voting mechanism. Another sub-objective of this simulation is to also evaluate the use of
the simulation framework to implement vehicle maneuvers (e.g. a join at back maneuver that all
joining vehicles perform). Since the voting phases are the same as the cruise scenario , no metrics
for communication are collected.
The voting sequence flow is extended from the cruise scenario to allow for multiple voting
sequences. Specifically, three voting sequences occur, one at the beginning of each simulation
run is used as a baseline and determines the initial values for the speed and route; the second
sequence is executed after 3 vehicles are added to the platoon and a final sequence at the end of
the second sequence with the previous winning speed and route removed from the candidate sets.
The scenario starts by injecting a 5 vehicle platoon into the traffic network, in which the initial
sequence is made. After 3 seconds, 3 vehicles are injected and added to the platoon. When the
platoon is stable, the second vote sequence is made, which when finished triggers the final voting
sequence.
Auction: The join scenario extends the auction sequence implemented in the cruise scenario,
adding a new phase (a join auction phase), where a set J of three vehicles wish to join the platoon.
The platoon leader will only allow one vehicle to enter platoon, which a causes an auction to occur
to select the new vehicle to participate in the platoon. The join phase is similar to the route and
speed auction phases, however the payment flow is different. Instead of distributing the received
payment from the winner vehicle based on WTP, the distribution is made according to an already
existing members position on the platoon. The lead vehicle receives 50%, the first follower 25%
and remaining followers equal parts of the remaining 25% (e.g. a 4 element platoon, would have
the 3rd and 4th members receive 12.5%). The reasoning is that the lead platoon vehicle does not
benefit from the wind wall effect of platooning. The first follower although experiencing reduced
atmospheric drag, expands the effect experienced by the remaining followers [ZSFB95].
The scenario performs an auction sequence to set initial values. Then the join phase is conducted to determine which element will form part of the platoon. Finally another auction sequence
is performed to set the properties of the platoon in order to take into account the new joiner. The
same metrics for driver satisfaction are collected, with communication data omitted, as a the
communication environment is much more simple compared to the environment of the cruise scenario.

5.4.3

Regroup Scenario

With the goal of further understanding the applicability of committee voting mechanics to the
platooning context, a regroup scenario is implemented. This scenario hypothesizes that the committee election approach could be used to allow platoons to reorganize themselves, potentially
leading to platoons with similar preferences, and consequently with higher stability. To remain
consistent with the remainder work, Minisum approval and Minimax approval are used to form
the new platoons. At the beginning of the scenario the two platoons of vehicles perform a vote
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on the speed to travel (using Approval). When close together, it is decided to exchange members
in order to form more stable platoons. At the end of the exchange, the two platoons remain at the
same length but have different members. The two new platoons then start a voting phase to decide
on a new travelling speed.
The traffic environment is composed of two platoons both with 5 elements, that travel side
by side. No other traffic is present. The process for regrouping starts with the leader of the
platoon in the left-most lane (L1 ) sending a proposal to the leader of the right-most platoon (L0 )
for a reorganization of platoons. We assume that a mechanism exists to determine if L0 accepts
this proposal. In this scenario L0 always accepts the proposal. An exchange of information is
performed by the two leaders using a MemberExchange7 message. L1 sends a message of type
REQUEST to L0 with information regarding its platoon. L0 replies with a message of type OK
accepting the proposal and sending over its own platoon information. When L1 receives L0 reply,
it sends back a message of type ACK to confirm message reception. Messages of type ACK
contain no data regarding platoon composition and are only used to confirm correct reception.
After receiving the ACK message L0 starts its regroup vote.
The regroup vote has all elements vote on a committee (i.e. platoon) of size 5 that they would
wish to form and participate in. The candidate set Cg is composed of all the elements of the two
platoons. During the regroup vote L0 acts as the chair of the election and determines the results of
the election. L1 on the other hand acts as a proxy, sending its and its elements votes over to L0 .
In order to reduce the load in both the communication channel and in L0 , L1 aggregates votes and
verifies if all the members have cast their votes before sending them all to L0 . The votes are sent
using a DataExchange message.
The vote that each element casts represents the 5 vehicles it wishes to travel with and the 5
vehicles it believes should travel in another platoon. L0 will initiate the winner determination when
its own platoon has finished casting its votes and L1 has sent over the votes of its platoon. The
winner determination algorithm will produce an “winner” and a “loser” committee. The elements
in the “winner” committee will travel in one platoon and the elements in the “loser” committee
will travel in another. A mechanism to determine the new leader is assumed to exist and for this
scenario we assume that the first element of each committee is nominated the new leader. After
all elements have received the results the new platoons initiate a vote to determine cruising speed.

5.5

Summary

In this chapter the theoretical framework for the voting and auction mechanism is presented. The
models here described are implemented in the simulator framework introduced in chapter 4 in
order to obtain data regarding the feasibility for real-world deployment of both the voting and
auctions mechanisms.
The simulation scenarios were also introduced, presenting three types of scenarios: cruise,
join and regroup. The regroup scenario is exclusively used to test the hypotheses that committee
7 More

information on the messages referred here can be read in section 4.2
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voting rules could be used to reorganized platoons. As such the auctions mechanism will be tested
in the cruise and join scenarios.
In the next chapter (Chapter 6), the obtained results of the scenarios here described are presented. Comparisons will be made primarily between the cruise and join scenarios of both mechanisms, with the regroup scenario serving the purpose of clarifying the behaviour of the committee
voting rules.
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Experimental setup
In this chapter the theoretical models of auctions and voting as specified in chapter 5 are implemented in the developed simulation framework (see chapter 4) and its results discussed. As stated
in chapter 1, the primary goal of this work is to perform an analysis of voting and auction based
mechanisms for cooperative vehicular decision making and study their feasibility for real-world
deployment. To this effect multiple simulation scenarios are tested in the proposed simulation
framework and its results presented within this chapter.
All simulation scenarios occur within the context of vehicular platooning. The reason for this
is two-fold. First, using the same context can facilitate comparison between both mechanisms, and
the platooning context appears, at first glance, to be adequate for both mechanisms. In contrast to
platooning, a context of intersection management, for example, is ill-suited for voting and would
wield results that could not be used for comparison between auctions and voting. The second
reason is novelty. Both auctions and voting approaches for cooperative decision making applied to
vehicular platooning is relatively lacking in the literature (see chapter 3). As such, not only is the
feasibility of real-world deployment evaluated, but a benchmark for future work is also provided
in regards to collective decision making in vehicular platoons.
In section 6.1, various parameters that are common to all simulation scenarios are described
as well as the methodology to validate statistical results. The results of both auctions and voting
mechanism are presented in section 6.2 for the cruise scenario, section 6.3 for the join scenario
and finally 6.4 details the results obtained for the regroup scenario. Finally a comparison of the
results in this chapter and discussion is made in section 6.5.

6.1

Common parameters and statistical tests

In this section a brief overview of common parameters are presented in order to avoid repetition
in later sections. Specifically it is detailed how agent parameters are generated and how statistical tests are made in order to properly compare the results obtained as well as what metrics are
collected.
Metrics: The following metrics are considered when evaluating any given scenario:
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• Platoon utility (U): The utility of the platoon at any given moment. The utility of the platoon can grouped either: (a) an utilitarian, (b) elitist or (c) a egalitarian perspective. The
elitist and egalitarian perspective look at the maximum and minimum utility, respectively,
of a platoon. The utilitarian perspective is the sum of all utilities, normalized according to
the size of a platoon in order to facilitate comparisons. For all three perspectives the goal is
to maximize U.
• Hamming distance (H): The hamming distance measures the similarity between an agents
preferred route and any other given route (see section 5.1 for more details on hamming
distance). The higher the value of H the less similar two routes are, with a value of 0
meaning that the two routes are the same. As such, the goal is to minimize H. As was
specified in section 5.1, a variable Hmax (maximum possible hamming distance) is used in
order to accommodate H in the utility calculations. From the used route map (see figure
6.1), Hmax = 7. This is because consensus is made in the link between N1 and N2 with a
destination in N10. As such the nodes N1, N2 and N10 are left out when calculating H. The
remainder nodes form a node list [N3, ..., N8] of size 7, and given there can exist two routes
that never share nodes (e.g. [N4, N9] and [N3, N8]) Hmax has a value of 7.
• Time to consensus (TtC): time interval between the start ts and conclusion te of an election
or auction including all iterations needed to reach consensus. As the traffic environment
is dynamic, the lower the time needed to reach consensus, the better. As such the goal is
to minimize TtC. The TtC is measured for each candidate being chosen, with TtCs measuring the time taken to choose a cruising speed and TtCr the same for choosing a route.
All consensus, in this simulation study are performed sequentially, however they could be
performed in parallel and would be bottle-necked by the slowest consensus.
• Re-transmissions (rtx): The number of re-transmissions of consensus messages that occurred. Re-transmission allows for the evaluation of the reliability of a protocol, by measuring the amount of failures that occurred during communication. When a message from any
given vehicle, is sent towards one or more vehicles, some form of reply is expected (e.g. an
ACK). The sender vehicle will wait for 50 ms before re-sending its message to any vehicles
that did not respond (and increment its rtx counter). As such a higher number of rtx will
directly increase the TtC, and should be minimized.
• Monetary flows: Measure how the flow in money occurs within auction scenarios. This
metric sees how transactions have occurred during auctions, measuring the amount that have
been payed and received during an auction. It is the objective of an agent to minimize the
amount payed while also maximizing the amount received.
Communication parameters: Communication models and parameters are the same as those
referred in chapter 4. The two-ray propagation models is used alongside Nakagami-m fading with
variable m according to distance. For more details, the reader is referred back to section 4.3.1.
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Figure 6.1: Route map held in agent memory

Agent preferences: Each vehicle agent has a preferred route Pr and speed Pv . These preferences are taken into account when evaluating an agents utility and play a key role in measuring
satisfaction. These preferences are pulled, at simulation start, from a JSON configuration file that
maps platoon sizes to iteration numbers and iteration numbers to an array of speeds or list of
nodes. As such the same preferences are used in all simulation runs of a given iteration run number and platoon size, allowing for more accurate comparisons. This configuration file is generated
randomly using a Python script.
Environment: Throughout all scenarios, decision making occurs in an already formed platoon
with a varying length between 4 and 8. The platoon typically wishes to decide upon an average
cruising speed and what route to follow. The possible speeds range from 85 km/h to 120 km/h,
with 5 km/h increments. The complete route map is held in each vehicles associated agent memory,
and is used for the selection of the path to follow to reach the platoons destination. The route map
used throughout all experiments is depicted in figure 6.1. The route is an acyclic unidirectional
graph that leads from node N1 to node N10. It is assumed that the platoon is formed in the link
that joins node N1 to node N2 and all elements wish to reach N10. The link between nodes N1
and N2 is where negotiations occur, and is implemented as a three-lane highway. Unless otherwise
specified, a single platoon will always travel in the right-most lane.
Statistical tests: In order to perform adequate inferences about the data that is obtained,
data analysis is conducted in some of the obtained results. Data comparisons are made using the
empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF).
Most of the parameters explained in this section are common to the scenarios that will be
detailed in the following sections, unless otherwise stated. Any metric or parameter specific to the
an individual scenario is specified in their respective sections.

6.2

Cruise scenario

This first scenario to analyzed is the cruise scenario for both the voting (in section 6.2.1) and
auctions mechanism (section 6.2.2). Collected metrics include the utility on speed Uv , hamming
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distance H, time to consensus on speed (T tCv ) and route (T tCr ) and amount of re-transmissions
(rtx). In the auction mechanism, an analysis is also made on the total utility Ut on both the speed
and route contexts.
Travelling alongside the platoon is a traffic flow of approximately 90 vehicles/km, sending
beacons of positional data at 100 ms intervals, similar to the simulation framework test in section
4.3.1. This traffic is used to add channel contention and evaluate how each mechanism performs
on heavily contented channels.

6.2.1

Voting

Figures 6.2 depict the platoon utilities as a function of the platoon size and for different voting
rules. For the normalized sum (figure 6.2a), it can be observed that the median and average values
vary around 0.8. Note also that, on average, all rules obtain higher utility scores than the baseline
scenario (i.e. cruising speed decided unilaterally by platoon leader). Figure 6.5a shows that all
voting rules follow a similar distribution, while a significant difference can be seen to the baseline
distribution. Figure 6.2b shows the platoon utilities form an elitist perspective. As expected the
baseline always scores a value of 1, since the leader imposes its preferences on the platoon. Among
rules however, very similar behaviour is observed, with mean values slightly below 1. In this
perspective the plurality rule seems to perform consistently well, if only by a very brief margin,
as can be see in the ECDF probability values in figure 6.5b. The egalitarian approach is depicted
in figure 6.2c, of which Borda and Copeland show the better performance, and all the other rules
outperforming the baseline, as can be confirmed in the probability values in figure 6.5c. From
these results some rules appear to outperform very slightly in different perspectives. However
in both egalitarian and utilitarian perspectives, all rules outperform the baseline. In an elitist
perspective, values remain very close to 1. As such the voting mechanism shows promising results
in maintaining high driver satisfaction. Further scenarios will perform more in-depth comparisons
between voting rules, in order to reach better conclusions regarding each individual voting rule
strengths and weaknesses.
In figure 6.2d the average hamming distance of the platoon across simulation runs according
to platoon sizes is presented. The committee voting rules seem to perform almost equally to the
baseline, this may indicate that the adaptation of committee voting rules to route selection may
not have been adequate. Regardless, for sizes between 4 and 7, both committee behave very
similarly, which can be confirmed in the ECDF of committee rules in figure 6.6a. However a
slightly better performance is seen by Minisum at size 8, showing a lower hamming distance on
average than Minimax. Experimentation on larger platoons is needed, however we can extrapolate
that Minisum is a better choice when a large number of voters is present, while at lower sizes the
difference between Minimax and Minisum is negligible.
The welfare data obtained on the singular elections on speed is route, is grouped together in
order to measure the perceived average total utility Ut of the platoon, and is depicted in figure 6.3.
The value Ut is obtained by applying the function described in 5.1 using weight values w = 0.5
to both speed and route contexts. The results are grouped together by first plotting all single
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Figure 6.2: Utility results of voting cruise scenario

candidate rules that used the Minisum rule (figure 6.3a), followed by all of the rules that used the
Minimax rule (figure 6.3b). In all of the sizes, all the voting rules show a positive difference when
compared to the baseline, as was to be expected from the results observed in figure 6.2. The only
exception of course is the Ut Minimax rule for platoon sizes of 8, that shows the utility loss that
occured due to increased hamming distance values, as was verified in figure 6.2d.
Figures 6.4 show an analysis of the impact that voting has on the communication channel,
via the time taken achieve consensus on speed TtC-S (figure 6.4a) and route TtC-S (figure 6.4b).
In figure 6.4c the total times a message had to be re-transmitted (due to not receiving an ACK
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Figure 6.3: Utility total (Ut ) results for the voting cruise scenario

response, for example) shows a sudden linear increase from platoon sizes of 5 and higher. We can
correlate these results to those obtained in figure 6.4a, where a sudden increase in time to consensus can be observed. The time to consensus on route however seems to increase in an expected
manner, linearly with increasing platoon size. In respect to the communication, we can infer that
the iterative process adds many points for potential failure, which rapidly increases time taken to
reach consensus. This can be observed when comparing time to consensus on speed and route.
When choosing a route (single iteration) average and median time to consensus scales linearly
with the size of platoon, staying within the 500 ms to 750 ms range. However large increases are
seen when selecting a speed (iterative process) which coincide with increases in the number of
re-transmissions. As such although for the chosen sizes of platoon, the time to consensus is within
acceptable time horizons for this level of decision making (< 2 seconds), an iterative voting process may impede consensus from being safely reached. Thus, even if an iterative voting process
can lead to higher welfare by preventing distorted outcomes [MPRJ17], a sacrifice on the number
of iterations may be necessary in order to maintain time delay low. Iterations could be removed
if the overall welfare remains the same, or time limits can be imposed to limit the number of iterations in highly contested communication channels. This question, however, remains as a topic
of future research. Figure 6.5d and 6.6b depict the probability values obtained from the ECDF
for TtC-S and TtC-R respectively. From there it can be observed that voting rules follow the same
distribution when it comes to the impact caused in the communication channel. As such it can be
inferred that the voting rule itself does not appear to impact the communication channel in any
form.
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Figure 6.4: Communication results

6.2.2

Auction

The results for driver satisfaction are present in figure 6.7 and are compared against a baseline of
dictatorial consensus. The utilitarian analysis can be seen in figure 6.7a, with both auction rules
scoring a satisfaction level much higher that the baseline. Between the two rules however, not
much difference is apparent. The first-price rule produces a very slight increase in utility over
the second-price auction, which is to be expected due to the higher amounts paid. The difference
in distributions can be verified in figure 6.9a. As expected with increasing platooning size, the
payment of the winner gets progressively more "diluted", leading to a continuous decrease in
utility. The benefits of the first-price rule (i.e. higher payments leading to higher satisfaction) also
become less apparent, matching almost exactly the results of the second-price rule at a size of 8. In
an utilitarian perspective, it appears that the second-price rule is the optimal choice for collective
decision-making, since for a very small loss in satisfaction the various benefits of second-price
(more thoroughly detailed in chapter 2) can be utilized.
Similar behaviour is also seen in the egalitarian perspective in figure 6.7b, with a noticeable
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Figure 6.5: ECDF Voting cruise scenario, single candidate rules

difference between first and second rule at low platoon sizes, but quickly becoming less apparent
as sizes increase. The same conclusions can be taken, with both rules outperforming the baseline
(see figure 6.9b), while at a small cost to utility the second-price rule can be used for its benefits.
The elitist perspective is presented in figure 6.7c, however as would be expected, all values are
perfect. The baseline guarantees maximum utility for the leader while the auction rules both give
maximum satisfaction towards the winner of the auction. Combining the elitist perspective with
the others analyzed above, the auction rules not only match but exceed the performance of the
baseline. The results from the ECDF for the elitist perspective are redundant and as such omitted
from figure 6.9.
For the route auction, the hamming distance (HD) is used to evaluate the satisfaction of agents
between the chosen route and their preferred route and can be seen in 6.7d. Curiously both rules
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Figure 6.6: ECDF Voting cruise scenario

outperform the baseline (less is better), even though both follow a similar style of enforcing a route
onto the elements of the platoon.
The total utility Ut that is perceived by agents on the bundling of both the right to set speed
and the right to set the route, is presented in figure 6.8. The plot shows the Ut of the platoon as
is obtained by the function described in 5.1 with weight values w = 0.5. When comparing the the
auction mechanism to the baseline, a positive difference is clearly visible. The dictatorship suffers
from rapid decrease in utility from platoon sizes of 4 to 6, from which a median utility below 0.6
is maintained from sizes 6 to 8. The auction mechanism on the other hand, performs very well
in maintaining welfare. A very slight trend is observed, with the welfare decreasing as platoon
size increases. However both auction payment rules always maintain an average utility above 0.6
in almost all cases. For all intents and purposes, both first-price and second-price payment rules
show very similar performances. A very slight decrease in utility is observed when comparing
first-price to second-prince, however this difference is minimal.
The metrics regarding communication are illustrated in figure 6.10. The time to reach consensus on both speed (figure 6.10a) and route (figure 6.10b) are both similar and do not exceed the
typical time horizon for tactical level decision-making (< 2 seconds). Auction rule type appears
to not have an effect on the duration of the auctions. However an apparent exponential growth on
time and the amount of re-transmissions (figure 6.10c) can be seen. Extrapolation of the obtained
values would indicate that the communication latency induced could very quickly make the auction mechanism unfeasible. A potential venue for future research would be the development of a
protocol for large-scale auctioning.
Figures 6.11 show the distribution of wealth according to each voting rule. Figures 6.11a and
6.11b show the total monetary flow (payment and receipt) from all auctions for the First-Price and
Second-Price rules respectively, for each individual agent at a platoon size of 8. It is shown that
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Figure 6.7: Cruise scenario amortized utility measurements

on average agents that win an auction will pay roughly 50 monetary units, while those who lose
tend are compensated with roughly 10 monetary units. The smaller "peak" of the distribution plot
shows that winning agents tend to have a negative profit, if they won any one auction, they will
not earn back their previous investment if they lose any other auction. As such, consecutive wins
will eventually drain the agents allocated budget, preventing them from continuously enforcing
their preference over the platoon. This may prove useful for the overall stability of the platoon, as
payments are large and receipts very low, it would be wise of the agent to not constantly bid the
highest amount. This allows for other agents to have a turn at enforcing their preferences, instead
of allowing a very wealthy agent to control the parameters of the platoon.
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Figure 6.9: ECDF values for the various measurements

Figures 6.11c and 6.11d show a more detailed distribution of payments and receipts, respectively, of every agent. The distributions show a more detailed plot of what was previously stated
regarding the average payouts and receipts. Agents tend to receive around 10 monetary units while
winner agents pay around 50 monetary units. Only a slight difference is observed in the payout of
the First-Price or Second-Price rule, which is "diluted" during distribution between losing agents.
With no other apparent differences, the Second-Price rule is potentially the most optimal choice
for this auctioning scenario, given its properties towards enforcing truthfulness1 within an agents
bidding strategy.

1 In a second-price auction, agents do not gain more utility from lying about their preferences. See section 2.3.3 for
a justification on this.
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Figure 6.10: Communication measurements for the auction cruise scenario

6.3
6.3.1

Join scenario
Voting

The cruise scenario provided valuable insight into the effectiveness of the voting mechanism at
maintaining driver satisfaction, as well as an understanding of how much latency is to be expected
from its implementation in near real-world constraints. However the distinction between voting
rules themselves is not clear, showing values with very little deviations. As such, in this scenario,
various voting sequences are performed under different circumstances in order to more adequately
evaluate voting rules.
Figure 6.12b shows the how the utility changed at each event (adding new elements and removing the previous agreed upon speed and route) and the total incurred changes to utility. Plurality
had the worse performance, which while in some cases the welfare reached very high values, it
was more common to see a reduction based upon the median and average values. All other rules
showed very similar behaviour, with a very small changes to welfare. As such all rules, except plurality, are well suited at handling highly chaotic environments where properties must be changed
in accordance.
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Figure 6.12a analyzes the utilitarian welfare of the platoon at the beginning, entry of joiners
and after the agreed upon properties are removed. Of all the rules, plurality can be observed to
struggle to maintain welfare levels while all the other three rules suffer very small impacts to the
original welfare. In regards to the voting mechanism overall performance, values tend to range
from 0.85 to 0.95, which provide good driver satisfactions levels.
Figure 6.12c presents the average hamming distance of the platoon at each event. The average
hamming distance between both committee rules appear quite similar, with very small differences.
Given this, for real-world implementation it is better to choose the rule with the least processing
time. Of course the evaluation of utility used here may be flawed. The measure of utility assumes
a decrease of satisfaction between agents as the voted on choice strays further from the preferred
choice. However it is more likely that agents (i.e. passengers) have different temperaments, with
some agents exhibiting an exponential growth on dissatisfaction while others may have a linear or
even logarithmic dissatisfaction growth. However such analysis of utility function is out of scope
of this dissertation, and is a topic of future research.
The welfare data is also grouped together in order to measure the changes that occurred on the
perceived total utility Ut of the platoon. These results are depicted in figure 6.13 for the Minisum
committee rule and figure 6.14 for the Minimax rule. The value Ut is obtained using the same
approach as in the cruise scenario, with weight values w = 0.5 to both speed and route contexts.
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Figure 6.12: Utility results join scenario

The obtained results match was would be expected from the previously obtained results. Not much
difference can be seen between committee voting rules. It can be argued, though, that the Minisum
rule is better at maintaining satisfaction when paired with the Plurality rule, when compared to the
combination of the Minimax and Plurality rules.

6.3.2

Auction

The auction analysis done in the previous section provided valuable insight into the feasibility of
a market based for vehicular collective decision making for real-world deployment. However the
conducted study in the cruise scenario was very small scale, focusing in only one sequence of
auctions. In this scenario an evaluation of the auction mechanism is performed over the course of
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Figure 6.13: Total utility Ut results for the Minisum rule on the voting join scenario
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Figure 6.14: Total utility Ut results for the Minimax rule on the voting join scenario
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multiple sequences of auctions. Various sequences are hypothesized to cause shifts in endowment,
which lead to progressive changes in the utility of the platoon.
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Figure 6.15: Amortized utility measurements on speed in join scenario

The progression on utility regarding speed can be seen in figure 6.15. The variation of utility
(figure 6.15a) appears to be very minuscule, varying between −0.1 and 0.1, with a higher tendency
for a decrease to occur. The second-price rule seems to very slight show increases in utility at size
4 but this is quickly evened out with higher sizes. The initial averages are depicted in figure 6.15b
while the final averages are in figure 6.15c. Comparing the two figures, also confirm the conclusion
obtained prior. It can be hypothesized that as endowment is spread among elements of a platoon,
smaller will be the payments received by the agents.
Results regarding route are depicted in figure 6.16. Changes to hamming distance (figure
6.16a) shows a tendency for satisfaction to decrease (increase in hamming distance). The obtained
changes can be verified in the values obtained for the initial (figure 6.16b) and final (figure 6.16c)
values, where an increase of approximately 1 is observed between the initial and final values.
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Figure 6.16: Hamming distance measurements on route in join scenario

The welfare variations on the total perceived utility Ut of both the right to set the speed and
the right to set the route is depicted in figure 6.17. Both utilities have weights of w = 0.5, equal to
the weights used in the cruise scenario. The changes on Ut (figure 6.17a), shows a very steep drop
in utility on platoon sizes of 4, ranging from 0.14 in the best case scenario to 0.20 in the worst case.
However as platoon sizes increases the changes in utility rise toward positive values following
an apparent logarithmic growth. This growth seems to be limited at values slightly above the 0.08 threshold. The average Ut before and after the join can be seen in figure 6.17b and figure
6.17c respectively; showing the same behaviour as that depicted in figure 6.17a. As such it can be
inferred that, when evaluating the welfare on two items (i.e. the right to set the speed and route)
and bidding on them individually, the auction mechanism performs poorly on small auctioning
groups, but increases its performance in a logarithmic proportion to the auctioning group size.
Comparing both payment rules against each other shows a result that is to expected from previous
results. Both show very little difference between each other, in which a case a winning factor
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Figure 6.17: Amortized utility measurements on both speed and route in join scenario

would be the fact that the second-price rule ensures truthfulness.
Figure 6.18 shows the distribution on payments (figure 6.18a) and receipts (figure 6.18a) of
the joiner auctions. Payments made by the winner agent don’t show much difference between the
first-price and second-price rules. On average payments tend to be between 45-60 mu. The effects
of the chosen distribution strategy are visible in figure 6.18b, where on average agents receive less
than 10 mu. Future work would look into the best strategy for these distributions, while taking
into account various factors such as maneuvering and air resistance costs.

6.4

Regroup scenario

The join and cruise scenario (Sections 6.2.1 and 6.3.1) provided valuable insight on the performance of the voting mechanism as a means for cooperative vehicular decision making. As was
observed, the single-candidate rules are good at maintaining driver satisfaction even when faced
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Figure 6.18: Distribution on the monetary flow from the joiner payments

with unexpected situations. However the results on the committee election rules (Minisum and
Minimax) show no significant differences between the two and even appear to under perform
when compared to the baseline. The best that can be inferred is that Minisum outperforms Minimax in large platoon sizes (figure 6.2d). The regroup scenario is implemented in order to validate committee voting rules in order potential application scenarios besides the selection of route.
Specifically the use of committee voting rules for the reorganization of platoons into new coalitions.
Figure 6.19b shows an utilitarian evaluation of the global welfare (i.e. the total welfare of
all elements participating in the vote) before and after the regrouping according to voting rule.
For a baseline we consider the before category that shows the utility of a platoon with random
composition using the Approval voting rule. High utility values are observed and an increase in
both median and average utility are observed for the Minisum rule. However the Minimax rule
actually saw a decrease. The same observation, but for average utilities, can be made in figure
6.19c.
Figure 6.19a shows the change in average platoon utility after elements moved to a platoon
of type A and type B. A type A platoon is the platoon with the highest welfare of the two newly
formed platoons. Obviously, the platoon of lowest utility is of type B. This distinction is made
because it was hypothesized that the winner determination algorithm would produce a platoon
with higher utility by sacrificing utility in the other platoon. This hypothesis is proven correct as
in both the Minisum and Minimax, platoon A has gained welfare while platoon B has lost. The
observations taken from figure 6.19a can also be seen in figure 6.19b, where the Minimax rule has
caused a loss in welfare in platoon B with little gains in Platoon A, while a more proportionate
distribution occurred when using Minisum.
Figure 6.20 evaluates the overhead of the regroup voting phase by measuring the time taken
to reach a consensus on platoons according to the committee rule. Median and average values
are around 500ms, with worst case scenarios slightly over 1000ms which is within typical time
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Figure 6.19: Regroup scenario results

horizons. As such, although needing more work, the use committee election for coalitional reorganization could be feasible.

6.5

Summary and discussion

In this section a discussion on the results obtained for both the auction and voting mechanisms
is presented. First a discussion is presented on auctions and voting individually, followed by a
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comparison of both mechanisms in regards to their performance relative to one another in both
welfare and communication overhead.
In regards to the voting mechanism the results in driver satisfaction are compared against
a dictatorial consensus baseline in sections 6.2.1 and random assignment for section 6.4. The
scenario in section 6.3.1 was an expansion of the scenario in section 6.2.1 to compare voting rules
among themselves, as such a baseline was not needed. For the communication analysis, a baseline
of perfect communications was used (no latency).
From the communication perspective, a non-negligible delay is present, and should be taken
into account when developing a voting mechanism for real world applications. From the observed
behaviour it can be inferred that large voting groups will add a delay that surpasses the acceptable
time horizon (< 2 seconds). As such voting protocols must be developed in order to keep this time
low, while also ensuring high satisfaction between agents.
All single-candidate voting rules are shown to reliably maintain driver satisfaction, even
when the preferred option is not available. The plurality rule showed a slight under performance
when compared to the remainder rules, especially when faced with varying voting group sizes and
added constraints (section 6.3.1). From the results themselves, it seems that, for real world applications, borda and copeland would show the best performance from an egalitarian and utilitarian
perspective, given that the communication overhead is the same. A possible decisive factor would
be the time and space complexity that the two rules have in real hardware. A potential direction
for future research would be in specializing these voting rules for traffic applications. Such a rule
would be able to achieve consensus quickly and maintain high driver satisfaction, even in highly
contested networks.
Regarding the committee election rules, these were used to vote on route and tested for use in
reorganizing platoons. From the results, committee elections ensured good satisfaction, with the
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average being that the selected route deviated by 2 to 3 nodes to the agents preferred route, albeit
not performing better than the baseline. However not much difference between Minimax and
Minisum was apparent. A regroup scenario was made (section 6.4), in order to compare the two
rules in a possibly more appropriate application. It was shown that the Minisum rule performed
better at reorganizing platoons than Minimax. But of course it can be argued that the chosen
committee rules are not specialized for use in such context, as it can be seen that more stable
platoon is formed at the cost of another platoon being more unstable. As such the development of
an adequate committee voting rule for such scenario is grounds for future research.
The results for the the auction mechanism are compared against a baseline of dictatorial
approach, the same as with the voting mechanism, for data regarding the welfare. The results
of the communication analysis used perfect communications (i.e. instantaneous propagation of
messages) as the baseline.
From the communication perspective, a non-negligible delay is present, and should be taken
into account when implementing an auctioning mechanism for real world deployment. At the scale
tested (auction groups of 8 members or less), the induced latency is well below the time limits for
tactical level decision making (less than 2 seconds). However an exponential growth of time to
consensus as function of size is apparent, which would make real-world deployment at large scales
unfeasible. The same exponential growth is apparent in the number of re-transmissions. Future
research would look into developing an auction protocol that can scale adequately in an vehicular
setting.
The welfare of the agents was measured by using the perceived utility on speed and on the
totality of an auction sequence (both speed and route), and the hamming distance. Overall the
auction mechanism outperforms the baseline in an egalitarian and utilitarian perspective, while
equaling the baseline in an elitist perspective. The results also show that the the auction mechanism outperforms the baseline with regards to the selection of route. The total welfare of the
platoon on both contexts (Ut ) also shows that median welfare scores well above the baseline.
From the results on welfare it can be inferred that the auction mechanism itself would be a good
choice at maintaining high driver satisfaction. In the join scenario however, it was shown that
the auction mechanism does not perform well when subject to changes in the platoon formation
(i.e. the addition of a joiner). The changes in Ut show that in very small platoon sizes there are
large negative changes in satisfaction. However this is attenuated with increasing platoon sizes.
When comparing the first-price to the second-price payment rule, no significant differences
were observed. In smaller platoon sizes, a difference can be seen in payouts and utility, as the firstprice has the winning agent pay a higher amount. However this effect is "diluted" in increasing
platoon sizes and becomes almost equal to the second-price payment rule. As such, given almost
identical welfare values, the second-price payment rules appears to be the best choice for singleitem auctions, as it ensures that agents bid truthfully.
Results regarding the monetary flows show that on average a winning agent pays approximately 60 mu while rejected agents receive 10 mu in a typical auction to reach a consensus within
the platoon. As such these types of auctions incur a large net loss to the winning agents, which
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can quickly drain their allotted budget. Only after losing multiple auctions in the future can a winner agent receive back what they have had invested. It follows that the auction payment strategy
followed is not a good source of income for the agents.
With the information obtained, an answer can be formulated to research question Q1 (defined
in section 1.4), which ponders how the voting and auction mechanism perform on maintaining
driver satisfaction in a group with heterogeneous interests. On individual contexts (i.e. considering only speed or route), both mechanism show good results in regards to driver satisfaction.
However the committee voting rules struggle to maintain satisfaction when compared to the baseline, while the auctions handled the coordination on the selection of the route very well. However
the regroup scenario showed potential in the application of the committee rules for the reorganizations of platoons. Future work could look into developing a specialized voting rule to handle
such a scenario.
The next question that can be answered is question Q2 , which explores how imperfect vehicular
communications can affect the viability and/or performance of the voting and auction mechanism
in vehicular coordination. Overall both mechanisms performed well (achieving consensus in less
than 2 seconds). However increasing the coordination group could potentially make the auctions
and voting mechanism non viable. Future research should look into optimizing the implementations of the voting and auctions protocols in order to handle higher coordination groups or more
restrictive constraints.
With a discussion of both the voting and the auction mechanism presented individually, a comparison between the two mechanisms (question Q3 ) will be conducted, using the results obtained
in the cruise scenario. As one of the main contributions of this dissertation both welfare and communications are compared between mechanisms. For welfare the utility regarding cruising speed
and the hamming distance on route are used, while the time to consensus and re-transmissions are
compared to analyze communication overheads.
On the welfare from an utilitarian perspective between mechanisms, both mechanisms score
higher than the established baseline, with the auction mechanism having higher welfare at
smaller sizes, but almost identical at larger sizes. An interesting observation to be made is in
how both mechanisms react to the increase in size. The voting mechanism although starting with
lower welfare than the auction mechanism, seems to remain constant with increasing size, while
the auction mechanism loses welfare as size increases, where at a size of 8, the welfare is the of
near equivalent value to those obtained with the voting mechanism.
The results on the welfare regarding route, shows that the voting mechanism performs worse
than the baseline while the auction mechanism outperforms it. This may indicate a poor adaptation
of the committee election rules to the election of route, and the revision of the implement ion is
grounds for future work.
Regarding communication analysis. Both mechanisms remain within acceptable time horizons, with the auction mechanism outperforming the voting mechanism on time taken to reach
consensus (voting having a max median of approximately 1500 ms while the auction mechanism
has an approximate max median of 1000 ms). However the voting mechanism performs better
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when selecting a route, however this is to be expected as the implementation of the voting mechanism only has one iteration to select route. Comparing figures 6.4c and 6.10c shows that the voting
mechanism has very small re-transmission counts compared to the auction mechanism, which has
an apparent exponential growth. This possibly indicates that voting is more robust and has less
points of failures when compared to auctions.
Still it is the authors belief that the protocols shown in this dissertation can be optimized
to reduce communication overhead while maintaining driver satisfaction. Such future research
can use the results obtained in this dissertation as a baseline to develop improved cooperative
decision making mechanisms tested in near-realist constraints. In any case, both mechanisms
show potential for real-world deployment, while many venues for optimization exist.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
As the experimental results are presented and discussed in the previous chapter (chapter 6), all of
the defined research tasks can be marked as completed. In this dissertation an extensive literature
review (chapter 3) identified that ITS solutions focused on empowering cooperative conflict resolution between groups of CAVs very frequently utilized MAS based models. Of course, the MAS
approach has seen many successes in various other fields, and the literature on its applications to
ITS show much potential. However many of the proposed applications and implementations disregarded much of the chaotic environment that such applications would be subject to should they see
real-world deployment. Imperfect communication channels induces latency on the transmission
of information, delaying consensus to beyond safe time horizons. Vehicular motion adds physical
constraints to the behaviour of an agent, which must be aware of its internal and external state in
a non-discrete fashion and be able to operate on incomplete information. It was this incomplete
validation approach that presented the problem that this dissertation aimed at solving.
The problem itself is too broad to be thoroughly tackled, and requires different studies in order
to be properly addressed all the issues. As such this work proposed providing an initial benchmark
towards future research using MAS based cooperative mechanisms, by making use of cooperative
strategies that have had great results in ITS and other fields of study and apply them to novel
scenarios. The cooperative mechanisms that are tested are the auctions and voting mechanisms.
We consider as an initial hypothesis that these two mechanisms would maintain high welfare in
autonomous passenger vehicles and low communication overheads, with their results serving as a
stepping stone toward accurate feasibility studies of potential cooperative mechanisms for ITS.
The most realistic tests that can be conducted are via the use of actual hardware in expected
real-life scenarios. Such testing is often not possible, either due to inaccessibility of the necessary
resources or lack of a valid proof of concept that would allow projects to be green lit for testing
on real hardware. The next best alternative is the use of simulators. However after a review of the
state of the art, to the best of the authors knowledge, no simulation framework existed that coupled the various models (kinematic, communications and an agent-based framework) needed for
near-realistic testing of MAS based cooperative strategies. The closest existing simulation framework was VEINs, an integration of OMNeT++ communication simulator and the SUMO traffic
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simulator for VANETs. The VEINs framework was extended by integrating a MAS framework,
lightJason, and producing a simulator meeting all the necessary requirements.
The developed models of auctions and voting where then implemented in the produced simulation framework and results collected. The models are general applications of voting and auctions to
platooning collective decision-making, which was found to be novel from the reviewed literature.
A dictatorship baseline was defined and the models where ran on the simulation framework. Results showed that both mechanisms maintained very high welfare and managed to reach consensus
within the time horizons typical of tactical level decision making. As such both mechanisms show
potential for real world deployment, however optimizations or alternative protocols are needed to
decrease the latency that is extrapolated to occur in higher groups of agents. In the context of
platooning the auction mechanism showed less delay on reaching consensus when compared to
the voting mechanism, however the perceived utility of the agents is inversely proportionate to the
size of the auction group, while the voting group maintains satisfaction levels regardless of voting
group size.

7.1

Contributions

A proposal of contributions was described in section 1.5, and all tasks set forward to achieving
them were completed. The first contribution is an extensive review of the state of the art, presented in chapter 3. The conducted literature review analyzed various contributions made to the
field of the ITS across the various levels that are touched upon in this dissertations. Such contributions included studies on the improvement of autonomous control of vehicles, developments
on the communication protocols and infrastructure to empowered intelligent and connected road
transportation and various strategies to manage and empower cooperation of autonomous vehicles.
Various gaps are identified, some which served as the main problem tackled in this work.
In order to begin the validation of the feasibility computational social choice and market strategies for ITS, an adequate simulation framework was needed. A proof of concept of an integrated
simulation framework was developed and validated and is presented in chapter 4. This simulation framework is an attempt to bridge the gap that exists between the inception of cooperative
decision-making strategies and their deployment towards real-world applications.
With a simulation framework capable of validating this works hypothesis, an implementation
of the voting and auction mechanisms for platoon decision making was developed. This implementation serves as the third contribution, with a generalized theoretical model described in chapter 5
with implementation details and results described in chapter 6.
The final contribution of this dissertation was a comparative study of the auction and voting mechanism among each other. With the results obtained in chapter 6, the behaviour of both
mechanisms are compared and their relative advantages and disadvantages are made apparent, as
presented in section 6.5. From this study of the auctions and voting mechanism, many possible
paths for future research were made clear, all of which will be addressed below in section 7.2.
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7.2

Future Research

Many potential venues of future research where identified in the development of this dissertation.
Starting with the first contribution, the developed simulation framework is still an early proof of
concept. As of writing, the simulation framework requires upwards of eight steps (see section
4.1.4) across three languages to produce a simulation scenario. Further development should look
into improving the development work flow with either improved interfaces or dedicated tool sets.
The framework can also be made more flexible and generalized for much more ITS applications.
Due to time constraints, development of the simulation framework was mostly centered around answering the research questions of this dissertation, with a focus on generalization very frequently
being an afterthought. General improvements can also be made, improving the time complexity of
simulations, leading to faster runs. Overall research in the simulation framework would look into
improving the integration, making better use of the functionality provided by each component,
presenting results on simulation efficiency and develop various examples of many possible ITS
applications. Another possible venue for future improvement is the development of a high-level
language for the formation and adaptation of platoons, using vehicular communication standards,
similar to [SARO14].
The communication protocol uses dedicated broadcasting of cooperative type messages towards all relevant vehicles. The choice taken for this was to speed up implementation of cooperative mechanisms, as no current standard exists at time of writing. This communication protocol
remained invariant throughout the simulations, and could have potentially induced a negative impact on the communication channel. As such another possible venue for future research would
vary the types protocols used to deliver messages. For example, piggybacking the platooning or
the positional data beacons [SDC15] [SBJ+ 14] would reduce the amount of messages being sent.
Receiver based [GHMK16] approaches could also be experimented with to determine which approach would yield better performance and efficiency. Message encryption was also not accounted
for, and adds towards potential delays in consensus.
A more complex study on the behaviour of agents can also be conducted. The agent and mechanism models implemented are simplistic and only scratch the surface of the various nuances of
voting, auctions and MAS in general. Malicious agents are assumed to be non-existent as well
as the manipulation of auctions and elections. Such research would look into providing and comparing various approaches to mitigate this problems, while maintaining effective communications.
Such research however would rely on improvements performed on the communication protocol in
order to maintain low latency.
Focusing on the implemented mechanisms, results show many possible paths towards improving the voting and auction strategies. Beginning with the voting mechanism, an iterative process
was in place that halves the candidate list after every iteration, in order to ensure high satisfaction.
However the number of iterations could be reduced (e.g. partition the top quarter) and an analysis performed comparing the time taken to reach consensus and the losses in utility. A possible
hypothesis to such work would be that the loss in utility is low compared to the what is gained
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in network performance. Alternatively research could be done on controlling the number of iterations based on channel contention, with the normal number of iterations in a clear medium, and
low number on highly contested channels. Another potential venue of improvement is the application of the committee voting rules. The results for this type of voting were shown to be very
inconclusive. An more thorough specialization of these rules for ITS is needed.
The auction implementation should integrate some form payment strategy. Being a market
approach, safe methods of payment based on the literature standard should be explored and their
impact on latency analyzed. A secure method of decentralized auctioning should also be implemented, as the current model has one agent (i.e. the platoon leader) receive information that could
induce malicious manipulation of the auction.
Both mechanisms see a growth on latency as a function of platoon size that could very quickly
exceed acceptable time horizons. Both mechanisms should be tested with a large number of participants, and their behaviour optimized to handle the expected contention and processing of a large
number of messages. An initial hypothesis could make use of heuristics to reach an faster, albeit
sub-optimal, consensus. For example, Vasirani & Ossowski [VO10] use a time bound winner determination algorithm, in order to assign intersection reservations to bidders. Another potential
improvement of both cooperative mechanisms would look into the application of combinatorial
auctions and voting. The current applications have agents select bid or vote on one subject at a
time in a sequential fashion. Future research could compare the combinatorial approach to singular
auctions/election that are executed in parallel.
A final suggestion for research would be on the study and development of driver satisfaction
models. This type of study would look into translating the behaviour of various types of human
passengers, to develop an accurate set of functions and models in order to capture the satisfaction
that would be expected of human passengers in autonomous vehicles during cooperative decisionmaking.
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